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Abstract. In this paper the operations of homomorphic equality and inverse homomorphic equality 
are introduced and are studied in all detail as part of formal language theory. These operations 
are defined from n-tuples of homomorphisms by a matching of the homomorphic images. They 
model a simple and powerful equality mechanism and incorporate the notion of generalized 
equality sets. Single homomorphisms on free monoids are natural and simple operations. Howeve;, 
combining n-tuples of homomorphisms into a homomorphic equality or inverse homomorphic 
equality may result in very complex morphic mappings, which map, e.g., i‘* to the set of solutions 
of an instance of the Post Correspondence Problem. 
In this paper particular emphasis is laid upon strong representation theorems. In the general 
case every recursively enumerable set can be obtained from the trivial set {$} by applying an 
inverse homomorphism, a (inverse) homomorphic equality of two nonerasing homomorphisms 
and an erasing homomorphism. This is a uniform morphic represeriiarion of the recursiveiy 
enumerable sets with special regular sets as a basis, and it is minimal in its constituents. Htnce, 
the recursively enumerable sets are the smallest class containing all regular sets of the form C*%Z* 
and ciosed under homomorphic equality or under inverse homomorphic equality and homomorph- 
ism. Every nonempty language is a generator of the recursively enumerable sets, when the full 
trio operations are extended to include homomorphic equality or inverse homomorphic equality. 
In a similar manner, the regular sets can be characterized in terms of homomorphic equality and 
inverse homomorphic equality operations with bounded balance. 
Finally, in the nonerasing case, the target are classes of the form H(.=Y A !%+Y). For a class of 
languages 2, H(Z’ A $&KY) is the smallest class containing LZ’ and closed under nonerasing 
homomorphic equality or under inverse homomorphic equality and nonerasing homomorphism. 
It includes the intersection closure of Z’. Every language in H(YA .%A@) can be obtained from 
a language in 5’ by a nonerasing homomorphic equality or an inverse homomorphic equality of 
three homomorphisms and followed by a nonerasing homomorphism, provided that Z’ is closed 
under inverse homomorphism and endmarking. This representation goes through to trio generators 
of LZ, which are the generators of H(J.?’ A a&Y), if the trio operations are extended to include 
nonerasing homomorphic: equality or inverse homomorphic equality. 
The operations of homomorphic equality and inverse homomorphic equality are based on 
generalized equality sets. These are equality sets of finite sets of homomorphisms, which are used 
forwards or backwards. We investigate basic language-theoretic properties of these sets including 
the star event property, commutativity and hardest set.. $ and provide a complete classification of 
the generalized equality sets according to the numbers of homomorphisms that are used forwards 
or backwards. 
* This paper is a revised and extended version of the Habilitationsschrift [ 161. 
0304-3975/87/$3.50 @ 1987, Elsevier Science Publishers B.V. (North-Holland) 
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ntroduction 
This paper addresses questions from formal language theory, using tuples of 
homomorphisms as a tool to establish uniform representations of certain classes of 
languages. Homomorphisms on free monoids are simple objects, and from the 
mathematical point of view they are the most natural operations in formal language 
theory. In contrast with an easy handling of a single homomorphism, problems 
become extremely hard when two or more homomorphisms are considered simul- 
taneously, aiming at the same target. For example, if two homomorphisms are 
iterated individually, then the question whether these iterations produce the same 
language is the well-known DOL equivalence problem, and the question whether 
the limits of these iterations coincide is the DOL o-equivalence problem. Both 
problems are known to be solvable [22,23]. Another example are equality sets of 
homomorphisms, which even lead to undecidable problems. For homomorphisms 
h, and hZ, the equality set of h, and !rZ consists of all strings w such that hl and h2 
coincide on W, i.e., h,(w) = h2( w). Every instance of the Post Correspondence 
Problem with lists of strings ( ul, . . . , u,) and (0, , . . . , II,,) is an equality set of two 
homomorphisms with h,(i) = ui and h,(i) = Vi for 1 s i G n, and vice versa. The 
correspondence problem now becomes the emptiness problem for equality sets, that 
is, the question whether the equality sets contains a nonempty string. For arbitrary 
lists of strings the Post Correspondence Problem is an undecidable problem, and 
as such it is extremely valuable in formal language theory. For example, all undeci- 
dable questions on conte;;t-free languages, such as equivalence, ambiguity, etc. are 
easily reducible to it. 
Equality sets (with bounded balance) first appeared in [46, Theorem 1 .l] when 
proving a closure result for inverse homomorphisms. The notion of an equality set 
of two homomorphisms originates from the work of Ehrenfeucht and Rozenberg 
[28], where it has been used for a simplified solution of the DOL equivalence 
problem. Equality sets were introduced explicitly by Salomaa 1581. This paper was 
the starting point for an intensive study of equality sets. Most efforts in this area 
concentrate on the representation of certain classes of languages in terms of equality 
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sets and simple operations, where the recursively enumerable sets and the regular 
sets stand in the centre of interest. See, e.g., [4, 12, 19, 20, 25, 32, 581. 
This work contributes to the study of equality sets in two ways. First, continuing 
our previous work [12], we consider equality sets of arbitrary k-tuples of 
homomorphisms. As a novelty here, the homomorphisms are used forwards and 
backwards. Thus we consider the set of strings such that, e.g., the homomorphic 
images of homomorphism h, coincide with the reversals of the homomorphic images 
of homomorph!sm h2, i.e., h,(w) = ( h2( w) jR. The languages o defined are called 
generalized equality sets of order (m, n), where the integers m and n mean that m 
homomorphisms are used forwards and n homomorphisms are used backwards. 
We investigate basic language-theoretic and combinatorial properties of generalized 
equality sets, including star events, commutativity, and hardest sets, and characterize 
generalized equality sets with these properties. As a consequence we obtain a precise 
clacsification according to their order (m, n). This classification coincides with the 
natural nuinbers if n = 0, and it coincides with the natural ordering of ordered pairs 
of positive integers, if m and n are positive integers. The generalization is motivated 
by an observation in [ 121 and [ 151 that ordinary equality sets solely model ‘first-in, 
first-out’ structures, which, in terms of data structures and storage tapes, mean a 
queue or a Post tape. Dual to these structures are ‘last-in, first-out’ structures. These 
correspond to a pushdown store and are modelled by context-free languages. Because 
of the outstanding importance of the class of context-free languages in formal 
language theory, which stems from the fact that they are used to model the syntax 
of programming languages, it is desirable to include constructs of context-free 
languages in generalized equality sets. Using homomorphisms forwards and back- 
wards, this goal is partially reached. For instance, the language SYM of symmetric 
strings is the generalized equality set of the identity homomorphism id (over some 
fixed alphabet), such that SYM = Eq(id, idR). Note that SYM is a trio operator of 
the class of linear context-free languages. 
Secondly, we approach the topic of equality sets from the direction of operations 
on languages, which, undoubtedly, is a classical direction. To this effect generalized 
equality sets are used as the core of a mapping called homomorphic equality and 
its inverse, called inverse homomorphic equality. For homomorphisms h, and hz 
and a string w let (h,, h,)(w) = h,(w) if h,(w) = h2( w); otherwise, (h,, h,)(w) is 
undefined. Let 
For a single homomorphism the equality test is meaningless. Then a homomorphic 
equality becomes a homomorphism, and an inverse homomorphic equality becomes 
an inverse homomorphism. Hence, homomorphic equality operations and inverse 
homomorphic equality operations are canonical extensions of these very basic 
operations. 
omomorphic equality operations and inverse homomorphic equality operations 
are studied in the standard way by consi eir effect on certain classes of 
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languages. In particular, they are applied to the regular sets, which are not preserved 
under these operations. In fact, we obtain just the opposite: homomorphic equality 
operations map the regular sets onto the class of recursively enumerable sets, and 
likewise do inverse homomorphic equality operations, when they are finally com- 
posed with homomorphisms. These representations can be minimized such that only 
three homomorphisms are involved, two of which are combined into a homomorphic 
equality respectively inverse homomorphic equality and are nonerasing, and the 
third erasing homomorphism is used to smooth the intermediate result. Since 
homomorphisms are homomorphic equality operations of single homomorphisms, 
the characterization of the recursively enumerable sets in terms of homomorphic 
equality operations means that every recursively enumerable set can be obtained as 
the image of a regular set under a mapping, which is the composition of two 
homomorphic equality operations. Hence, only one kind of operator is used for 
this characterization of the recursively enumerable sets, and regular sets of the form 
X*$2* suffice as a basis. We claim that this is the most uniform representation 
theorem for the recursively enumerable sets. 
As an application, every recursively enumerable set can be obtained from a set 
C* by a homomorphic equality respectively an inverse homomorphic equality of 
two nonerasing homomorphisms, followed by the intersection with a regular set of 
the form C*$Z* and a homomorphism. Hence, if the trio operations homomorphism, 
inverse homomorphism, and intersection with regular sets are extended to include 
ality or inverse homomorphic equality operations, then every 
e is a generator of the recursively enumerable sets in terms of 
these sets of o ions. Similar representations are obtained for the regular sets 
with a homomo equality or inverse homomorphic equality of bounded balance 
and built from omorphisms that are derived from the identity. 
ss of recursively enumerable sets is characterized in terms of 
sis of recursive languages, then the operations must have access 
to unlimited erasing to jump beyond the class of recursive sets. For that purpose 
we use erasing omomorphisms. If we forbid erasing homomorphisms, or more 
precisely the eff t of erasing, and restrict ourselves to nonerasing homomorphisms 
and nonerasing homomorphic equality operations, which are homomorphic equality 
operations with at least one nonerasing homomorphism, then we obtain characteriz- 
ations of classes of languages of the form H(9 A 6%4P) and H(2’ A J&B). Here ~JVP 
(ds) is the class of languages accepted in real time by nondeterministic machines 
with three one-reversal-bounded pushdown stores [ 101 (three reset tapes [8]). For 
any class of languages 2, H(Z A %LACY) =(h( L n L’) 1 L is in the class 2, L’ is in 
%Ng and h is a nonerasing homomorphism}. These classes have been studied in 
[9] in a general setting. For our main characterization, suppose that 
closed under invert homomorphism and endmarking. Then the class 
is the smallest class including 2 and closed under nonerasing homomorphic equality 
or closed under inverse homomorphic equality and nonerasing homomorphism. 
Every language in (2 A aN9) can be obtained by applying a nonerasing homomor- 
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phic equality or an inverse homomorphic equality of only three homomorphisms 
and a nonerasing homomorphism to some language in 2. This representation goes 
through to trio generators of 2. Hence, in the nonerasing case, nonerasing homomor- 
phic equality and inverse homomorphic equality operations extend well-behaved 
classes .JZ to H( 2Z A %V’P). 
For the proof of these reF$ .rlts and in particular for the fact that nonerasing 
homomorphic equality and inverse homomorphic equality operations of only three 
homomorphisms are sufficient for these characterizations, we shall introduce a new 
machine model, called one-way-bidirectional (m, n)-head preset machine. These 
machines differ from ordinary machine models, Turing machines say, by the fact 
that their single working tape is preset by any element from its base language L, 
which is in the given class of languages 2. Furthermore, the working tape is scanned 
by (m + n) independent read-only heads, m of which move left-to-right and n move 
right-to-left. These machines are used only as a tool. 
Specializing the class 2 to the class of regular sets we immediately obtain new 
characterizations of the class %KP in terms of nonerasing homomorphic equality 
operations and of inverse homomorphic equality operations and nonerasing 
homomorphisms. &IVY is the smallest class containing the regular sets and closed 
under nonerasing homomorphic equality, or under inverse homomorphic equality 
and nonerasing homomorphism. Thus nonerasing, homomorphic equality operations 
map the regular sets to the class %/VP, and erasing homomorphic equality operations 
map the regular sets to the class of recursively enumerable sets. Hence, %W stands 
in the middle between the regular sets and the recursively enumerable sets, at least 
from the viewpoint of homomorphic equality operations. This proves again that 
%/VIP is a natural, well-founded class of formal languages. 
Completely parallel results can be obtained for the classes H(2’ A AM) and .4-G? 
if reversals of the homomorphisms are excluded. Thus, 4% is another natural class 
of languages between the regular sets and the recursively enumerable sets. 
Our representations of the recursively enumerable sets and of classes H( 2Z A 5WP) 
in terms of homomorphic equality and inverse homomorphic equality operations 
completely parallel results by Book [3] and by Book and Nivat [9] who have used 
the operations of homomorphic replication and intersection. Hence, we obtain the 
following triple of (combinations of) operations, which are equivalent in their power 
of representation: 
(I) homomorphic equality, 
(2) inverse homomorphic equality and homomorphism, 
(3) homomorphic replication and intersection. 
These combinations of operations have in common that they are built from 
n-tuples of homomorphisms and intersection, where intersection is taken on 
individual strings or on sets of strings. The homomorphism-based operations are 
retrieved in a very simple manner. Sup ere is a string w and an n-tuple of 
homomorphisms (h,, . . . , II,,). Then one obtains an n-tuple of strings (WI, l . l 9 %) 
such that Wi = hi(w). Suppose that ~1,. . l , W, are stored in a two-dimensional array 
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of characters A such that A( i, j) is the jth symbol of Wi. There are at least four 
natural ways to manipulate A and retrieve a string from it. (1): Scan A row by row 
and concatenate. This leads to the definition of the homomorphic replication of 
h . . . , h,, mapping w to h,(w). . . h,(w). (2): Scan A column by column, and so 
dsne a parallel encoding of the Wi. (3): Scan each row of A by an independent 
read head and sequentialize. This defines the shuffle of strings. Finally, (4): scan A 
column by column and check the rows of A for equality. Then each row of A defines 
the homomorphic equality of (h,, . . . , h,) on w. 
0.1. Origins of homomorphic equality operations 
We complete this Introduction by looking for the origin of homomorphic equality 
and inverse homomorphic equality operations. 
First note that homomorphic equality and inverse homomorphic equality 
operations occur in commuting diagrams, and thus are very frequent in mathematics. 
Let f:X+ Y’, g:X+X’, fl:X’ + Y and g’ : Y’+ Y be mappings organized in a 
diagram D as follows: 
f 
x - Y’ 
d Igp 
f’ 
X’- Y 
Then D commutes for x E X if and only if the homomorphic equality is defined on 
x, i.e., for every x E X, (g’ l J f’ l g)(x) = y if and only if D commutes for x and 
Y = g’ *f(x) =f’ l g(x). Similarly, for every y E Y, (g’ l f; f’ l g)-‘(y) consists of all 
x E X such that the diagram D commutes with result y, i.e., g’ *f(x) =f’ l g(x) = y. 
A homomorphic equality has been used implicitly by Book and Nivat in their 
proof of Theorem 2.1 in [9]. We shall recall their statement here in Lemma 5.3, 
using a homomorphic equality explicitly and improving that theorem. As a con- 
sequence, some of the results from [9] could be rewritten and sharpened accordingly. 
Finally, a restricted type (bounded balance) of a homomorphic equality and an 
inverse homomorphic equality is hidden in some proofs showing a closure under 
inverse homomorphism. Consider, e.g., the proof of Theorem I.!(3) in 11461, and 
similarly Lemma 3.6.1 in [33]. There 
hi’(L)n R =(h2 l hJ, h, l hJ’(h,(L))n k?(L), 
and 
h3(h4’0 n R) = hi’& l h, h, l hJ(hi’W), 
where the equality tests of the operations have bounded balance r. (See, e.g., 14, 
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12, 581 for a treatment of bounded balance.) Hence, our central operations are 
elaborated from previous sources. 
0.2. Organization of the paper 
In the first section we review some basic notions from formal language theory 
and establish notation. We define the operations of homomorphic equality and 
inverse homomorphic equality, and establish some fundamental properties. Finally, 
we state a result on commuting strings. 
Generalized equality sets and morphic representations of the regular sets are the 
topic of the second section. Generalized equality sets are investigated with reference 
to [ 121, where multiple equality sets have been studied. We distinguish generalized 
and multiple equality sets by the star event property and characterize commutative 
generalized equality sets. For every pair of nonnegative integers (m, n) we define a 
hardest generalized equality set of order (m, n) by Merge&{ a, b}*). These 
languages have an almost unique representation in terms of generalized equality 
sets, from which we can derive that erasing homomorphisms are necessary to define 
all generalized eqt,ality sets. Moreover, we obtain a complete classification of the 
classes of generalized equality sets according to their order (m, n ). This classification 
coincides with the natural numbers if n = 0, and it coincides with the natural ordering 
of ordered pairs (m, n), if m, n 2 1. (See Fig. 1). Finally, we establish some relations 
between generalized equality sets and intersections of generalized equality sets, 
showing that intersection adds in power. 
Section 3 is concerned with the smallest rios containing all generalized equality 
sets of order (m, n). First, we recall some characterizations and closure properties 
@Jf the classes !BJV~ and Ju9?, which turn out to be fundamental for this paper. We 
show th,: BJVV is the smallest rio containing all generaiized equality sets, and is 
the sma/lect rio containing all generalized equality sets of order (2,l). For the latter 
result we anticipate a consequence of Theorem 6.5. The results obtained here 
generalize analogous results in [ 121. In contrast o the infinity of classes of generalized 
equality sets, there are only five trios obtained from these classes. Their interrelations 
are summarized in Fig. 2. Again results from [ 121 are used to establish these results. 
In Section 4 we establish simple representations of the recursively enumerable 
sets 3%‘. Every %!Z set can be obtained from the trivial set {$} by an inverse 
homomorphism, followed by a homomorphic equality or an inverse homomorphic 
equality of two nonerasing homomorphisms and concluded by an alphabetic 
homomorphism. These representations are minimal. Hence, 9%’ is the smallest class 
containing all sets Z*$Z* and closed under homomorphic equality or under inverse 
homomorphic equality and homomorphism, and every nonempty language is a 
generator of 9%’ in terms of the generalization of the trio operations to include 
homomorphic equality or inverse homomorphic equality operations= A view at a 
variation of the Post Correspondence Problem closes this section. 
Section 5 is devoted to algebraic properties of the operations of homomorphic 
equality and inverse homomorphic equality. These operations are not idempotent, 
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which is surprising, in particular for homomorphic equality operations. Then we 
turn to the closure under these operations. Here the classes %KP and the intersection 
closure of all generalized equality sets play an important role. Finally, emphasis is 
laid upon some forms of ‘modestly’ erasing homomorphisms and their use in 
homomorphic equality operations. Roughly speaking, linear erasing homomorph- 
isms and weakly erasing homomorphic equality operq!ions can be simulated by 
nonerasing homomorphic equality operations, combined with generalized equality 
sets, and a single erasing homomorphic equality can be simulated by a weakly 
erasing homomorphic equality and an erasing homomorphism. 
Section 6 parallels Section 4 with the restriction to nonerasing homomorphisms. 
This makes the proofs much harder, and the results more valuable. We introduce 
(m, n)-preset machines as a technical tool. Their importance is the fact that for 
every (m, n)-preset machine there is an equivalent (2,1 )-preset machine, which is, 
moreover, well-behaved. 
These machines characterize precisely the class H(Z A &VP), when they are 
preset with languages from 3. Our main results in Theorem 6.8 and Theorem 6.9 
are the nonerasing duals to Theorem 4.1. They provide a characterization of each 
class H(9 A %~JV?P) in terms of nonerasing homomorphic equality operations, E..wd 
of inverse homomorphic equality operations combined with nonr,r:asing 
homomorphisms. These results go through to trio generators of 9. As a consequence 
we obtain a characterization of the class %V’.9 from the regular sets in terms of 
nonerasing homomorphic equality operations and in terms of inverse homomorphic 
equality operations combined with nonerasing homomorphisms. Furthermore, these 
representations can be obtained by the use of just four homomorphisms. Correspond- 
ing results are obtained for the classes H(Z’ A &%!) and Ju%. 
It is assumed that the reader is familiar with the basic concepts from the theories 
of automata, computability, and formal languages (see, e.g., [47]). Some of the 
notions that are most important for this paper are reviewed here and a new morohic 
mapping and its inverse are introduced. 
An alphabet is a finite set of symbols. For an alphabet 2, let C* denote 
the free monoid generated by C. C* is the set of all strings over C including the 
empty string A. For a string w, 1 WI denotes the length of w. If ry = ala2. . . a, is a 
string over C with each I! , L 2, then the reversal of w is wR = a,, . . . a2a1. Thus wR t
is obtained by reading w right-to-left. 
any of our structs and languages have some kind of repetition or star 
property, see, e.g. , and we stop it by an endmarker 
$ concatenated to strings and languages. s, $ is integrated into the last 
ordinary symbol. 
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We shall often use copies of symbols and strings and we indicate this by barring. 
For an alphabet 2, s = {d 1 a E 2) (with C n 2 = 8) is the barred copy of& and for 
a string w = ala2.. . a, EP, * = 4a2.. . a’, E C* is the barred copy of w. n-fold 
barred copies with n 3 0 are defined accordingly, where each object is its own 
zero-fold barred copy. Formally, the concept of barring can be defined by 
homomorphisms which rename symbols. 
Definition. A homomorphism (between free monoids) is a function h : C* + A* such 
that, for all X, y E C *, h(xy) = h(x) h(y). If A = {a} for a single symbol a, then h is 
a unary homomorphism. A homomorphism h is nonerasing if, for every a E I,, 
h(a) # h; length-preserving if h(a)E A; and alphabetic if h(a) E A u(h). A 
homomorphism h is linear-erasing on a language L if there is a constant c > 0 such 
that, for every WE L, Iwlsc- Ih(w and h is k-limited erasing on L if, for every 
w E L and every substring x of w, I WI 2 k implies Ih( 2 1. 
Throughout, we shall use particular alphabetic homomorphisms E$: (C u r)* + 
{$}* which map th e d’ t’ IS anguished symbols from r to $, and erase the symbols from 
2. Also, our homomorphisms with k-limited erasing are special. They map strings 
of the form a1zru2zr.. . a,$$ to ala,,. . . a, erasing zr and $. 
Definition. Let n be a positive integer, and let p be a type function from { 1, . . . , n} 
to {l,R}. Let hl,... , h, be homomorphisms from C* to A *. The operation on 
languages defined by 
(h, 9 - l l 9 k)pW = 
h,( w)p(‘) if h,( w)P(‘) = l . . = h,( w)P(“), 
undefined otherwise, 
is a homomorphic equality of type p. It is nonerasing if at least one homomorphism 
hi is nonerasing, and it is wer 21~ erasing if for every symbol a E S there is a 
homomorphism hi with hi(a) # h. The inverse operation, called inverse homomorphic 
equality of typep, is defined by (h ,,..., h,)-‘(v)={~EZ*l(h~,.. ., h,),(w)=& 
Intuitively, the opt rations of homomorphic equality and inverse homomorphic 
equality arise as follows. Consider a string w, a type function p, and n homomorph- 
isms hl,.. . , h,. Then there are n strings w, , . . . , w,, such that wi = hi( w)p(i), and 
generally i f j implies wi # wi. Each string wj can be seen as a homomorphicdescendant 
of w. Now (h, , . . . , h,,),(w) is defined if and only if all homomorphic descendants 
of w coincide, i.e., w has a common homomorphic descendant under all hi. Iru the 
dual case, a string w has common homomorphic ancestors, i.e., there exist strings 
t, = \rl( w)“(I) = - . 0 = h,(w)“(“), and all these v are collected by the inverse homomor- 
phic equality (h, , . . . , h,&‘(w). 
These ideas can be made formal by expressing t 
equality and &il inverse homomorphic equality on an individual string in terms of 
the defining homomorphisms and intersection. 
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.I. Lemma. Let h’ f . . . , h, be homomorphisms from C* to A’ and let p be a type 
function. For s!ri.rgs w E 2” and v E A*, 
(i) (hlr..., i&(w) = {h’(w)P”)} n l - l n { h,( w)pc”‘} 
={v~wE(h~‘(UP(I))}n= l l n{h~‘(d’(“))}}; 
(ii) (h’, . . . ‘r h,)~‘(v)={h~‘(vp”‘)}n- l .n(h,‘(~~(~))}. 
Each homomorphic equality (h' , . . . , h,), is a mapping from C* to A*, which is 
extended to languages pointwise. Thus, 
(h I¶-'=¶ h,),(L)={(h’(w))P”‘~w~Landh’(w)P”’=====h,(w)~~”‘} 
and 
={wlthereexistsa vEeand v= hj(w)P”‘forevery i 
Clearly, for every homomorphism h, if p(i) = 1 for every i, then h = (h, . . . , h&, and 
h -‘=(h,... , h),‘, and if a(i) = R for every i, then (h, . . . , h),(w) = h(w)R and 
(h,. . . , h),‘(w) = h-‘(~~9. In either case, the homomorphic equality is a total 
function on 2”. 
However, this is the only case where a homomorphic equality is total. In general 
it is a partial function. For the totality of (h, , . . . , h&,, p(i) = p(j) implies hi(a) = 
hj(a), and p(i) f p(j) implies hi(a)P(i)= hJa)P(i) and hi(a = hi(b)h,(a) for all 
symbols a, b. Then the equality test is meaningless and (h, , . . . , h,),( w ) = h,( wP(’ I). 
Hence, totality implies the singular case of a homomorphism. Clearly, homomorphic 
equality operations generalize ach, homomorphism and reversal, and accordingly 
inverse homomorphic equality operations generalize inverse homomorphisms and 
reversals. 
In general, an application of a homomorphic equality or an inverse homomorphic 
equality to a language cannot be expressed in the way of Lemma 1.1. For every 
language L, 
(h I,**=, h,),(L) = IJ (h’, . . . , h,,),(w) e h’( L)p% l l - n h,( LJp(“), 
WCL 
v’ l,---, M,‘(L9 = U (h,, . . . , h,);‘(w) E h,‘( Lp(‘)) n l l l n h,‘( L”‘“‘). 
WE L 
However, the inclusions are generally proper. presentations for (h, , . . l , h,,),(L) 
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The operations of homomorphic equality and inverse homomorphic equality are 
morphic in the sense that they are compati le vlith concaten 
w, homomorphisms h, , l l . , h, and any type function p, i 
(h , , . . . , h,),( w) are defined, 
and 
{(h I,*==, h,,),‘(u)}{(h,, . . . , h,),‘(w))c {(h,, l . . , h,~);‘(u~“‘~P”‘)L)‘l’}. 
If (h,,..., h,),‘(w) f 8, then w = (h,, . l . , k,),((h, ) . . l ,12,,);‘(w)), and if 
(h 19**-9 h,),(w) is defined, then w E {(h,, . . . , h,&'((hl, . . . , h&(w))}. 
Contrasting the singular case of homomorphisms and inverse homomorphisms, 
homomorphic equality and inverse homomorphic equality are not compositional. 
This holds in a strong sense with a homomorphism involved, and will be examined 
in Section 5. 
Obviously, a homomorphic equality of type p and an inverse homomorphic 
equality of type p do not depend on the order of the homomorphisms. Each such 
operation depends only. on the numbers of homomorphisms used forwards and 
backwards. Thus for every n homomorphisms and every permutation T on { 1, . . . , n}, 
where a( I) = p(I), and a(i) = p( rr( i)) otherwise. Furthermore, for every string w, 
thi, l l l 9 h,),(w) = (a,. . . , g,MwRJ and (h,, . . . , h,&‘(w) = (gl, - . - 3 gnL’(wR), 
where a(i) #p(i) and g,(a) = hi(a)R for i= 1,. . . , n and all symbols a. This leads 
to the following simplification. 
Definition. Let m, n be nonnegative integers with m + n 3 1, and let p be a type 
function from { 1, . . . , m+ n} to (1, R} with #p-‘(l) = m and #p-*(R)= n. Each 
operation (h, , . . . , h,,,+& is called a homomorphic equality of order (m, n) and each 
operatior (h, ) . . . , h,,,);’ is call d e an inverse homomorphic equality of order (m, n). 
A (inverse) homomorphic equality operation is a multiple respectively alternating 
(inverse) homomorphic equality if n = 0 respectively m l n > 0. 
Throughout this paper reversals of languages are not important and we suppose 
closure under reversal if necessary. For convenience, we assume that type functions 
p, are ordered such that p(i)=1 for lsi<rn and p(i)-R for m+fsism+n. 
Also, let m 3 1. Now, a homomorphic equality of order (m, n) is denoted by 
(h,, . . . , h,n+n)p or by (h,, . . . , h,, hi+,, . . . , hi,,), whatever is convenient. A 
similar notation is used for inverse homomorphic equality. ere, hR means a 
mapping with hR( w) = h(w)R. 
Finally, we define the balance and R-balance for n-tu 
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efinition. Let h, , . l . , h, be homomorphisms from C* to A* and let p be a type 
function, For a string w E Z*, the p-balance ofw under h, , . . . , h, is p-balance(w) = 
max{lhi(u)l-lhj(x)II 1 c i, j< n, wPti)= uv, wP(j)=xy and lul= IxI> A homomorphic 
equality ( hl , . . . , h,), has bounded balance (on a language L), if it is a multiple 
homomorphic equality and there is a constant K such that for every w (with w E L) 
where(h,,..., h,J, exists, p-balance(w) s K. 
It has bounded R-baZance if it is an alternating homomorphic equality and 
p-balance(w) G K. Similar notions apply to inverse homomorphic equality 
operations. 
Thus the p-balance of a string measures by how much the homomorphic images 
chase each other on prefixes (if p(i) = 1) and suffixes (if p(i) = R) of w of the same 
length. 
We now give the definitions and notations for discussing the hull and the closure 
of classes of languages under certain operations. 
otarihi. Let 9 be a class of languages. 
HE,,,,(2?)={(h,, . . . . h,+,),(L)1L in 2 and (h,,. . . , h,,,+,,& is a non- 
erasing homomorphic equality of order 
(m, 41, 
HE(Z’)=((h,,..., h&(L) I L in 2 and (h, , . . . , h& is a nonerasing 
homomorphic equality of order (m, n) with 
m+n=k and kal}. 
Let H(9) = HE,,#?) for the hull of 2 under nonerasing homomorphisms. For 
erasing homomorphisms we put a hat ‘A’ on top and obtain, e.g., 
and 
E(9)={(R,,...,h,),(L)(Lisin3and(h,,...,hk),,is 
a homomorphic equality}, 
A( 2’) = i h( L) 1 L in .2 and h is a homomorphism}. 
Corresponding notations apply to inverse homomorphic equality operations. Thus, 
HE&(Y)={(h,, . . . , h,+&‘(L)IL in 2 and (h,, . . . , h,,,);’ is an 
inverse homomorphic equality of order 
(m, 41, 
IE-‘(~)={(h,,...,hk)p’IL)IL in 28 and (h,, . . . , h&’ is an inverse 
homomorphic equality of order (m, n) with 
m+n=kand kal}, 
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Here the distinction between erasing and nonerasing is not important. Sometimes 
we add the prefix ‘m’ to indicate that we are considering the multiple case and use 
no reversals. 
Next we introduce the wedge operation, which is related to intersection. 
Notation. For n 2 0 and arbitrary classes of languages ZO, . . . , dip, let 
S& ‘*tI.9n=(L~n* l l n L, 1 each Li in Zi}. 
If JZi = 2 for each i, we write Arr Z’ instead of JZ’* A l l l A LE’,, and we let A JZ = 
Uiao /\i .Z. Thus the index n gives the number of applications of the wedge A, and 
no index means any finite number. Note that A0 5!? = 2 and that 
A2?=(L,n- l nL,InaOandeachL,ins} 
is the intersection closure of JZ 
As usual, we say that a class of languages .Z’ is closed under an operation if this 
operation preserves .Z. For example, 2 is closed under homomorphism, if I?(Y) c ZV 
Z-Z is closed under nonerasing homomorphic equality of order (m, n) if HE,,&?) E 
JZ, and .Z’ is closed under intersection if /\ .P c 2. 
Note that, e.g., H and A are idempotent operations, i.e., H(H(Z)) = H(Z) and 
A (A (2)) = A (2) for all classes of languages Z. HE and HE- ‘, etc., are not 
idempotent, as we shall show in Theorem 59. 
It will be useful to state a portion of the results in terms of abstract families of 
languages. 
Definition. A trio is a class of languages containing a nonempty language and closed 
under nonerasing homomorphism, inverse homomomorphism, and intersection with 
regular sets. An AFL (semiAFL) is a trio and is closed under union, product, and 
Kleene star (union). A trio (AFL) is fuZ1 if it is closed under homomorphism. 
Definition. For a class of languages 2 let .4 (2) (& 2)) be the smallesf (full) trio 
containing Z’. If 5’ = {L}, write Ju( L) (respectively A(L)), and call it a (full) principal 
trio with generator L. Let J&&Y) be the smallest intersection closed trio containing 2. 
Recall that a trio is characterized by single applications of the trio operations, i.e., 
JW? = Mb?(L) n o>I L is in Z’, h, is a nonerasing homomorphism, h, 
is a homomorphism, and Q is a regular set}. 
Furthermore, principal trios are closed under union and thus are semiAFLs. In fact, 
all trios of interest in this paper are closed under union, so that there is no real 
need to distinguish trios and semiAFLs. ore on trios etc. can be found in [2,33]. 
We close this section with some ba-,ic string relations The operations of homomor- 
phic equality and inverse homomorphic equality use string ations of the form 
h,(w) = h2( w) and h,(w) = h,( w)R. As a special case, equati 
a.y a ear. e interesting results. 
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efinition. ‘Two strings x and y commute if xy = yx. A language L is commutative 
if xy E L implies yx E L for all strings x, y. 
Commuting strings can be characterized by results from [56], which are summar- 
ized below. See also [47, pp. 7-91 and [31]. Commutative languages, which are 
related to the topic of this thesis have deeply been studied in [ 141. General results 
on commutative languages can be found in [54]. 
1.2. Lemma. For strings x and y the following are equivalent. 
(i) x and y commute. 
(ii) x=h >ry = h or x and y have powers xp and yq with a common prefix of length 
Ixl+ lui -g+l, IA), h w ere c means the greatest common divisor. g d 
(iii) TI-tere is a unique, nonempty string z of minimal length such that x = zp and 
y = z” for some nonnegative integers p, q. 
As an immediate consequence one obtains from Lemma 1.2 that for every x # A, 
xy = yx and xz = zx implies yz = zy. Hence, the commutativity is a transitive relation 
on nonempty strings and, clearly, h commutes with every string. 
2. Generalized equality sets and representations of the regular sets 
Generalized equality sets are equality sets of finite sets of homomorphisms, which 
are used forwards or backwards. By the use of both directions these languages go 
beyond the equality sets studied previously in the literature. Now new languages, 
such as the set of symmetric strings or palindromes, are definable by the mechanism 
of equality sets. On the other hand, fundamental properties of ordinary equality 
sets go lost, such as the star event property. 
This section is concerned with the study of combinatorial and language-theoretic 
properties of generalized equality sets. Our main result is an hierarchical 
classification of generalized equality sets corresponding to the natural ordering of 
the numbers of homomorphisms used in each direction. Generalized equality sets 
arise when homomorphic equality and inverse homomorphic equality operations 
are applied. In fact, they are the core of these operations. 
eflnitioa. Let ,m 2 1 and n 2 0 be integers and 10) h h he homomorphisms W% 8#1,. . . , m*m+n ” 
from C* to *. The generalized equality set of order (m, n) of h, , . . . , II,,,+, is 
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Define Eq(hj=Eq(hR)=Z*. A language L such that L=Eq(&...,h,, 
h:+l, .. l 3 h:+n) is called a generalized equality set of order (m, n). L is a generalized 
equality set if it is a generalized equality set of order (m, n) for some m, n. 
Generalized equality sets of order (m, 0) are cal!ed multiple quality sets [ 121, and 
alternating equality sets if m, n 2 1. They are called unary equality sets if at least 
one homomorphism is a unary homomorphism [14]. 
Clearly, one may generalize the notion of a generalized equality set of order 
(m, n) of homomorphisms h,, . . . , h,+,, introducing a type function p from 
U >‘==V m + n} to { 1, R}, which determines the direction of each homomorphism. 
However, generalized equality sets are independent of the order of the homomorph- 
isms, and are invariant under a reversal of all homomorphisms, just in the same 
way as homomorphic equality operations are. Hence, our choice of ordered type 
functions p with mal, p(i)=1 for l<isrn and p(i)=Rfor m+l<i<m+n is 
no real restriction. Thus we write Eq(h,,. . ., h,, h:,,,. . ., hi,,) or 
Eq,(k..=, h,+,), whatever is convenient. Also, one may introduce the balance of 
generalized equality sets. 
Notation. For integers m 2 1 and n 2 0, denote the class of generalized equality sets 
of order (m, n) by ZZ!,,,,. Let %‘S denote the class of all generalized equality sets, 
and let k5’~ (a %.S, uZS) denote the class of multiple (alternating, unary) equality 
sets. Then %g =Um,n ZB,,,, m%‘S =UmZ, %S!m.O, and &5’S =Um.nal %2,,,. 
Furthermore, %‘Z! =m %S v a 822, and u 8.S c ~2 82 n a ii22. 
Equality sets, i.e., generalized equality sets of order (2,0) have been investigated 
in a number of recent papers, and many interesting properties have been explored; 
see, e.g., [4, 12, 14, 19, 20, 25, 26, 31, 32, 50, 58, 59, 601. 
First we establish a relationship between generalized equality sets and the morphic 
operations of a homomorphic equality and an inverse homomorphic equality. For 
homomorphisms h, , . . . , h, from C* to A * and a type function p the generalized 
equality set Eq,( h, , . . . , h,) is the domain of every hi of the homomorphic equality 
(h , ,..., h,),andistherangeof(h, ,..., h,),‘( A *). Conversely, each such operation 
can be expressed in terms of its corresponding generalized equality set and the 
operations of homomorphism, inverse homomorphism, intersection, and reversal. 
The use of these simple operations, however, is restricted such that every 
homomorphism appears twice in different situations. First it contributes to the 
definition of an equality set and then it operates as a homomorphism or an inverse 
homomorphism. This connection is significant, an iC 
equality and an inverse homomorphic equality from the independent use of a 
homomorphism respectively an inverse homomorphism and the intersection with 
an equality set. 
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.I. eorem. Let hl,..., h, be homomorphisms and let p be a type function from 
0 , . . . , n) to (1, R}. For every language L and every i E (1, . . . , r 3, 
= fi (hj(Eq,(h,, . . . , h,)n L)‘“‘); 
j=l 
(ii) (h, , . . . , h,),‘(L) =: Eq,( h, , . . . , h,) n hi’( Lpti)) 
=Eq,(h,=.., h,) n fi (hJ’( LP”‘)). 
j=l 
Hence, (h,, . . . , h,),(L)EnJ’zl hj(L)P”‘and(h ,,..., h,),‘(L)cnJ’=, hy*(LP(i)), 
and in general these inclusions are proper. 
From Theorem 2.1 and the set identities f(X) n Y = f (X n f -‘( Y)) and 
f -‘( X n Y) = f -l(X) n f -‘( Y) we can derive further relations between generalized 
equality sets, and homomorphic equality and inverse homomorphic equality 
operations. 
2.2. mma. Let h,,... , h, be homomorphisms from C* to A* and let p be a type 
function with p(I) = I. For languages L, and L2 
6) (h, - . . 9 h,),(LJ n L2 = (h, . l l s h,),G n h?(Ld) 
(9 (h, 3 
=(h I,**=, h,), L, n f) hi’(Lg(j’) 
j=1 
=h,((h,,... 9 hI&‘(L,) n L,)* 9 
M,& n L2) = (h, . . . 9 h,J,‘(L,) n hi’&) 
=(h 1,. . . , h,&‘(A*)n h,‘(L,)n h,‘(L2) 
=(h I,*=*, h&‘(A*) n ff hJ’( LI n L#“j) . 
j=l 
We go a step further and choose L2 to be a regular set Q. This Q is built into the 
homomorphisms, with repetitions halted by the endmarker $. 
, . . . ,g,, be homomorphisms from C* to A” with g, nonerasing. 
For every regular set there exist homomorphisms h, , . . . , h, with hi related to gi 
at gi is nonerasi 
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g1 , . . . , g, do so, and there exist homomorphisms V, CY, $ and es, with m length- 
preserving, E$ alphabetic and + k-limited erasing such that for every language L 
6) Eq,(g, 9 - l l 9 g,,) n Ln 0 = 7r(Eq,(h,, . . . , h,) n R-‘(L) n I~;‘(E%‘($))) 
= rr(Eq,(h,, . . . 9 k) n ~-‘(Lw; 
(iii) (gl , . . . 9 g,>,‘(L)n Q = dh,, . . . , k&‘Wn s;‘($))) 
= ?r((h,, . . . , h,&‘(L’$)), where 
(a) L’=17_1(L)orL’=qk(L)f or some alphabetic homomorphism q or some injective 
homomorphism q? or 
(b) 8% : ml, $)” + {$)” is independent of L and of Q and L’= q-‘(L). 
Proof. Let $ and z be new symbols, not in C or A. Let Q = L(A) for some 
nondeterministic finite state automaton A = (S, 2,6, so, F). Suppose that A has k 
states S = {so, . . . , Q_~}, that A is the initial state so only in the beginning, and A 
reaches a state from F, only if it halts and accepts. These properties are important. 
Define a new alphabet encoding the possible moves of A by 
f2 = {(s, a, s’)ls, s’E S, a E Z, sk 6(s, a)). 
Define homomorphisms 7~ : t2* + Z*, ~:~*-*(~ u{$})* and &%:(A u{z, $})*a{$}* 
by P((s, a, s’))= a; a((~, a, s’)) = a if s’e F and a((~, a, s’)) = a$ if sk F; and 
E%( $) = $ and Es(d) = h, otherwise. 
Determined by the number of states of A define a homomorphism 5 by e(d) = dzk 
for every d E A and let E be a gsm mapping which inserts zk between two symbols 
of g,(a) for a EC. Thus [(gJa)) = E(gl(a))zk. 
Based on the homomorphisms g, , . . . , g,, defirx homomorphisms h, , . . . , h, from 
a* to (A u{z, $})* by 
h,((s,, a, sJ) = zpE(g,(a))zk-9 if s9 @ F, 
h,((s,, a, s9)) = zp.3(g,(a))zk$ if s9 E F 
and for i> 1, if p(i) = 1, then 
h((sp, Q, Q) = SMd) ifs, 55 F, 
hi((sp, a, sg)) = 6(g2(a))$ if s9 E F 
and if p(i) = R, then 
hi((Sp, a, s9)) = $r(gi(a)R)R ifsp = SO- 
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Thus h, distinguishes tates of A mapping sP to zP at the beginning and So to 
Z k-9 at the end of g,(a), it inserts zk between symbols of g,(a) and finally adds $ 
as an endmarker. Then 
Eq,(h,.v h,) n h?ki’(WN 
={vIv=(sp,, ill, SqJspz’ 432, s9J l l l ($“,P aIn3 S9JP 
P9 = O, s9,,, E F* Pi+ I = qi 
and ala2.. . a, E L(A)}. 
To see this observe that e%( h,( v)) = $ implies that v has exactly one symbol (s, a, s’) 
with S’E F, and this is the last symbol of v; otherwise, h, and hi, i > 1, do not match 
on v at the end. 
For i > 1, hi(v)“‘) = (c(gi( w( v))p(i))$)p(i) and h,(v) = hi( v)p(i) if and only if p, = 0 
and qi = pi+, for I ~i~m.Thusa,a2...a,~Eq,(g, ,..., g,,)anda,a,...a,EL(A) 
since SO,Ql,Sg,,~Z,~~-,~m,S9,, describes an accepting computation of A on 
ala2... a, by the choice of 0. Conversely, each v as specified is in Eq,( h, , . . . , h,) n 
K’(&W))- Hence, Eq,A,. . l 9 gd n 0 = dEq,Uh, . . . 9 h,) n ~?(G’(WH. 
The first equation of (i) follows from the set identity ?T(X n C'(L)) = w(X) n L 
and the second from cu-‘( L$) = w-*(L) n hi’( $({$})). 
(ii): Define+:(Au(z,$})*+A*by$(d)=d fordEd and#(z)=$($)=h.Then 
k I,***, g,),(L)nQ=g,(Eq,(gl,...,g,)nL)nQ 
= M$Jk, 9 l l * 9 gn)nLng,'(Q)) 
=g, l n(Eq,(h,, . . . , h,)n v-'(L)n h&&-l($))) 
= Wh,, . . l , h,),( K’(L) n &‘($))) 
since $*h,=g,-w and E~=E~-~,. Similarly, (gl,...,g,)(L)nQ= 
4wh 13. . .v hnh-‘(UN). 
(iii): By construction, w E Eq,( h, , . . . , h,) implies h,(w) = s(gl( w))$. Define 
homomorphisms v and vk by q(d) = d for d E A, Q(Z) = q($) = A and vk(d) = dzk 
for d E d, q&Ii) = $. Then 
Eq,(h,,*.-9 h,)nh;'(77-'(L))nE$'($) 
= Eq,(h 9.. . , h”) n V(rlk(LW 
a;... am~Eqp(81,0=~,8n)nQ,gl(al...a,)~L}. 
, d,} and define p(di) = 01’0 an @($) = $. /3 defines 
v {z)). Finally, compose e homomorphisms 
and let q(Q)=q(l)=q($)=X and q(d)=d, otherwise. 0 
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If we specialize the homomorphisms g, and g2 such that their generalized equality 
set is JY9 we obtain our first morphic representation theorem for the regular sets. 
2,4, Theorem. .!!t~ ecegt reg:l!gr set Q and every type function p there exist nonerasing 
homomorphisms hl, hz with bounded p-balance (on their generalized equality set), a 
length-preserving homomorphism n, alphabetic homomorphisms cul ) t-x2, a3 and a 
k-limited erasing homomorphism $ (with 6y2 and $ depending only on the alphabet of 
Q and 1y3 Jixed and independent of Q) such that 
(9 Q = dW,(h , M n &‘({%I)), 
(ii) Q = Wh, h2>,(G’WN), 
(iii) Q = rr((h 9 h2);‘W’W))). 
2.5. Corollary. For every regular set Q and every type function p there exist nonerasing 
homomorphisms h, , h2 with bounded p-balance (on their generalized equality set), and 
a length-preserving homomorphism T such that 
and 
Proof. If p( 1) = p(2), then let g1 = g, = id be the identity on Z and apply Lemma 
2.3. If p(l) #p(2), let g,((a, b)) = a and g2((a, b)) = 6 for every (a, b) E: C x C with 
Q c C*. Modify the construction of Lemma 2.3 such that n = ((s, (a, b), s’) 1 s, s’ E S 
and S’E 6(s, a)] and compose n and # by g,. Cl 
The above representation can be extended to an ‘if-and-only-if’ characterization 
of the regular sets by the observation that the tuples of homomorphisms have 
bounded baiance. Conversely, multiple equality sets with bounded balance are 
regular sets and the regular sets are closed under homomorphic equality and inverse 
homomorphic equality if these operations have bounded balance and are multiple, 
i.e., p(i) = 1 for each i. This follows from results in [ 121, from Theorem 2.1, and 
the closure properties of the class of regular sets. Observe that the alternating equality 
set of the identity, Eq(id, idR) has R-balance zero and defines the nonregular 
language of symmetric strings. 
We summarize these facts in the following result. 
2.6. Theorem. The class of regular sets is closed under multiple homomorphic equality 
and multiple inverse homomorphic equality of bounded balance. It is the smullest class 
containing the set ($1 and 
(i) closed under nonerasing homomorphic equality of bounded balance, k-limited 
erasing homomorphism, and inverse homomorphism or 
(ii) closed under (linear-erasing) homomorphic equality of bounded balance and 
inverse homomorphism or 
(iii) closed under (nonerasing) homomorphism and inverse homomorphic eqt;ality 
of bounded balance. 
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For the rest of this section we shall concentrate on characteristic properties of 
generalized equahty sets and we separate multiple and alternating equality sets. 
Obviously, every generalized equality set is a nonempty language and contains 
the empty string h. Moreover, {h} is the only finite generalized equality set since 
u: E L implies wi E L for every generalized equality set L and all i > 0. In fact, we 
have the following nesting property of generalized equality sets, which can be used 
as a type of a ‘pumping theorem’. 
2.7. eorem. Let L be a generalized equality set. If x, y E L, then xyx E L. 
For multiple equality sets there are stronger properties of this type. See [ 12, 31, 
321 for details. In particular, if X, y E L, then xy E L. Hence, every multiple equality 
set is a star event, i.e., L = L*, and it seems that the star event property characterizes 
exactly the multiple equality sets. 
2.8. Example. Let SYM = {w E {a, b}* 1 w = w R} be the set of symmetric strings or 
palindromes over {a, b}. Thus SYM is the most natural alternating equality set, at 
least from the viewpoint of mathematics. SYM is not a star event since a, b E SYM 
and ab f~ SYM. Hence, SYM is not a multiple equality set by results from [12]. 
Furthermore, SYM resists the ‘star event properties’ proved for multiple equality 
sets in [12, 31, 321. 
Example. Let h, , h2 and h3 be homomorphisms with h,(a) = a, h,(b) = b, 
hAa) = h, h,(b) = ab and h3( a) = b, h3( b) = a. Then (ab)” = Eq( h, , h2) = Eq( h, , hy) 
is a multiple and an alternating equality set. {ab}* is not commutative, and thus is 
not a unary equality set. 
2. mma. Let L be an alternating equality set. If L is a star event, Le., L= L*, 
then there are a unary equality set L’, a regular set Q, a multiL.~le equality set of 
nonerasing homomorphisms E and a length-preserving homomorphism v such that 
(i) L= L’n Q and 
(ii) L = T(E). 
roof. Let L=Eq(h, ,..., h,, ht,, ,..., hR m+n) with m, n 2 1. By the star event 
ProPefiY, if X, y E L, then xPy4 E L for all p, q 2 0. Thus hi( x)Phi(y)4 = 
(~~(~~)R)9(~2~(~)R)Pforeveryi~{1,...,m}andeveryj~{m+1,...,m+n}.Forx~L, 
hi(x) =A implies hi(x) = A, and similarly for y. Otherwise, hi(x), hi(y), hj(X)R and 
hj(~)~ are nonempty, and hi(x) and hj(y)R have powers with a common prefix of 
sufficient length and commute by Lemma f .2. Since hi(X) = hj(X)R, they commute 
and, similarly, hi(y) and hj(y)R commute. Since commutativity is transitive on 
ty StringS, all Of h;(X), hi(y), hj(X)R, hj(y)R commute. kern 
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guarantees the existence of a nonempty string z such that hi(x) E {z}* and hj( X) E 
{zR}* for MiGrn and m-Hsj~m+n, and every XE L. 
Thus x E L if and only if Ihi = (h,(x)( for 1 s i, j< m + n and h,(x) E (2)“. Hence, 
L = L’n Q, where L’= Eq(f,, . . . ,fm+n) with yf;.(b) = &rb)‘+l for 1 S is m + n and 
every symbol b and Q = h~‘({z}*). This proves (i). 
For (ii) we apply Lemma 2.3 to Eq(fi, . . . ,fnl+n) n h~‘({z}*). Let z = b,b, . . . bk_, 
and define a finite state automaton A = (S, 25, 8, so, F) accepting {z}* such that 
s=(so.*.., Sk}, F = {So}, and a(%, bi) = Si+l mod k l 
Let d be a new symbol. Define 0 =((s~, b, sj) 1 h,(b) =A and si = sj or h,(b) = 
b. , . . . bj-1 is a nonempty substring of {z}*, Sip Sj E S:. Define homomorphisms 5 and 
gi from 0” to {a, d}* by e(a) = ad k, 
gl((si, b, sj)) = c’[( fl( b))dck-’ if h,( 6) # A, 
gl((si, b, si)) = CidCk- i if h,(b) = h, 
and if r > 1 let gr( (si, 6, sj)) = t( fr( b))t( b). Then 
. 
ZI =Jp . =0, jV=iV+,, 1s v<p, 
h9=b,b.. b,,~Wfi ,...,fm+A 
h1(b1b2.. . b,,) E UA)). 
This follows from the fact that w E Eq(g,, . . . , gm+,) if and only if gl( w) = g$ w) = 
(adk)’ with t = Iwl+l~(~(w))l and lG,jsm+n, and g,(w)E&(a)* im&s 
h,(r(w))E{z)*. 0 
2.11. Corollary. The class of unary equality sets is property contained in the intersection 
of the classes of multiple and alternating equality sets, which is properly contained in 
the closure of the unary equality sets under intersection with regular sets or in the 
closure of the multiple equality sets under nonerasing homomorphism. In short terms 
of. The inclusions are from Lemma 2.10. For the properness onditions, WY 
m Example 2.9 proves u KS! c MZ%‘.CI n a ii22 and the‘finite set {a} roves the second 
inclusion. 
From Example 5.3 {a u ab}* = h,(Eq(hZ)) with h,(a) = h,(b) -=X, h,(a) = a an 
h,(b) = ab, but it is not a ge eralized equality set. •I 
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Next we characterize xactl! the unary equality sets. 
2.12. Theorem. Let L be a generalized equality set. L is commutative if and only if L 
is a unary equality set. 
Proof. All homomorphic images of a unary homomorphism commute. So it is clear 
that a generalized equality set of unary homomorphisms is commutative. 
Conversely, let L= Eq(h,, . . . , h,, II:+, , . . . , II:,,,). If n =0, i.e., if Lis a multiple 
equality set, then L is a multiple equality set of m + n unary homomorphisms by a 
result from [ 141. Thus let m, n 2 1. Let &_ be the smallest alphabet for L, i.e., & is 
the set of symbols that occur in the strings of L. If & =@, then L = {A} and 
L = Eq(,fi ,.&) with fi(a) = a and f?(a) = h. Otherwise, let w = al . . . a, E L. From 
Theorem 2.4 we can assume that every symbol of &, occurs in w. Also, wp E L, so 
that a;. . . a+ L for every p 20. Now we use Lemma 1.2. For every &{l,..., m} 
and every jE{m+l,..., m + n), h,(a,) and hj(a,)R commute. Since a, and a, are 
arbitrary symbols from &, now all homomorphic images of all symbols from &_ 
commute when the images under h,,, , . . . , h,,, are reversed. Hence, there exists 
a string z and nonnegative integers pia such that hi( aj) = 9~1 for 1 G i s m, and 
hi( aj) = ( Z~)~IJ for m + 1 s i s m + n and all aj E &. Define unary homomorphisms 
f 1,. . . , fm+,, from Zf into {a}* by J(aj) = a% Then 
L=Eq(h,,...,h,,h~+,,...,h~+,)=Eq(f,,...,f,+,). 0 
We now define the most complex generalized equality sets. 
efinition. Let C be an alphabet and let m 2 1 and n 2 0 be integers. For 0 < i < 
m + n, let -Ci be the i-fold barred copy of C with C = 2,. For a string w E C* define 
the (m, n )-merge of w by 
Merge,& w) = {XIQIX~,l . . . Xk1X1,2X2,2 . . . xk,? . . . xl,rX2,r. . . xk,r 1 k = m + n, r 
is a nonnegative integer, xi3 E XT_-,  and Xi_lXi,z . . . Xi,r -= wi 
where Wi is the (i - 1)-fold barred copy of w if I s is m, 
and of wR if m+l<ism+n]. 
For example, Merge& a, b) = { abdk afib ati6b, aa6b, 6ab6, fi&b) anJ 
Merge,,,(a, b) = (abk, a6bti, a&b, 6aab, habit, &ab). 
For a language L let 
Mergenl,,W = U (Merge,,,(w)). 
WE L 
qFm,n is an operation on !anguages, which is defined for all strings (over 2 
fixed alphabet). It is closely related to the sh operation [33] and is a modificatiork 
and an extension [ 121. The advantage lf 1. 
used here is t e to its ‘rn + n-fold 
language’. 
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Clearly, the Merge operations can be extended such that the directions are 
determined by a type function p from {I, . . . , m + n} into { 1, R}. This, however, 
means only a renaming of symbols. 
The Merge operations are extremely powerful. For example, Merge,& { a, b}*) 
is a full trio generator of the recursively enumerable sets, whenever m + n 2 2. This 
will be shown in Section 4. First we establish that Merge,& { a, b}“) is the hardest 
generalized equality set of order (m, n). 
2.13. Theorem. For all integers m 3 1 and n 3 0, 
~-%?l,n ={h-‘(Merge,,,,({a, 6}*))111 is a homomorphism), 
and it is the smallest class containing Merge,,,,,,((a, b)“) and closed under inverse 
homomorphism. Furthermore, Z%!,,,.. is closed under reversal and ES?,,, = %!2,,,,,. 
Proof. The proof of the first part is similar to that of Theorem 2.2 in [12], which 
settles the case of inultiple equality sets. The only necessary modification here is a 
symmetric encoding S from a large alphabet A into {a, b}“. 
In particular, 
Merge,,,,,k W*) = Eqh, . . . v h,, hEI+, , . .. , hi+,,) 
with hi( a,) = a, hi( bi) = b, and hi(d) = h otherwise, where ai and bi are the ( i - 1 )-fold 
barred copies of a and 6 respectively. 
h-‘(Eq,(h, . . . , hk)) = EqJh, . h, . . . , hk l h) 
for every homomorphism h and all type functions p. For homomorphisms 
h l,**-3 h m+n from C* into {c,, . . . , cr}*, 
Eq(h, . - l 9 L hz+, , l . . , hi+,) =f -‘Wrge,,,((a, W*h 
where the homomorphisms 6, yl, . . . , Y,,,+~ and S are specified as follows: 
S:{q,..., cJ* + {a, bl* with S( ci) = ab’a, 
yi 1 (a, b)” + (ai, bi)* with yi( a) = ai and n(b) = bi, 
and f(d) = y,(G(h,(d))) . . . y,(s(h,,(d))) for each d E 2. 
For the closure of %X?,,,,~ under reversal and the fact that %9 ,,,,,, = %‘JZ! ,,,,,, 
observe that L= Eq(h, :. . . , h,,, hFr+, , . . . , hEI+,,) if and only if LR= 
Eq(&, . L -, h-,, Ez+,, . . . ,6f,+,& where &(a) = hi(a)” for every symbol a and 
all i. Cl 
In the case of a single homomorI~hlsm, every multiple equality set Eq(h, . . . , h) 
equals the set X*, where .L’* is the i!omain of 12. Alternating equality sets over a 
single homomorphism define more complex languages. 
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2.14. Theorem. For every homomorphism hfrom C* into A”, 
Eq(h,hR)=h-‘({wEA*lw= wR}), 
and SYM = {w E (a, b}* 1 w = w R} is the hardest generalized equality set over single 
homomorphisms. 
From the proof of Theorem 2.13 we see that every language Merge&{ a, 6)“) is 
defined by homomorphisms, which are projections onto the copies of {a, 6). Our 
next result shows that this is almost the only way of defining these languages as 
generalized equality sets. As a consequence of this nearly unique representation of 
Merge,,,,,,({ a, 6)“) we obtain a hierarchy grid of classes of generalized equality sets, 
and we show that erasing homomorphisms are necessary to define the whole 
class $Z,,,., . 
2,15. Lemma. Let m, n be nonnegative integers with m + n 2 2. If 
Mwe,,,,(b, 61”) = Eqh, . l . , h, h!f+,, . . . , hF+,), 
then there are a surjective (onto) function a (or /3):(1,..., k+l)+,...,m+n), 
uniilvely determined nonempty strings u, v, and positive integers p, q such that 
5) a(i)<\ lfand only if i s k (or p(i)> m if and only if is k); 
(ii ) for barred copies a,, bi of a, 6, hi( ai ) # h if and only if hi ( bj ) # h if and only if 
j=a(r)(j=P(i)j; 
(iii) $ ++i(Qi)#a, then h,(ai)=up, hi(bi)=u” for l~i~k, and hi=‘, 
4r,I~i!cCt;s’:“~!CGrl.~.t-1~idk+l. 
Z%oof. ‘Tht: proof goes by contradiction. Its idea is to show that certain homomorphic 
images commu!;;. So it frequently uses Lemma 1.2. We use the same arguments as 
in Eemm.3 2.10 rn [ 123, where the case n = 1 = 0 is solved. 
L;_t L = Merge,,J(a, b}*) and let L’= Eq(h,, . . . , hk, hF+, , . . . , hf+,). Let I, = 
(1 5’“9 tn). .+{nt-+l,..., m+n}, I?=(1 ,..., k}, and J2=(k+1 9.-09 k + 1). Thus 
fi) ml:ans ti”zat 0 maps I2 onto I, and J2 onto J, (and p maps I2 onto J, and J2 onto 
&). Let p - (1, .,k+l)+{l,R} with p(i)=1 for l<iz<k, and p(i)=Retherwise. 
Let a=a, and b=b,, and for j=2 ,..., m + n, let aj and bj be the (j- l)-fold 
i-rarred copies of a and 6. Let _Xk ={ailiE II}, Z,“={aili~ JI}, Xh={biliE II}, 
arid 2: = (6; 1 i c J,}. 
We distinguish three cases. The first, m l n = 0 and the second. k l I= 0 are reduced 
to Lemma 2.10 in [ 121. The third, m, n, k, 12 1 is solved here. 
Case 1. If m l n = 0, n = 0, say, then L is a multiple equality set and thus a star 
event &w suppose that k, 12 1. Since L = L’, L is an alternating equality set. By 
Tkorem 2.7, there exists a string z such that, for every homomorphism hi and every 
symbol d, h,(d) E {z”‘~‘}*. Let 
x = a, . . . an,b, . . . b,,, and y=b,a,u,...a,,b,...b,,. 
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Then x E L and y ~6 k, but hj( x) = h,(v) E {z”“}* for each homomorphism It,. Hence, 
y E L’, contradicting L = L’. Consequently, k - I = 0, say I = 0, and we have the case 
of Lemma 2.3 in [ 121. 
Case 2. If k*l=O, l=O, say, then me n =O, and again we have reduced our 
problem to Lemma 2.3 in [ 121. To see this consider the language SY M from Example 
2.8. If m, n 3 1, then SYM = h-‘(Merge,,,,,({a, b}“) for some homomorphism h, 
which follows from Theorems 2.13 and 2.14. Now L = L’ implies that 
Merge,,,,({a, 6)“) = Eq(C1,, . . . , 11~) and SYM = Eq(h, l 12,. . . , hA l h ). However, 
every multiple equality set is a star event, and SYM is not. Hence, SYM f 
Eq(h, l h, . . . , hk= h), and m= n=O. 
Case 3. Let m, n, k, 12 1. To show that the homomorphisms h, , . . . , hk +/ are 
uniquely determined once u, u, p, cj; are chosen, we establish seven claims. The 
claims are stated for the symbols of 2: and, by the symmetry of Merge,,,J(a, b}“), 
they hold accordingly for XE, ZI, and C E. 
Claim 1. For every homomorphism hi with 1 d i s k + 1 there exists a symbol a, E 2: v 
2: such that hi(a,) # h (and similarlj for b, E 2;~ 2:). Otherwise, L = L’ and 
ala2 l . . an,+,, E L implies hi(al . . . a,,+,,)= hi(a, . . . a,,,,,,) = h. Now all homomorph- 
isms are completely erasing and L’ = C* # L. 
Claim 2. For every symbol /I, E EL v ZI there exists a homomorphism hi such that 
hi(a,) # h (and similarly for 6, E CL v 2:). Otherwise, a, E L’, but a,. E L, contradicting 
L = L’. 
Claim 3. There exist nonempty strings u and LJ and nonnegative integerr pi,i, qi,i such 
that hi(aj) = ~~1.1 and ki(bi)=u’l.l for l<i<k and l<j<m-+-n, and Ir,(ai)=UR)“f*~ 
andhi(bj)=(vR)y~.l fork+lSiSk+land lsjsm+n. 
To see this notice that Ln (2: u Sz)* and L n (2; u XE)* are star events, and 
are obtained by the restriction of the homomorphisms h,, . . . , hk+/ to (22 u Xz)* 
(respectively (Zku ZK)*). Lemma 2.10 now proves the correctness of Claim 3. 
Claim 4. The strings u and v from Claim 3 do not commute. Otherwise, 
aIaz.. . am+,, b bz . . . h,,+,, l E L’ =,-ad L f L’. 
To complete the proof it remains tc show that each homomorphism erases all 
but one pair of symbols (aj, 6,). 
Claim 5. For every homomorphism hi, hi( 2:) f {A] if and on!,l if‘ lli( 25 1:) = {A} (and 
conversely ) .
im 5. From Claim 1, h&,u 2:) # (h). rice, h,( 2:) = (A.} implies 
and conversely. Thus suppose hi( 2:) # # h,(ZJ. Let i E E2. The 
case i E J2 is similar. 
Let q=al...a,, a2=a,+, ...am+n, P,=b, . . . b,,, and P2 = bItI+ I * * ” L fl’ IA 
x r,s =t~~p~c~Sp~. Then ~~(~~,,~)E(u}+{v}~(u}~~v}" ~QSa r, s ’ 09 and at least o*e of 
the two u-blocks is nonempty. This follows from Claim 3 and Claim 2. For all 
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r, s > 0, x,., E L. From L = L’ we obtain that hi(Xr.,) = hk+,&JR, and hk,.,(~r,,)R~ 
Iv}*{ u}‘(v)*{ u)’ by Claim 3. Since u and v do not commute by Claim 4, hk+,( p,) =I A. 
Similarly, we obtain from y,, = a$ia:P; that hk+,( 62) = X. Hence, h,+,(bj) = >. for 
all bj E (2; u Xi). This contradicts Claim 1. Cl 
Claim 6. For every homomorphism hi if hi( aj) # A, then hi(bj) z A. 
Proof of Claim 6. Assume the contrary and let hi( ci) # A and hi( bj) = A. For con- 
venience, let i = j = 1. All other cases are similar. For r, s =Z 0 let 
X r,s = aia;. . . d,bW,. . . b,,,+.Yb,,,+l . . . a,,,+,)’ 
and 
Y - aTbiaS.. . ak,(b?. . . b,,ri_n)s(a,,,+, . . . am+,,)‘. r,s - 
Then h,(xr,,) = h,(yJ. Since x,,, E L, _v~,~ E L and L= L’, we have h,(xJ = 
hi(xr,)P’i)= hi(yr,s)P(i) for all i= 1,. . . , k+ 1. Hence, hi(bl)P(i) and hi(a2.. . a,,,)P(i) 
commute, which, by Claim 4, implies hi(bi) = A or hi(az . . . a,) = A. Moreover, 
h,(a,+l . . . a,+,, ) = h by Claim 5, SO that h,(x,,) E (u}‘{ v)’ and hj(a1 . . . a,,,) = A for 
all j E .I?. If h,,( b,) # A for some p E (2, . . . , k]; then 
Z 1,s = bfai(b?. . . b,)‘(a,. . . a,,,+,)‘(b,,,+, . . . bm+n)s E L 
fcr all r,sbO implies h,(z,,)=hp(zr,,). From h,(b,)=A, h,((b&{v)’ and h,(a,)E 
{u}’ we obtain that u and v commute, which contradicts Claim 4. 
If h,(b,)=A for all PE{~,..., m}, then hi(a,) and hi(b,) commute for all i E 
0 Y l --9 k + I} since one of them equals A. Hence, 
t = blah.. . a,&,nb,+ra,,+l . . . b,+,,a,+,, E L’, 
but t e! L, contradicting L = L’. 0 
Claim 7. If hi( aj) f A, then hi( d ) = A for all d E C h u 2: with d # aj (and similarly 
for bj). 
roof of Claim 7. Assume the contrary and, for convenience, let i = 1 and h,(a,) # 
hzh,(a,). Notice that a,,a+Zh or al,a,E21: by Claim 5, and that h,(b,)#A# 
h,( b2) by Claim 6. For r, s > 0 let 
and 
X r. s = aibiaGbS(a,. . ra,,,)‘(b, . *. b,,+,,)‘(a,,,+, . . . anr+,Jr 
Y r. v = aWW(a,. . g a,,)r(b3.. . b,,J(e,,,+, . . . a,,,+,,)‘. 
Since h,(a,) #A f h,(b,) and h,(c,+, . . . a,,,+,,) = A = h,(b,+, . . . l~*+~) by Claim 5, 
we get, from Claim 3, 
For all r, s > 0, x,,, E L and y,, E L. Thus L = L’ implies h,(x,,,) = hk+l( X,,,)R and 
h,(Yr.v! = h/t+,(yr,sJR- NOW h+Ih,l+r . . . a,,,+,,) is a prefix of up1 and is a proper prefix 
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of #1+~2 since p2 > 0. Hence, hk+,( 63 . . . b,,,,) = A; otherwise, u and u commute. 
Considering x,-~, now k~+~(a~. . v u,,,+,,)~ is a prefix of upi, and reconsidering y_, 
now hk+,(blb2) = A. Hence, hk+l(blbZ.. b,+, ) = A, which contradicts Claim 1. b 
Summarizing, if hi( aj) = up f h for some i, j, then hi( 6j) = v9 # h by Claim 6 (and 
conversely, by symmetry), and hi( a,) = A = hi( 6,.) for all other symbols by Claim 7. 
Hence,thereisafunctiona (/3)from{l,...,ki-l}onto{l,...,m+n}suchthat 
hi(qi) SC A if and only if hi(6j) # A if and only if j = o(i) (j = p(i)). 
Since 
X =a,6,...a 6 6 a m m m+l m+l l l l bm+t@m+n (5 L 
and L= L’, IIOW h(x) = h(a,(l,6a& = uPuO for some a( 1)~ (1,. . . , m} or h(x) = 
h(aPq,16Pq,,) = v9up for some p(1) E {m + 1,. . . , m + n}. In the first case, 
hi(X) = hi(a,qi,b,ci,) = upV9 and hi(x) = hj( b,~j~a,~j~) = ( UR)‘( UR)p, 
where Wi<m<j sm+n and lsa(i)sk<a(j)sk+l, and accordingly in the 
latter case. Hence, a maps X2 onto II and 52 onto .J, , such that hi( a,( i,) # A Z hi (b,(i)), 
and similarly for p. This completes the proof. Kl 
Lemma 2.15 has some important applications. 
2.16. Corollary. For all nonnegative integers m, n with m + n 2 2, if 
Merge,,,(b, W*) = Eq(h,, . . . , h, hF+,, - . . , hF+,), 
then every homomorphism hi is erasing. 
Hence, for the purpose of defining generalized equality sets, erasing homomorph- 
isms are strictly more powerful than nonerasing homomorphisms. This opposes the 
case of unary homomorphisms, which can be padded to be nonerasing. In the 
general case the erasing can be divided into two categories. Either a symbol is erased 
by all homomorphisms of a generalized equality set, or at least one homomorphism 
does not erase it. This is just the situation defined by a weakly erasing homomorphic 
equality. 
2.17. Lemma. Let h, , . . . , hk be homomorphisms over C* and p a type function. Then 
there are homomorphisms n; f, , . . . , fk with T(a) E (a, A) for every symbol a E 2, and 
for every symbol a in the domain of the A. there is an aj with $.(a) Z A such that 
EqJh,,..., hk)=&(Eqp(f,,...,fk)), and each fi: is linear-erasing on 
W,(.L...,fk). 
roof. Let h,,...,hk map C* into A*. Let Z,={aEZIhi(a)=A for every 
homomorphism hi, 1 G i s k}. Then Z - ZI u Z2 with 2, n Z2 = @, and for every a E & 
there exists a homomorphism hi with hi(a) # A. For every i = 1, . . . , k let J be the 
restriction of hi to C f. Let rr(a)=A for aEZ, and ~@)=a for aE en 
Eq,(h ,,..., h,&Q;=EqJf ,,.. l rfk) 
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EqJh, . . . , h) = d&Lf,, . . . r.h)h 
Furthermore, for every w E Eq,(fi, . . . ,fk), Iwi s k l IA< w)l since every symbol 
w is mapped to a nonempty string by at least one homomorphism A. Thus f, , , 
are !inear-erasing on their generalized equality set. Cl 
From Theorem 2.13 and Lemma 2.15 one obtains a weak version of Lemma 
from 
V.6 
2.17, 
without the restriction that n(a) E {a, h} for every symbol. To see this, recall that 
Merge,,,,,({a, bI*) = Eq,(h,, . l . 9 hk) if and only if every homomorphism hi erases 
all but one pair of copies of (a, 6). Here one does not see which symbols are erased 
under all homomorphisms. 
The most important application of Lemma 2.15 is a hierarchical classification of 
the classes SE&,,,, based on the order (m, n). 
Xkfmitim. Let (k, !) and (m, n) be ordered pairs of nonnegative integers with I s k, 
nsm, and k,mH. We say that (k,l) dominates (m,n) if (m,n)=(l,O), or if 
n=l=Oand rn+ or if l<rn<k and lsnsl. 
(k, 1) strictly dominates (m, n) if (k, 1) dominates (m, n) and k + I> m + n. (k, 1) 
and (m, n) are incomparable if neither of them dominates the other, and are equiualent 
if each dominates the other, i.e., if (k, 1) = (m, n). 
From Theorem 2.13, Lemma 2.15, and the fact that, for (m, n) = (l,O), 
Merge,,,,db, W*) = {a, W* = Eq,,(h, . . . , h) 
for every p and h(a) = h(6) = h, we obtain the following corollary. 
orollary. For all nonnegative integers m, n with m + n 2 1, 
Merge,.,({a, W*) = Eq(h,, l l l 9 hk, hkR+, 9.. l , h,R,,) 
if and only if (k, 1) dominates (m, n). Furthermore, (h, i . . . 9 hk+,) has exactly m -I- n 
elements. 
From the previous results we obtain the main theorem of this section. 
Let (k, 1) and (m, n) 6e ordered pairs of nonnegative integers. 
(i) 89 8gk.l if and only if l k, 1) dominates (m, n ). 
(ii) C?,,, * e . 2 ad) if (k, 1) strictly dominates (m, n). 
k-l are incomparable if an only if (k, 1) and (m, n) are incom- 
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roof. Obviously, 82 I,o = {Z* 125 is an alphabet? is included in all classes %‘JZ!~,,. TO 
see that dominance implies inclusion, observe that, for all homomorohisms 
h 19-*-v h m+n, 
Eq(h,, l l l , hm, hi+, ,* l l 9 hE+rt) = Eq(h, 9 l n l 3 hm, hm, hE+, , l l l , hE+n) 
= Wh, l . . , hn, hi+,, h!-i+,, . . . , h:+,,). 
Hence, by induction, if (k, I) dominates (m, n), then LE %B,,, implies LE %L&,. 
The other direction, the strictness and the incomparability follow from Corollary 
2.18 using the languages Merge,,,,( { a, b}“). Cl 
Thus the hierarchical structure of a!1 generalized equality sets consists of two 
incomparable parts, an infinite chain of classes Z’Sm,o f multiple equality sets, and 
a partial ordering of classes %2m,n of alternating equality sets, which is isomorphic 
to the natural partial ordering of ordered pairs of positive integers. 
Figure 1 illustrates the statement of Theorem 2.19. Here arrows “T” indicate 
proper inclusion, and any two classes are incomparable when no directed path exists. 
EQy, EQ\ ,/Qv, 
‘Qy, EQ\ fQ2.2 
EQ3,o 
\ EQ\ 
Fig. 1. 
We close this section with a brief discussion of the relationships between general- 
ized equality sets of a finite number of homomorphisms and intersections of general- 
ized equality sets of just two homomorphisms. 
Clearly, for nonnegative integers m, n and homomorphisms h, , . . . , hm+n, 
Eq(h,, l l l , hm, hi+, , l l 9, hi+,,) = f---J Eq(&‘“‘, h;‘“) 
lsijsnf+n 
=Eq(h,, h,)n* l l nEq(h,,hn,)nEq(h,,h~+,)n*.*nE 
I,***,~rn)nE9(h~l+,,***,h;,l+n)n 
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where p(i) = 1 for 1 <iGm,p(i)=Rform+l ~i~m-t-n,h~(a)=hj(a)Rform+l~ 
j 6 m + n and all symbols a, and E )=Z*ifm*n=OandZ*isthedomain 
of h, or h,,+p 
Hence, every generalized equalit 11 set of order (m, n) can be expressed as an 
intersection of (m + n - 1) generah,,d equality sets of just two homomorphisms, 
where, moreover, the attributes multiple and alternating go through. Furthermore, 
every alternating equality set of order (m, n) can be expressed as an intersection of 
two multiple equality sets of order (m, 0) and (rt, 0) and one alternating equality 
set of order (1,l). 
On the other hand, intersections stficdy increase the classes of generalized equality 
sets. To see this consider the language I, = h ; ‘( &,) n hy’( FC,d), where 
E 4 = Merge&a, b)“) and I’$,d *Merge,.,& dl*), 
and the homomorphisms h, and h, are the pro_jjections from {a, 6, ti, 6, c, d, C, 6}* 
onto {a, b, i& 61” and (c, d, C, 6}* respectively. L is not a generalized equality set, 
otherwise Ea,b = h,‘(L) were an alternating equality set and F& = hil( L) were a 
multiple equality set, contradicti Corollary 2.18. Here h, and h4 are the identity 
homomorphisms on (a, b, il, 6}” and {c, cl, E, a)* respectively. 
We summarize these observations in the next theorem and state them using the 
notation from Section 1. Note that there is a different situation in the case of 
generalized equality sets of unary homomorphisms, which is the case of commutative 
generalized equality sets. There, combining k homomorphisms into one equality set 
is as powerful as taking the intersection of /c - 1 equality sets of just two homomorph- 
isms. See [ 141 for details. 
2.20. Theorem. Let k, 1, m, n, p be r~tinoegatiueintegers with k, 1~ 1, k + 1 Z+ 3, m + n 2 3 
andp3. 
ii) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
Note that the proper inclusions can e and extended to hold for all 
combinations of intersections of c eneralized equality sets. For example, 
i+m-tn<j+kt-1. Proofsfor 
e techniques employed in Lemma 2.2, when 
intersections of homomorphic images of the languages Merge,,,,({a, b}*) were used 
in the way outlined above for the language L, Qetails are left for the reader. 
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rios over generalize s 
In this section we study generalized equality sets in the framework of trios and 
intersection closed trios. These investigations shed new light on the power of the 
equality mechanism embedded in generalized equality sets. They are motivated by 
a classification and comparison of the class of generalized equality sets with tradi- 
tional classes of formal languages. Such comparison3 are inappropriate for the class 
of generalized equality sets itself since the outcome is often trivial due to the fact 
that {A} is the only finite generalized equality set. Because of the beauty of generalized 
equality sets it is clear that the smallest trio containing all generalized equality sets 
is a nice class too: it is 9.N. and it is .4% in the case of multiple equality sets. These 
classes are introduced next, and to this objective we need some machines and a 
description of their storage tapes. Generalized versions of these machines will appear 
in Section 6. 
Definition. A reset tape is a one-way infinite tape with one read-write head, which 
moves only left-to-right and can be reset once to the left end of the tape. A k-head 
Post tape is a one-way infinite tape with one write head followed by k - 1 read-only 
heads. Each head moves om 11 J, left-to-right, beginning at the left endmarker of the 
tape and ending at the right endmarker, which is set by the write head. Finally, a 
pushdown store is a storage tape with one read-write head operating in a ‘last-in, 
first-out’ manner. A pushdown store is (one-)reversal-bounded if there is a fixed 
constant k (k = 1) such that the read-write head makes at most k reversals, i.e., at 
most k changes of direction from ‘pushing’ to ‘popping’, or vice versa. 
Throughout, a machine is a nondeterministic acceptor with a one-way input tape, 
a nondeterministic finite-state control and some finite number of storage tapes such 
as reset tapes, k-head Post tapes or reversal-bounded pushdown stores. Machines 
start their computations in an initial state and with empty storage tapes. Acceptance ’ 
is by final state and with empty storage tapes, i.e., the contents of the storage tapes 
cannot be retrieved. A machine runs in real time if it reads a new input symbol at 
every step, and it runs in linear time if every accepting computation on an input of 
length n takes c l n steps for some constant c > 0. 
reposition. For a language L the jollowing are equivalent: 
(i) L is accepted in linear time by a nondeterministic acceptor with a jnite number 
of reset tapes. 
(ii) L is accepted in real time by a nondeterministic acceptor with thrpe reset tanpes. 
(iii) L is accepted in real time by a nondeterministic acceptor with one three-head 
Post tape. 
of languages described in Proposition 3.1 will 
ULTI-RESET introduced in [7,8]. 
The equivalence of (i) and (ii) is Theorem 6.5 in [8], and the equivalence of (i) 
and (iii) is Theorem 4.7 in [ 123. 
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Observe that machines with just tworeset tapes or with one two-head Post tape 
are too weak to characterize the class A%. This has been proved in [4S, 131 by the 
languages {xfy#y#xIx, YE {a, b}*} and SYM’. 
The following further characterizations of A92 are useful here. They have been 
ectablished in [g, 12]. 
(i) The class &B is an AFL and is closed under intersection, linear-erasing 
homomorphic duplication, and reversal. It is the smallest class containing the 
regular sets and closed under intersection and nonerasing homomorphic dupli- 
cation. 
(ii) l%e class Ju% contains all multiple equality sets. It is the smallest trio containing 
all multiple equality sets oJ”order (3, O), and Merge&a, b)*) is a trio generator 
Of JM. 
Similar characterizations can be obtained for the class BJVY! 
roposition. For a language L the *following are equivalent: 
(i) L is accepted in linear time by a nondeterministic acceptor with a jXte number 
of reversal-bounded pushdown stores. 
(ii) L is accepted in real time by a nondeterministic acceptor with three pushdown 
stores, each making one reversal. 
(iii) L is accepted in real time by a nondeterministic acceptor with a two-head Post 
tape and a one-reversal-bounded pushdown store. 
The class of languages described in Proposition 3.3 will be referred to here as 
9?N9? %A”9 has been introduced in [lo], where the equivalence of (i) and (ii) has 
been proved. The equivalence of (ii) and (iii) is from [ 151. Again, machines with 
two one-reversal pushdown stores are too weak to characterize the class BJW? For 
instance, the languages SYM4 and 
cannot be so accepted; see [48]. 
As an analogue to Proposition 3.2 we obtain the following proposition from 
results in [9, lo]. 
x4, _ rnposilinni The ck~s G%Uf~@ is a semiAFL and is closed under intersection, _ 1-1_
linear-erasing homo_morphic replication, reversal, and concatenation. It is the smallest 
class containing the regular sets and closed under intersection and nonerasing homomor- 
phic replication. 
Surprisingly, the classes &B and SIN?@ are directly comparable, namely .I@? is 
included iu SW%? owever, it is still Irn er this inclusion js groper, 
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which has been conjectured in [8]. What distinguishes 4% from &IV??? Firstly, 
J&B is closed under Kleene star, and this is not known for %h%? Secondly, 9BNg 
contains the language SYM of symmetric strings, and this is not known for &B. 
Recall that SYM = Eq(id, idR), where id is the identity homomorphism on {a, !I}*, 
and note that &B = B.AV if and only if SYM is in .&9Z. Aii these are resuits from 
[81 . 
roposition. 4% C !%A?? 
A comparison of Propositions 3.1 and 3.3, and of Propositions 3.2 and 3.4 shows 
that statements are missing, which characterize %V9 in terms of machines with 
just one storage tape or in terms of equality sets. Corresponding results are developed 
here, and in doing so we augment the similarity of the classes J&B and 9U9? 
3.6. Theorem. Every generalized equality set is contained in the class %hY?. 
Proof. Let L=Eq(h,,.. ., h,, hE+ ,,..., hR ,+,*) be a generalized equality set. Then 
L is accepted in linear time by a (deterministic) machine M with m + 2n one-reversal 
bounded pushdown stores. On an input string w E L, M evaluates the homomorph- 
isms and writes hi(w) on its ith tape. Then, for m + 1 s i s m + n it reverses the ith 
tape and copies its reversal on the (n + i)th tape. Finally, it reverses the other tapes 
and checks that all tapes from 1 to m and from m + n + 1 to m +2n contain the 
same string, which is hi( w ) “‘i). 
Me~lce, by Proposition 3.3, L is in %h?? Cl 
Combining Theorem 3.6, Proposition 3.3 and Proposition 3.4 with general results 
from AFL theory [33] we obtain a weak png’ogue to Proposition 3.2(ii) for the class 
90~V9, which still uses intersections of languages. 
3.7. Thewem. .9&Af9 is the smallest intersection-closed trio containing all (intersections 
of) generalized equality sets. If is the smallest trio which contains all languages 
Wh, 9 hp) n Wh, h!) n Eqh h-y), 
or all languages Eq(h, , h2) n Eq(h3, h-y), where h, , hl and h3 are homomorphisms. 
Clearly. one wishes to combine the three homomorphisms from Theorem 3.‘: ;rrto 
one generalized equality set obtaining the exact analogue to Proposition 3.3(ii) for 
the class B&9. This needs extra work and new encoding techniques since the 
homomorphisms must be adjusted to match on all relevant strings. We defer these 
constructions to Section 6 and state only the important result, which is a corollary 
to Theorem 6.5. 
3. The class BNP is the smallest trio containing all generalized equality 
sets of order (2, l), and Merge ,,,,,, ({a, 6)“) is a trio generator of BJvp, whenever 
m,nH and m+ns3. 
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Recall that Merge&{a, b}“) is a trio generator of .A%%!, whenever m 2 3. It is thus 
interesting to consider the hierarchical structure of the smallest trios containing 
certain subclasses of the class of generalized equality sets. Recall from Theorem 
2.19 that there are infinite!y many classes of generalized equality sets, namely the 
infinite chain of classes of multiple equality sets and the grid of classes of alternating 
equality sets, and anq’ two classes from each of these components are incomparable. 
Moreover, by the use of intersection, one gets even more distinct and incomparable 
classes. For least rios and least intersection-closed trios a different situation emerges. 
Only five (respectively three) classes remain, and they are the principal trios gener- 
ated by the languages Merge,&{ a, 6)“) with m + i& s 3. One may join the class of 
linear context-free languages to this collection since this C&Z, is the smallest rio 
containing all generalized equality sets of single homomorphisms, i.e., tkpe principal 
trio generated by Eq(id, idR). 
3.9. Theore:x. Let k, m and n be integers with m, n 3 1 and k 2 2. Let E,,,, = 
Merge,,,((a, b)*) and let SYM = Eq(id, idR), where id is the identity homomorphism 
on (a, b)“. Then the following inclusions hold: 
(ii) JWE,,~ = &(&,o) and JtlU%.,) = =&E,,,). 
(iii) A( Ez,) and &(SYM) are incomparable, and A( El_,) g JU( E&. 
roof. The inclusions under (i) and (ii) are clear from the aforesaid. Since El,0 = 
{a, b)“, .&(E,,J is the class of regular sets. From [ 12,131 we obtain that the languages 
SYM and {xcycycx 1 X, y f {a, b}*} are not in A( E&, the latter of which is in A( E&. 
Finally, the language 
is in A( E,,,) and in JGl(E&, but is not a context-free language and thus not in 
Ju(SYM). These facts prove all strict inclusions and all non-inclusions mentioned 
above. !I 
We summarize the inclusions relations from the previous theorelms in Fig. 2. Here 
arrows stand for proper inclusion and dotted lines for inclusion. Let E,n,n = 
Merge,Jk 61”). 
We conjecture that SYM is not contained in A%! and that E,,, is not contained 
in A( E,,,). Thus we conjecture that all inclusions shown in Fig. 2 are proper, and 
that any two classes for which no inclusion is shown are incomparable. 
)*} and its dual, CO 
(w* 1 w E (a, b}*}. Notice that SYM models a one-reversal LIFO structure, and that 
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Fig. 2. 
COPY models a one-reset FIFO structure (cf. [ 151). Since we believe that SYM is 
not contained in JR (E&, by duality, one may assume that COPY is not contained 
in A(&,). (Since COPY is in d(E,,), it clearly is in &( E,,,)). We do not know, 
whether or not this is true. Observe that 
and for every n > 0 
C,, = {(dw)“cwR(dwR)” 1w E (a, b}“} 
are in JU(E,,,). This will be shown in Section 6 using appropriate machines. Hence, 
COPY can be obtained from El,, by the semiAFL operations and a linear-erasing 
homomorphism, and thus seems close to JR@,,,). However, we conjecture that 
A(&,,) is not closed under linear-erasing homomorphism. This would agree with 
the non-closure of JN(E& under linear erasing homomorphism [ 131 and would 
contrast and oppose to the classes .%(E,?,,,) with m + n a 3. 
Secondly, when we conside.- $uEl trios, then there are just two classes: the class 
of regular sets which is equal to &E,,J, and the class of recursively enumerable 
sets which is equal to &(E,,,) for all nr, it with m + n 2 2. This wi!! be shown in 
the nPx,t section. 
4. 
Simple representations of the recursively enumerable sets are one of the primary 
goals in the study of equality sets. In many situations these are the most complex 
languages under consideration. So our representations impressively demonstrate the 
enormous power of homomorphic equality a inverse ic equality 
operations and of generalized equality sets. On the other hand, the building com- 
ponents of the representation are simple and so they make the recursively enumerable 
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sets look simple. As we see the field today, these representations are the main 
achievements of the research on equality sets. They extract what it means th2b.t two 
strings are equal. They nicely relate the recursively enumerable sets, the Post 
Correspon&nce Problem and this equality mechanism in the framework of formal 
language theory. 
Based on [equality sets, several representation theorems for the recursively enumer- 
able sets have been developed. They are built on the principle of controlling the 
proper format of computations of a Turing machine or derivations of a grammar. 
They differ by the encoding techniques and the particular operations used; see, e.g., 
[4, 12, 16-20, 25, 31, 32, 583. 
For the regular sets at the other end of the Chomsky hierarchy, morphic representa- 
tions have been developed, too: see Section 2 and 121, 30, 50, 55, 611. Here we 
combine thes’e two approaches. This yields a unification and an improvement over 
all similar representation theorems for the recursively enumerable sets. Our charac- 
terizations start from trivial languages of a single symbol and use only four 
homomorphisms, two of which are combined into a homomorphic equality or an 
inverse homomorphic equality and are nonerasing, ;;Lnd the others zuc ;~&,&ZG. 
. Siartirig fiarn cr- - I_ -.- CIIC 1rguiar se’is OF 6 _ Rena the setc of 9~ fcrrn h-I({#}) me of the 
homomorphisms can be saved. Here no restrictions are imposed oi: th& effect of 
erasing of the homomorphisms, which means that the leftmost homomoiphism is 
arbitrary. In Section 6 we shall consider the nonerasing case. 
For the proof there are two ways for a construction. The simpler one is based on 
generalized equality sets. It uses the representation from Lemma 2.3 and can directly 
be obtained from results in [4]. The second one concentrates on the representation 
by homomorphic equality operations as in [ 181. The necessary constructions work 
for both ways; they will reappear in a similar framework in Section 6. 
4.1. Theorem. For every recursively enumerable set L and every type function p there 
exist homomorphisms .fi, _f2, f;, _f4, h,, h2, h3 with f2, j& h2, h, nonerasing and j,, 
. f4, h, alphabetic, and a jked alphabetic homomorphism h4 : (0,1, $)* + {S)* with 
h,(O) = h,( 1) = h and h,(S) = $, such that 
L = .fl ’ us 9 .a,, l .f 4 ’ ({$) 1 and L= h, l (h,, h3)p’ l h;‘({$}). 
roof. We consider the case that p( 1) = 1, ~(2) = R; the case p(l)=p(2? = I is 
similar and has been dealt tii;Ei in [ 181. Let L = L( M’) for a deterministic, single-tape 
Turing machine M’. 
Let X be the input alphabet of M’. In general, M’ augments its work space during 
a computation, which leads to erasing homomorphisms. Hence, we consider the 
deterministic linear-bounded automaton M = ( K, X u (d}, Y, S, ko, F) associated 
with M’. If M’ operates on an input w’, then M simulates M’ on an input 
UT= w’d.. . d, of sufficient length, where d is a new cymbal. The homomorphisms 
.f,, h, _fJ, fi, h,, h2, 11, depend on the Turing machine Their domain and their 
range is determined hy K, Y and 8. hq, however, is independent of L and of M. 
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For every input w E L(M) there is a sequence of instantaneous descriptions 
IDo, ID,, . . . , ID, making up an accepting computation of M on w. Each ID; is a 
string in Y*KY* of length Iwi+ 1. IDO=qow is the initial and ID, E Y*FY* is an 
(the only) accepting instantaneous description. Suppose that t > 3 so that M makes 
at least three steps before it may come to acceptance. For the control of the correctness 
of such sequences by our means with homomorphic equality operations we need a 
very special encoding over multiple copies of the alphabet Y w K. 
For strings x = CL~ . . . a, and y = 6, . . . b, of the same length with symbols aj, i+ E C 
define the pairing by [x, y] = (a,, b,) . . . (a,,, b,,) E (C x 2)“. Accordingly, define the 
tripling [x, y, z] E (Z x C x Z)* for three strings x, y, z of the same length. Pairing 
and tripling of strings correspond to Cartesian products. 
Reconsider sequences IDo, ID,, . . . , ID,. For every i, ID,_, and ID, differ at most 
within a window of three symbols at the occurrence of the state qi, and ID,_, , ID,, 
ID,+, differ within a window of four symbols. Hence, by pairing or tripling, a finite 
state automaton A can check that strings [x, y] or [x, 1: z] do represent successive 
instantaneous descriptions of a Turing machine M. Moreover, h can check that this 
relationship holds for every component in a sequence of such pairs or triples of 
strings, that the first of them is an initial and that (only) the last one is an accepting 
instantaneous description, and that the barring of the components and the format 
is as indicated below. Suppose that all these checks are expressed by a regular set 
Q, so that Q = L(A). 
Encode each such sequence of instantaneous descriptions and of =n accepting 
computation on w into a string of the format of C(w). Let II = (WI+ 2, so that 
n = IID,#I. 
-- -- 
C(w) =$a”[rD,$, IDog, ID#][ID& ID+, ID#] 
. . . [IDi_l#, IDi#, IDi+l#] - - - 
-- 
[ID,_2#,ID,_,#,ID,#][ID,-,#, ID,#, lD,#]B” 
[ID,+ Ii!@] . . .[IDi_,#, iD;$]“. . .[i&@, 6,#]Rm”$. 
Thus, C(w) has a head #a”, a middle 6” and a tail o”$, and sequences of triples 
and pairs of successive instantaneous descriptions. The instantaneous descriptions 
are endmarked by #‘s. Initial and accepting ID’s are separateiy barred as indicated, 
and the pairs of ID’s zre marked by a tilde and are reversed. Here, a bar an<: a 
tilde on the individual components mean new symbols. Formally, C(w) is a ‘well- 
structured’ string over the a!phabet 
where f = Ku Yu{#} and a=# iff 6=#. 
As an intermediate step we wish to express all d’( w) by Eq( g,, g:‘> n Q, where 
g2, g3 are nonerasing homomorphisms and Q is a regular set, which represents all 
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strings of the formal of C(w). Define g2, g, from A,(M)* into A2( 
A,(M) = k a, §, u, $1 TV (ia, bj, (4 b), (Q, 6, (if, 6) 1 a, b E 0, 
as shown in Table 1, where bars and tildes are significant and are preserved, added 
or erased as indicated. 
Table 1. 
4 a s w s (i&&b) G,b,c) (a,b,d (a,&@ (a.6 (4 6 
& 4 (Y 66 0 s Ly (6, b) (a, 6) (a, 6) (a, 6) (4 6) 
IT?, s w 9 @fY t (4 6) fb, ;I (b, c’) 9 (a, b) W, W 
Notice that for every C(w) as above 
&(CW) 
Conversely, if gz(x) = g3(x)R a:ld x E Q, then x = C(w). Hence, (C(w) 1 w E L(M)} = 
Wg,, gP) f-l Q- 
Now we can apply Lemma 2.3(i) or we can use the fact that this equation holds 
because of the particular triple encoding of computations and although the inclusions 
Q c Sk(Q)) and Q c gT’(g3( Q)) are proper. (We do not follow this way and so 
we leave the verification of 
Eqh s_?) n Q = Eqb, g_y) n g?(g3(Q)R) 
to the reader.) 
By Lemma 2.3, 
Ed&, &an Q = 7ml(.f,,fP) nfi’(fi’W)h 
where f2 and h are nonerasing, and Eq(f?, j’y) nfi’(f;‘( {$})) models both the 
equality set Eq(g2, g-F> an the regular set Q. Consider the particular choice of 
Qq 0, .- _ and the encoding C(w). The input w can be obtained from C(W) by a 
which retrieves -W from the components containing !l?+ 
withf,((& b)) = a if a E C andf, erases otherwise. 
Then 
fi(h(Eq(f,,f~) nfi’(f41({$))))) ={w E L(M) 1 Cb4 E Eqk, gF> n Q), 
) =fi l (fi,f ,“) l f ;I({$)). For the second representation, 
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Now the input w can be retrieved from the symbols of the form (ti, 8, b) by a 
homomorphism h, , e.g., h, =fi l g, l 7r. Fix h,: (0, 1, $}* + ($)* with /I,($) = $ and 
ha(O) = h4( 1) = h and compose h2 and h3 with a one-to-one homomorphism 
r:(&(M)u{z,$})*+{O, I,$}* with y($) = $ and y( di) = 01’0 for di E (d, , . . . , di} = 
A~(M)U{Z}. Let hz= y-j& h3= Y *Ii- Then Eq(.fif .!h = Eqh h.y) and L-4 
h, l (h,, t13)-’ . h4’({$}). Cl 
In Theorem 4.1, regular sets of the form A*rA* or A*r with alphabets A and k 
stop the repetition of homomorphic equality operations. Hence, every nonempty 
language G with the property w E G and wig G for every i > 1 for some string w 
is a generator of the recursively enumerable sets in terms of the operations inverse 
homomorphism and homomorphic equality or inverse homomorphic equaiity and 
homomorphism. This follows from the fact that A*lYA* = g-‘(G) with g(d) = A for 
d E d and g(d) = w for d E r and the particular nonrepetitive w E G. 
4.2. Corollary. For every recursively enumerable set L and every type function 
p : ( 1) 2) + (1, R) there exist homomorphisms fO, f, and f2 with f, alphabetic and f, , f2 
nonerasing, an alphabet 0, and a regular set Q of the form A *lYA * for some alphabets 
r and A such that 
(i) kfO((f, ,h)JQN and L =.M(f, ,.f2),(R)* n Q)), 
6) L=fo((f, ,f&--‘{O, 1)” n Q) and L =fOUf, ,f2);‘(o)). 
The representations from Theorem 4.1 and Corollary 4.2 are optimal and cannot 
be achieved with fewer homomorphisms or with morphic operation in another order. 
This will be proved in Theorem 6.17. 
4.3. Theorem. The class of recursively enumerable sets is closed under homomorphic 
equality and under inverse homomorphic equality. It is the smallest class containing 
all sets A *XL* for alphabets r and A and closed under homomorphic equality, and it 
is the smallest class containing {$) and closed under inverse homomorphic equality 
and homomorphism. 
Note the similarity in the characterizations of the regular sets and the recursively 
enumerable sets in terms of homomorphic equality and inverse homomorphic 
equality. T’he only difference is the balance. We shall stress that point in Theorem 6.16. 
. Various complexity clal;ses can be characterized in the way described 
in the above theorems. This can be achieved by consideri g complexity boun 
Turing machines and bounds on the erasing oft 
let T(n) a n and S(n) 2 n be functions that 
working space of a nondeterministic one-tape Turing machine 
language accepted by with these resource bo 
L = h, l h M,, l h4’W) and L= h, l (F,, h&T’ l h,‘(($}), 
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where hz, h3 are nonerasing homomorphisms, h, is T(n) l S( n)-erasing on 
(hz, h,),(h,‘(W) or on W,, h&‘(h?(W)), and the p-balance of hz, h, is bounded 
by S(n). Such representations are improvements over results in [4, 20, 251, where 
languages oi’ the form Eq( h, , h;!) n Q are used as a basis. 
A new characterization of the recursively enumerable sets in terms of generalized 
equality sets and new full trio generators Merge,,,((a, b}“) with nr + n 3 1 are nobw 
obtained by combining Theorern 4.1 and Theorem 2.1. 
4.5. Theorem. The class of recursively enumerable sets, 98, is the smallest full trio 
containing all generalized equality sets. For every L E 9% there exist a homomorphism 
h, a generalized equality set E of’orde, (m, n) with m + n 2 2 and a regular set Q such 
that L = h( E n Q). If m + n 2 2 then Merge,,,,, ((a, b)*) is a full trio generator of 3%. 
It has been pointed out at several places that the famous Post Correspondence 
Problem (PCP, for short) can elegarhtly be defined in terms of generalized equality 
sets of order (2,0), such that each instance of PCP means an equality set Eq( h, , h,). 
Analogously, each alternating equality set Eq( jr,, hy) can be seen as an instance 
of the reversed Post Correspondence Problem, and each generalized equality set of 
order (m, n) as an instance of the generalized Post Correspondence Problem of order 
(m, n), consisting of lists of (m + n) tuples of strings. It is a well-known result from 
formal language theory that PCP is undecidable, and so is the reversed PCP and 
the generalized PCP of order cm, n), whenever m + n 2 2. 
Recent research activities have turned to PCPs of size k, which consist of k pairs 
of strings. This means equality sets of homomorphisms, whose domain is 
{1,2,. . . , k}*. The goal of these investigations is to find the least k such that PCP( k), 
i.e., the correspondence problem for PCPs of size k, is undecidable. Latest results 
in [27] and in [57] show that k ranges between 3 and 9. An obvious generalization 
is to find the least k such ihirt the correspondence problem for generahzed PUPS 
of size k and of order (m, n) is undecidable. The trade-off between (m, n) and k 
seems to be an interesting indicator of the encoding capabilities of genera!ized 
equality sets of order (m, n), or in simple terms; what can ! ,m + n)-tuples of strings 
do better than pairs of strings? 
5. hit and inverse homomorphic equality operations 
Each homomorphic equality opev.33,1 sl,d L&L ;.*t.ti,3< :r&.;,GIIor$IiL G\jU&J 
operation is a mapping on st:ri and languages. Extending this viewpoint to classes 
of operations and classes of h uages, we can regard a class of such operations, 
, etc., as an operator on a class of languages 9, ping 3 to HE(Y), 
tatisns of these operations the classes (3’) and HE-‘(Z) 
are related to classes of languages obtained by combining the giveri ciass 2’ with 
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generalized equality sets. The closure of 9? under these operators is characterized 
hv combining 9 with the intersection closure of all generalized equality sets, or 
with the class &VYP, provided that the erasing of homomorphic equality sets is 
limited; otherwise we may end up with 9%. 
For a better understanding of the operations of homomorphic equality and inverse 
homomorphic equality, let us first apply them to languages of the form C*. From 
Theorem 2.1 we obtain (h,, . . . ) h,),(~“) = h,(Eq(h,, . . f kJ)pfi) and 
Ur IL) l l l , hn),, ‘(2”) = &Ah, 3 - l . , h,,) if Z* is the domain respectively the range of 
the homomorphisms. The latter defines a generalized equality set and each general- 
. 
ized equality set can be defined in tlllJ wuJ hio n*‘m\l Thlac WP clan I~CP the recllltc from Cp&on . ‘ .nwCl “. t VUI. U”” a...” . ““U.&U .1V..l b” 
2 and conclude that, e.g., there is a strict hierarchical classification for inverse 
homomorphic equality operations corresponding to the order ( m, n ). 
On the other hand, languages h,( Eq,( h,, . . . , h,))‘“’ are new, and the following 
examples show that they differ essentially from generalized equality sets. For 
convenience, suppose p( 1) = 1 for each type function p. 
5.1. Example. Consider the hardest generalized equality sets Merge,,,,,((a, !I)*). Let 
h l- 1 3 l l l 9 f’l,,-+ II be homomorphisms such that 
Lemma 2.15 shows that the homomorphisms hi are almost unique and map the 
symbol a and a!1 its copies to up respectively ( uR)“, and map the symbol b and all 
iI& copies to uy respectively ( u~)~, where u and u are nonempty strings. By Theorem 
2.13, Merge ,,,,,, ({a, b)“) is the hardest generalized equality set of order (m, n ), and 
by Theorem 4.5 it is a full trio generator of the class of recursively enumerable sets 
if m + n 2 2. This shows that the languages Merge,,,,({a, b}*) have a complex 
structure. However, 
(h,, . . . , h ,,,, hf,+, , .. . . ~~~,+,,Kk W*) = bpl O* 
is a regular set. Hence, every homomorphic equality corresponding to 
Merqe,,,,,({ a, b}“) defines only a simple language. 
5.2. Example. Let 11, , . . . , h,, be homomorphisms, one of which is unary. Then each 
homomorphism hi can be replaced by its unary restriction h j such that 
Eq,,(h,, . . . , II,,) = Eq(h;, . . . , h:,), where p may be any type function. Results in 
[ 141 show that every unary generalized equality set can be accepted by a reversal- 
bounded multicounter machine. Hence, each language L =f( Eq(hi , . . . , hi) n C) 
can be accepted by a reversal-bounded multicounter machine wrth an additronal 
pushdown store if f is a homomorphism, hi,. . . , hi, are unary homomorphisms, 
and C is a context-free language. Machines of this type have been studied in [49], 
where it has been shown that each language accepted by such a machine has the 
semilinearproperfy, i.e., its image under the Parikh mapping is a semilir.ear set (see, 
e.g., [35, 471 for unexplained notions). Hence, for every context-free language c, 
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X at least one of the homomorphisms h, , . . . , h, is unary, then L = (h, ? . . . , h,),(C) 
is a regular set. This follows from the fact, that L has the semilinear property and 
L c {a}* for a single symbol a. 
On the other hand, generalized equality sets of unary homomorphisms are not 
necessarily context-free. For example, let h,(a) = h2( 6) = aa, h3( a) = h,(c) = a, and 
hi(d) = h otherwise. Then 
Eq(h,, ha, h3)=(wE{a, b, c}*I#,(w)=#h(w)=#,(w)), 
where #,(w) denotes the number of occurrences of the symbol a in w (see 1141). 
5.3. Example. Consider the language (a, ab}*. Clearly, {a, ab}* = (h)({a, b}*) with 
h(a) = a and h(b) = ab. However, {a, ab}” is no1 a generalized equality set. If it 
were a mu!tip!e equa!ity cet, then it would contain b, and if it were an alternating 
equality set of homomorphisms h, , . . . , h,,, then, by Lemma 2.15, hi(a) and hi(ab) 
would be {z}” u {zR}* for some string z. Thus, hi(b) would be in (z}*’ J (zR}* and 
b would be in the language. 
Tke above examples impressively show the weakness of some homomorphic 
equality operations and illustrate distinctions between (h, , . . . , h,),(Z*) and 
(h,,... , h,)),‘(Z*). On the other hand, such llanguages are capable of encoding 
computations of Turing machines, as we have seen in Theorem 4.1, Thus they are 
powerful languages and we feel that this is the general situation, as our next example 
will demonstrate. 
5. le. Let (x, , . . . , x,) and (y, , . . . , y,,) be list of strings over A * of an 
instance of the Post Correspondence Problem, and let h, and h, be homomorphisms 
overX={l,..., n} with h,(i) = Xi and h,(i) =yim Then 
and 
and each describes the set of solutions of the instance of the Post Correspondence 
Problem. These sets are non-context-free, in general. 
le. Consider the language L = (a” 1 k = 3 l 2”, n 2 2, n odd}. There exist 
nonerasing homomorphisms ho,. . . , h4, hb, hi and regular sets Q, and QZ such that 
L=h,,*(h,,h,)(Q,)=hr,*(h,,h,R)(Q,) 
= hl, l (h,, d-‘(9~) = 4 l (h,, h:)-‘t 
Therefore, let t hisms be defined as shown in Table 2. 
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Table 2. 
a 
;b 
a 
ee 
b 
b 
a(i 
b 
dd 
cl 
bb 
C 
C 
h 
c2 
cc 
d 
dd 
cc 
d 
dd 
e 
L 
e 
ee 
d 
dd 
aa 
$ 
e$ 
$ 
d$ 
a4 
Let ho map each a! E (4, Q, b, q, c2, d, e, $} to CL, and let h,” map each such a to 
aa. Let h;(e) = h;(a) = h&(b) = h&(c) = a, and h;(q) = hh(c2) = h;(d) = h;(e) = 
h;(S) = aa. Define 
Observe 
and 
Hence, 
Q1 = itHa, W*h~*kd*b-4 el*Cbl and Q2 = (t)(a, b}*{c}*{d, e)*{%}. 
that Q,= h,‘(Q,)nh,‘(Q,) and Q2= h;‘(Q2)n&‘(QF). Then 
Edh, hz) n 9, = Eqh, hd n h,‘(Q,) 
= {$abba4b8. . . b2k-‘Q2kC:kC~k-‘d2h-.2e2h-3 . . 
k=2n,rtN) 
Eq(hJ,h,R)nQi=Eq(h,, hz)nhi’(Q2) 
= ($abba4b8. , . b2h-2a2k-‘C;kC;k-‘d2k-2e2h-3 
k = 2n, n 2 1). 
L=h,.(h,,h,)(Q,)=h~=(h,,h,R)(Q,) 
= h:, l (h, , h,)-‘(Q2) = h,” l (hs, h,R)-‘(Q2). 
. . 4 d4eed$l 
d4eed$l 
The operations of homomorphic equality and of inverse homomorphic equality 
are now studied in more detail, with emphasis on &sure properties, that are not 
preserved under a single application of these operations. 
Consider the composition of homomorphic equality aald inverse homomorphic 
equality. These operations are not compositional in a strong sense, which contrasts 
the singular case of homomorphisms and inverse homomorphisms. However, 
homomorphic equality operations are closed under right-composition with 
homomorphisms and under left-composition with injective homomorphisms, and 
simila,rly for inverse homomorphic equality operations with left and right inter- 
changed. ecall that f* g denotes ahe ing S@(x)), and S’-’ * g-‘(x) = 
(g vs)-‘(x) = g-‘u--W. 
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5.6. Lemma. (i) For homomorphisms h, h’ , . . . , h,, and any type function p, 
(h ,,..., h,),= h={h, l h ,..., h,,- h>, 
and 
h-‘=(h’,..., h,);‘=(h, l h,. . . , h,);‘. 
(ii) [ff is an injective homomorphism, then 
f- (h,, . . . , h,Jp =(fP(” l h,, . . . ,r”‘) l h,3) 
and 
(h I,---, h,,);’ l f-’ =(fP(‘) l h,, . . . ,f’(“) l h,,)-‘, 
where f’ = f and f”(a) = f(ajR for each symbol a. 
For proofs of non-closure results, languages L c {a}* over a single-letter alphabet 
will be useful. See also Example !!.C- 
5.7. Lemma. For languages L and C, if L E (a)” and C is a context-free language, 
and L=(h’,...,h,,),(C) for some homomorphic equality, or L = 
1 -1 
CT, ‘Cl!? -..:izil, -‘(c) -for inverse homomorphic equality operations a! i’, . . . , a,‘, 
m -:- 1, or if L = E :q C with E in the intersection closure of the generalized equality 
seti A 2%!2, then L is a regular set. 
Proof. If L=(h,, . . . , h,&,(C) r { c1)*, then the homomorphisms may be restricted 
to mapping into (a)“. Now we can argue as in Example 5.2 and obtain that L is a 
regular set. Obviously, {A} and {a}* are the only generalized equality sets which are 
subsets of {a}*. 
Next, let (g, , . . . , gk);! and (f' ,. . . J,)~’ be inverse homomorphic equality 
operations and let L = (g’ , . . . , g&‘((f , . . . ,j&‘( C)) for any language C. Then 
L=Eq,(f’,...,_f;,)nEq,,(g, l f’,*..,gk.f’)ngl’(f,‘(C)). 
Hence, if Lc {a}*, then L= {A} or L = (f’ l g,)-‘(C). By induction on the number 
of applications of inverse homomorphic equality operations we obtain L = {A} or 
L = a _ ‘(C) for some homomorphism cy. Thus, L is a regular set by the fact that 
a-‘(C) is context-free and context-free languages over {a}* are regular. 
Finally, L = E n C implies E = (A} or E = {a}*. Then L = {A} or L = C and L is 
a regular set. Cl 
Hence the closure of the context-free languages under inverse homomorphic 
equality HE-’ - . . . - HE-‘( %XY) and the hull under homomorphic equality 
HE( %sy) contain only regular sets over a single-letter alphabet. To the contrary, 
Example 5.5 provides a non-context-free and single-letter language L obtained by 
an additional composition with a nonerasing homomorphism, so that LE 
;,‘ll(%W)) wit . 
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Hence, none of the classes HE( WY), HE-‘( %‘92), and %3” A (A 89) is closed 
under (nonerasing) homomorphism. Accordingly, none of the well-behaved sub- 
classes, such as HE, .,&?), HE$(9), OF .Sfh (A 822) is closed under (nonerasing) 
homomorphism if 2 is a subclass of %‘92? and contains, e.g., the regular sets Q, 
and Q2 from Example 5.5. 
5.8. K4emma. For every type function p : { 1, . . . , m) + { 1, R} with m 2 2 there exist 
homomorphisms ho,. . . , h3, g,, . . . , g4 such tkt for a~:y type function a and all 
homomorphisms f, , . . . ,J;, 
Proof. Part (i) follows from Lemma 5.7 and Example 5.5. 
For (ii) let h,(d) = a for every symbol d, and define h, , hz such that Eq,( h,, h,) = 
Merge,( { a, b}“). Then 
(h,, h&’ l h,‘({a})* = Merge,({a, E)*) 
and 
Merge,({a, bi*) # (f, ). . . ,J;JJ’(bi*) 
since then the J's may be unary homomorphisms and Merge,({a, 6)“) is not a unary 
equality set. 
Finally, define the homomorphisms gi on {a, 6) u {a’, 6’) u {a’, 6”) such that 
&(a) = g2W = g,(a) = g&f’) = a, g,(b) = gAb’) = g,(b) = g&f’) = 6, g&-f) = 
g&f’) = a”, g,( 6”) = g2( 6”) = b”, and gi( d) = A otherwise. Then 
Eq&, g4) n ia, a”, 6, b”i* = MergeA{ a, b}“), 
Eq,k, 9 ad = WergeJb, bl~‘k(a”, b”l*)* 
with Merge,({a, 6)“) E {a, 6, a’, 6’)” and 
L = (s, 9 gz?;’ l (a, g,)-‘({a, bi”) 
= U1Vl... v,_, m 1 u 1 tai E (a, 6, a’, b’)*, vi E (a”, b”)*, vi # h, m 2 1, 
ui E Merge,({a, b>“), T( U, v1 . . . v,,,_,v,) E Merge,({a, 6)“) n (Q, 6: Q”, bvv)*, 
where r( a’) = r( 6’) = h arrd w(d) = d otherwise}. 
L is not a generalized equality set and thus L Z (f, , . . . ,J;,)&E*). therwise, since 
each of a, a’, a” is not in L, but, for every f 2 1) wj = ddrrdri E L, t homorxrphic 
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images jJ a)“‘j’ and fk( a) ““’ commute by Lemma 1.2, and J(a), &(a’) and j+z”) 
commute. Then aa”ak Eq,,(fi, . . . ,A,), but aa”a’E L. Cl 
We summarize these observations in the following relevant result. Observe that 
k = (h) and K’ = (h)-’ are singular (inverse) homomorphic equality operations. 
5.9. Theorem. The operations of homomorphic equality and inverse homomorphic 
equality (of order (m, n ) with m + n 3 2) are not idempotent. Thus there exist classes 
oflanguagesZ’such that, e.g., HE(HE(9)) f HE(Z) or HE-‘(HE-‘(3’)) # HE-‘(Z), 
and similarly for HE,,,, , etc. In fact, H l HE # HE and HE-’ - H-’ # HE-‘. 
However, homomorphic equality operations of order (m, n) are closed under right- 
composition with homomorphis.ms and dually, inverse homomorphic equality operations 
of order (m, n) are closed under left-composition with inverse homomorphisms, i.e., 
H Ll,,, l M = HE,,,, and H-’ l HE& = HE&. 
The consequences of Lemmas 5.7 and 5.8 are even stronger. They show that for 
certain good classes 9, e.g., 3 = %X!? or 9 = {Z* 12 is an alphabet}, the second 
application of a homomorphic equality (of a single homomorphism), or of an inverse 
homomorphic equality of order (m, n) with m + n 2 2, exceeds the hull of 3’ under 
homomorphic equality respectively inverse homomorphic equality. For example, 
HE(%$‘(e)c H l HE(9?Z%) with L={a”Im=3-2”) as a witness and 
HE$(HE&H-‘({A})) - HE-‘( H-‘(h)) # 0 if m + n 2 2 and k + 12 2. This is from 
Lemma 5.8. 
On the other hand, there exist good classes .Y that are closed under homomorphic 
equaiity and under inverse homomorphic equality. Examples are BN.9 and BZ’. 
These classes have a normal form representation such that 
and 
S+Pk%‘=H * E,,,n(%%%)=H l HE,,,(%!SS?) ifm+nN. 
The operations of homomorphic equality and inverse homomorphic equality are 
built by the operations homomorphism, inverse homomorphism, intersection and 
reversal. Which of these sub-operations is preserved by a single application of a 
homomorphic equality or an inverse homomorphic equality? For our results we 
often need the closure of a class of languages under inverse homomorphism and 
rL;versa!, which are supposed throughout. For convenience, we assume p( 1) = 1 for 
every type function p. 
guages 2 is a good class if it is closed under inverse 
omomorphism an reversal. l[n the ‘multiple’ case, it is sufficient for a good class 
to be closed under inverse homomorphism. 
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For a good class 9, it is obvious that homomorphic equality operations preserve 
the closure under reversal just by taking the ‘reversed’ homomorphism. 
Next, consider inverse homomorphism. Since h-’ . (h, , . . . , h,,);’ = 
(h, l h,. . . , h, m h)-‘, inverse homomorphic equality preserves inverse homomorph- 
ism. Whether homomorphic equality does so too is not known. As a general result 
we obtain 
g-‘WI, l . . 9 h,,),(L)1 = m(Eq(h l ~2,. . . , h,, l n2, g l WI) n am’), 
where hi:X*+A*, g:r*+A*, C!=(Tv{h})~(Zu(h)), and 7r1 and rr2 are the 
projections from “0* onto P respectively C”. However, if a class 9 is closed under 
inverse homomorphism and endmarker, then Theorem 6.11 will show that the class 
H l HE(Z) is closed under inverse homomorphism, in fact under inverse homomor- 
phic equality. 
For homomorphism and nonerasing homomorphism, Lemma 5.7 proves a nega- 
tive result. If 9 is, e.g., the class of regular sets or the class of context-free languages, 
then HE(P), HE-‘(T) and the closure of .Z under inverse homomorphic equality 
are not closed under homomorphism. This is very remarkable since each singular 
homomorphic equality of a single homomorphism is a homomornhism. 
By the way, it is straightforward that each class of languages 2 A %Z!,,, is closed 
under inverse homomorphism, intersection with regular sets and reversal if 9 is SO 
closed. For (m, n) = (2,0), these classes have been considered in [26]. Note that 
these classes, too, are not necessarily closed under nonerasing homomorphism if 2 
is so closed. 
We summarize these facts. 
5.10. Theorem. Let 9 be a good class of languages. Then the hulls HE(Z) and 
HE-‘(Z) are closed under reversal. HE-‘(Z) is closed under inverse homomorphism, 
and HE(Z), HE-‘@‘) and the closure of 28 under inverse homomorphic equality are 
not necessarily closed under (nonerasing) homomorphism. 
These statements hold accordingly for weakly or nonerasing homomorphic equality 
and for orders (m, n). 
Finally consider intersection. From Lemma 2.3, 
(h, 9 l -. 9 M&J n L2 = h, . . . , k,)JL, n h;‘tL,)). 
Hence, if a good class 9 is closed under intersection (with regular sets), then the 
hull of 9 under (nonerasing, weakly erasing) homomorphic equality of order (m, n) 
is closed under intersection with languages in Y (with regula 
Z~Yc,CPimplies HE(Z) ~9s HE(P) andP% 9@?!?c_~implies 
HE(Z). In general, intersection sums up to the order. 
e Let 2’ be a good class of languages. 
closed under intersection ( with reg r sets), then so is the 
under (nonerasing, weakly erasing) homomorphic equality, i.e. 
-2 P, -2 G 2 =3 HE(_Y) A HE(T) G HE(P). 
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(ii) Inverse homomorphic equality does not necessarily preserve the closure under 
intersection. 
Proof. (i): Let L= L’ n L2 with L’ = (g’, . . . , g&(X’), L2 = (fi, . . . ,j&(X2) and 
X, , X, E 9. The homomorphisms gi respectively 4 map ZT respectively 2: to A *. 
Assume p(a) = U( 1) = 1. Let 0 = (2’ u {h}) x (J&u {h}) and define homomorphisms 
h h,,.,, I,***, from J2* to C* by h;((a, b)) = gi(a) for 1 s is m and h,((a, b)) =5(b) 
for m c i s m + n, and let V, and 7~ be the projections from 0 onto 2, respectively 
~1.Definethetypefunction7byT(i)=p(i)fori~mandT(i)=cz(i-m)fori>m. 
Let X = ?r”(X,) n $(X2). Now, (h,, . . . , h,,+,),(X) = L, since 
w E L iff there exist strings u and v with w = g,(u) = f,( u), 
uEEqp(glr---, g,,)nXland ~~&Afi,..=,.Lb& 
iff there exists y E a*, m,(y) = u, r2(y) = v, 
w = h;“‘(y) =a l 9 = h&(,“,f”‘(y) 
iff there exist y E a*, y E X, h,(y) = w and y E Eq,(h’, . . . , h,,,) 
iff we (h,, l . a 9 h,,,+,,LW. 
For (ii), consider the class Z’ = {Z* 1 C is an alphabet} and recall from Section 2 
that L, n L2 is not a generalized equality set and thus of the form (f, , . . . , fJr(2*) 
if 
L, =(h,, h&‘(A*) = rr?(Merge,({a, bl*) 
and 
L2 = kl9 smA*) = $(Merge,({c, d}*), 
where A = {a, a’, 6, b’, c, c’, d, d’}, and the homomorphisms are defined by h,(a) = 
AZ(d) = a, h,( 6) = h2( 6’) = b. g!(c) = g2(c’) - c, g,(d) =g2(drj = d, and they erase 
otherwise. V, is the projection onto {c, c’, d, d’} and 7~~ is the projection 
(a, a’, b, b’). EI 
We do not know whether the class HE-‘(Z) is closed under intersection 
regular sets, if 9 is so closed. Clearly, 
HE-‘(Z) A 5% 8.9 A .Z’ and HE-‘(Z) A %!Z!?C H l HE-‘(B). 
For the latter statement let Z$ = { L$I L E .2’} and recall Lemma 2.3. Note 
onto 
with 
that 
L$=a-‘(L)nZ*$E* with a($)=~, and ru(a) =a otherwise, which now is in 9. 
We now turn to classes of languages 9 that are closed under inverse homomorphic 
equality or homomorphic equality. What properties must .Z satisfy? The representa- 
tion in terms of simple operations and generalized equality sets from Theorem 2.1 
means 
E,‘,,(Y) c %‘9,,, nA 9 -‘(,Y) u 89,,,,,, A H-‘(TR). 
ence, if .Y is a gw, anguages obtained from the languages 
of an inverse homomorphic equality of order (m, nj 
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is included in the class of languages obtained by the intersection of generalized 
equality sets of order (m, n) with languages in 3’. That is, HE,‘,(Z) E %9,,,,,, A3. 
In particular, if .Y = {Z* 12 is an alphabet}, then HE,‘,,( 2) = ZZ,,,, . 
Accordingly, repeated applications of inverse homomorphic equality operations 
can be expressed by using intersections of generalized equality sets. Together with 
the fact that the intersection closure of all generalized equality sets equals the 
intersection closure of all generalized equality sets of order (m, n) with m + n = 2, 
we thus obtain as our first ciosure resuit the foiiowing theorem. 
5.12. Theorem. Let 3’ be a good class of languages. If 8 is a good class of languages, 
and if % is closed under intersection with (multipIe) generalized equality sets (of order 
(m,n) withmi-n = 2), t!len the class 3 A 8 is closed under ( multiple) inverse homomos- 
phic equality. 
Proof. Since 3 and % are good classes of languages, 3’ A 8 is a good class. From 
the hypothesis on 8, now HE-‘(3 A 8) c_ % A 2 A % c YA %‘, i.e., .L? A g is closed 
under inverse homomorphic equality. c3 
It is easy to see that each of the classes A %%!, %V”P, and H(LZ A i3BNP) are good 
classes and are closed under intersection with generalized equality sets. To see this 
for the latter, observe that h( L, n L,) n L3 = h ( L1 n L2 n h-‘( L3)), and use the closure 
properties of the class BJW. From Theorem 5.12 we can thus conclude the closure 
of various classes of languages under inverse homomorphic equality. 
5.13. Corollary. Let 3 be a good class of languages. Then the classes .Z? A (/\\ 89 ), 
2 A %VY and H(9 A %AfP) are closed under inverse homomorphic equality. Accord- 
ingly, the classes L8 A (A PH ii%?! ), 2ii? A A%.% and H (9 A _&% ) are closed under multiple 
inverse homomorphic equality. 
Specializing the class 3 to 9 = {Z* 1 C is an alphabet}, or to any good class which 
contains C* for some alphabet C and is included in the intersection closure of all 
(muitiple) generalized equality sets, we obtain the following corollary. 
Corollary. The class BJW and the intersection closure of ail generalized equality 
sets A %.9 are closed under inverse homomorphic equality. Accordingly, the classes 
&9@ and /\ &ZZ! are closed under multiple inverse homomorphic equality. 
In the rest of this section we shall mainly be concerned with homomorphic equality 
operations and their versions with limited erasing. all from Theorem 2.1 that 
each such operation can be expressed in terms of sim operations and genera lized 
equality sets such that, for every language L, (h,, . . . , h,,),(L) = 
(h,(W,(hl, . . . , h,) n Hence, if a class 3 is close under reversa 
HE(P) z owever, this is a very rough analys , and it overes 
the erasing of the homomorphisms. 
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Recall that in a homomorphic equality each homomorp ism is used twice: first 
to define a generalized equality set, and then as a mapping on the intersection of 
the generalized equality and the domain L. For the latter purpose, any homomorph- 
ism can be chosen. On the other hand, every recursively enumerable set can be 
obtained as the homomorphic image of a language, which is obtained from a regular 
set by the application of a homomorphic equality of two nonerasing homomorph- 
isms. This altogether warns us to consider erasing homomorphism in homomorphic 
equa!ity operations carefully. 
We begin with linear-erasing homomorphisms and consider the closure of an 
arbitrary class of languages under linea:--erasing homomorphisms. Book and Nivat 
[93 have studied this topic in a general setting, and surprisingly, they used the notion 
of a homomorphic equality implicitly in their proof of Theorem 2.1. Thus we review 
this statement and sharpen it by an explicit use of a homomorphic equality operation. 
5.~5. Lemma. Let 2’ be a class qf languages with the property that if L E 9, then 
L v (h) E 2. 1’ L E 2 and if h is a homomorphism that is linear-erasing on L, then 
there exist a homomorphic equality of two homomorphisms, the first of which is 
length-prez&ng, a homomorphism f; and a language L, E 9 such that h(L) = 
(h,, Fz,)(f -‘(L,)) and h(L) = (h,, &‘)(f -‘(L% 
roof. We closely follow the instructIons of the proof of [9, Theorem 2.i 1, but we 
explicitly use the notion of a homomorphic equality. Let L E 9 and L c 2” for some 
alphabet 2’. Let h : C* + A* be a homomorphism such that, for some constant k and 
all w E L, IwI 4 k l max{lh( w)l, l}, so that h is linear-erasing on L. If h E h(L), let 
L, = L v {A}; otherwise, let L, = L. Then h(L) = h(L,), and L, is in 3. 
Let r= ((b,w)lbEA,wE~*,l~Iwl~k}beanewalphabet.Leth,:~*~A*and 
f:r”“+A’* be homomorphisms with h,((b,, w)) = b and f((b, w)) = w. Thus h, and f 
can be seen as projections onto the first and second components of the symbols 
from E Let hz = h l f and h, = hR l f, where hR(a) = h(a)R for each a EC. Then 
Eq(h,,hz)={(b,,w,)...(b,,,w,)d*Jb ,... b,=h(w ,... w,)}, 
and 
Eq(h,,h,)nf-‘(W{h) 
={(b,, w,). ..(& w,,)Er*lns II, b,. 
ence, h(L) = (h J(f -‘( L, )). Accordingly, 
;)=((b,, w,). . . (b,,, w,,)E I’*lb, 
s . b,j = h( w, . . . w,..) and 
w, . . . w,, E L -{A)}. 
. . b,, = ( hR(w, . . . w,JR 
= h((w, . . . w,)“)} 
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and 
W(h) h,R) nf TLR) -{hi 
= w, 9 4 ’ l l u4l, w,,)Er*InM,b,b,...b,=h((w,wz... w,,)~) 
and w2w2.. . w,, E L-(h)}. 
Hence, I: (L ) = (h,, h%f -‘CL:)). 17 
Theorem 2.1 in [9] is stated in terms of intersections with the class BAY. For 
example, H&Z) c H-‘(Z’) A %VP. From Theorem 2.1, Theorem 3.6 and the fact 
that %VY is closed under nonerasing homomorphism we see that Theorem 2.1 in 
[9] follows from Lemma 5.15. Due to this observation, Sections 2 and 3 of the paper 
by Book and Nivat [9] could be rewritten replacing the class %A?? by any of its 
subclasses A W&Z!, A 82 or A% and sharpening its theorems accordingly 
Our next result is such an improvement. It will be useful later on. It follows from 
Lemma 5.15 and from the fact that the composition of linear-erasing homcmorph- 
isms is a linear-erasing homomorphism. 
5.16. Corollary. Let 3 be a good class of languages with the property that if L E 3, 
then L w (h) E 9. Then the closure of .T under linear-erasing homomorphism is included 
in the class of languages that are obtained from the languages in 3’ by a single 
application of a nonerasing homomorphic equality of order (m, n) with m + n 3 2. Thus, 
Hiin E HE,,,(Z) ifm + n 2 2. 
Next, we turn to weakly erasing homomorphic equality operations and show how 
to represent them in terms of nonerasing homomorphic equality operations and 
nonerasing homomorphisms and generalized equality sets. 
517. Lemma. Let (h, f. _ . ) h,), be a weakly erasing homomorphic equality of order 
(m,n) withm+n= k. For a language L let h be a homomorphism that is linear-erasing 
on L. Then there exist a nonerasing homomorphic equality (f, f2)(r of order (2,O) or 
( 1,l) with _f! length-preserving, a generalized equality set E of order (m, n ), and a 
homomorphism f’such that 
h 3.. . , h),(hW = (f, ,f&(E (3s -‘(L,!!. 
roof. By Theorem 2.1, 
(h, ‘) - l - 9 hJ,,(WJ) = h,(W,h,. . . , W-WJ) 
= h, + h(Eq,(h, . h,. . . , hl, - h)n L). 
orphism h, of the weakly erasing omomornhic equality (h v - - - 9 hkb 
is linear-erasing on Eq,,( h,, . . . , 11~). Note that, for any holmomorphism h, if h is 
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linear-erasing on the !anguage K, then it is linear-erasing on every subset of K. 
Also, the composition of linear-erasing homomorphisms is a linear-erasing 
homomorphism. Hence, h, is linear-erasing on Eq,,( h, , . . . , hL ) n h ( L.) and 
linear-erasing on Eq,( h, l h, . . . , hk l h ) r\ L. 
We wish to use Lemma 5.15, and therefore we must consider the empty string A. 
h is the image of a string w under any weakly erasing homomorphic equality if and 
only if w = A. So the assumption on the union with (h) is unnecessary here. 
From Lemma 5.15 we now obtain a nonerasing homomorphic equality (fi , j$, 
of order (2,O) or (1, I), where fi is a length-preserving homomorphism. Then 
II, l h(Eq,(h, l h,. . . , h l 11) n L) = (fi ,j&(f-‘(Eq,(h, l 11,. . , hk l h) n L)) 
and 
f-‘(EqJh,. kt ,..., ?y ~l)nk)=Eq,,(g,,...,gi,)nf-‘(L) 
with gi = hi l h . J 
This completes the proof. Cl 
Clearly, the analogous result holds if p( 1) = R. Then the reversal of the language 
L and of the homomorphisms h, l h must be used. A further application of Lemma 
4.1 yields the following result. 
5.18. Corollary. Let 3’ 5e a good class of languages. Then 
where m, n, k and 1 are nonnegative integers with k + I= 2. 
roof. The conclusion HE,,.,, l HI,,; 3) c HEk,,( 3 A ZZ&,) is the set-theoretic notion 
of Lemma 5.17 if 9 is closed under inverse homomorphism. For the second inclusion 
observt that (h, , . . . , h,),(L)=hi* (Eq,(h ,,..., h,)nL)““’ for any i+i ,..., r). 
Hence, if(h, , . . . , h,), is a nonerasing homomorphic equality, then hi can be chosen 
to be nonerasing. 0 
Lemma 5.17 is now used to derive a closure result for weakly erasing homomorphic 
equality operations, and thus for nonerasing homomorphic equality operations. 
9 _. Let .Y be a good class of languages. If 8’ is a good class of languages, 
and is closed under intersection with ( multiple) generalized equality sets (of order 
(m, n) with m+n 3 2), then the class H(3’ A g’) is closed under (multiple) weakly 
erasing homomorphic equality, and is thus closed under (multtple) nonerasing 
~io~no~~~orp~~i~ equality. 
. From the hypot esis and Corollary 5.18 we obtain, for all m, n 2 0, 
z,~~( y A % A k%&,, ,, ) . 
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Thus, we can conclude the closure of various classes of languages under weakly 
erasing respectively nonerasing homomorphic equality, which define the same classes 
of languages due to Lemma 5.17. 
lary. Let 3’ be any good class of languages. Then the classes )-if3 /\ 9W?P) 
and H(~A(/\ 8’9)) are closed under weakly erasing respectively under nonerasing 
homomorphic equality. Accordingly, the classes H (2’ A J&B ) and (TA (A *&$2)) 
are closed under multiple weakly erasing respectively multiple nonerasing homomorphic 
equality. 
If 3 = (2” 1 C is an alphabet}, then Corollary 5.20 specializes to a characterization 
of the classes 93./V.. and .A9?. 
5.21. Corollary. The classes 93XP and H( A K&? ) are closed under weakly erasing 
respectively nonerasing homomorphic equality. Accordingly, the classes Ju% and 
H(jj m 8’9 ) are closed under multiple weakly erasing respectively multiple nonerasing 
homomorphib* equality. 
Clearly, one wishes to characterize the smallest class including a given class of 
languages and closed under weakly erasing respectively nonerasing homomorphic 
equality. Furthermore, one wishes to minimize the homomorphic equality operations 
used regarding the number of the homomorphisms. These considerations are post- 
poned to Section 6, where the necessary machinery for these results will be developed. 
Here, observe that for every good class of languages 3, the classes HE( 9) obtained 
from 3’ by a single application of weakly erasing homomorphic equality operations, 
and the closure of 9 under weakly erasing homomorphic equality operations are 
each included in the class H(JZ A (/\ 222 )), which is included in H(Y A .%VY). Hence, 
there is a chain of inclusions 
2~ HE(T& HE(HE(9))s . l .E HE( . . . (HE(Y)). . . ) 
Similar chains are obtained for nonerasing and multiple homomorphic equality 
operations respectively. 
Depending on the class 3, some of the above inclusions may be proper, sometimes 
we have equality. For example, if 9 is the class of regular sets %%W, then we obtain 
and accordingly for the class of context-free languages %%?Z’, where H( %99’ A BNg) 
is the class of quasi-realtime languages from [S]. 
For the proper inclusions, consider Lemma 5.7 an let ho, h,, h2 aqd 
ecified as in its roof. Then Q, = {$)(a, b}*{c,}“(c,)*{ 
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is clearly not a regular set. However, 
hoo(h,,h2)(Q,)=(,‘(k=3.2”,n~3,and n odd} 
is not contained in the class HE( %MK!4?), and thus is not in HE@W?9). The fact that 
H 0 HE(s;ieSV) =!4i!MQP is from Section 6. 
On the other hand, if Se = A i!Y9, then 9 A (/\ 89) = A 859, and the inclusion 
H(A 89) c H(S? A !3i3N~) isproper since {A} is the only finite language inH(/\ 839). 
Finally, if 2i? = !3?M?P, then 9 = H(9 A &VV’P) = 9&N’@ since 8BN9 is closed undltr 
weakly etasing homomorphic equality, as we have shown in Corollary 5.21. More 
generally, if A? is a trio, then we shall obtain from Theorem 6.11, that HE(s) c: 
H(HE2 &i?)) = H(9 A 9iWP) and H(9 A 9kMP) is the smallest class which includes 
A!? and is closed under weakly erasing or nonerasing homomorphic equality. 
Corresponding results hold in the multiple case with the class J&J@. 
For the class of regular sets 9NiE%!, we obtain from Corollaries 5.14 and 5.21 and 
Lemma 5.2 the following result. 
5.22. Corollary. 7%e closure of the class of regular sets under nonerasing respectively 
weakly erasing homomorphic equaiity is contained in the class 9&N’@? The closure of 
the regular sets under invuxe homomrtirphic equality is properly contai&$ in 9&W? 
Corresponding results hold in the case of multiple operations for J&B?. 
In this setting it i3 interesting to recall the case of erasing homomorphisms and 
of arbitrary homon,orphic equality operations. From Theorem 4.1 and Remark 4.4 rr, ’ 
we have ti complete solution, namely: 
where @Ecp and 9U!K9 are the classes of recursively enumerable and regular sets 
respectively. Hence, if erasing homomorphisms foliow nonerasing homomorphic 
equality operations, then the regular sets are mapped onto the full class of recursively 
enumerable sets. What happens if nonerasing homomorphisms follow erasing 
homomorphic equality operations? This question is answered next. 
5.23. Cemma. For every (erasing) homomorphic equality (h, , l . l 9 h,), and every 
language L, there exist a weakly erasing homomorphic equality (f, ) . e l ,fn& with the 
same type fiunctilon p and a homomorphism 7~ with n(a) E {a, A} for each symM a 
such that 
Proffe Let hl,,.., h, be homomorphisms from c” into A*. Partition C into the 
symbols that are and are not erased completely. Thus Cl = {a E G 1 h,(a) = h for every 
h,) and C2 = {Q E G 1 h,(a) # h for some h,}. For each i, let J be the restriction of h, 
to CT. Let 71” be a homomorphism from C* to ;F,* with n(a) = a if a E &, and 
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n(o) = k if a E 2, l Tim h, =A * n for each i, and (fi 9 l l e , j& is a weakly erasing 
homomorphic equality with domain Z$. Now we obtain 
=fil . n(~-‘tE,?p(fl,’ ‘. ,fn))n u 
Lemma 5.23 says that the erasing of the homomorphisms of a homomorphic 
equality can be transferred to the language in the domain. Thus, erasing homomor- 
phic equality operations are not harmful to all classes of languages in the sense that 
they take each class to the ultimate, i.e.) to @UK In fact, for operators HE, ,, l H it 
suffice if one is erasing. Let iiE denote the class of weakly erasing homomorphic 
equality operations, and recall that erasing is indicated by a hat “? 
5.24. Theorem. For every &ass of languages 5t and all integers m, n a 0 
Roof@ Clearly, m,,(H(Y)) and %$,,Jfi(Z’)) are included in H^E,,Jfi(,%‘)). 
Since homomorphisms are closed under composition, Lemma 5.23 shows that 
mm J fi(d?)) c mm n( fi(3’)). Thus only the inclusion m, J fi(9)) cs 
E,:.( W(ZZ)) remains* This is proved as follows. Let (fi b l . . ,fRl+,& be a’homomor- 
phic equality of order (m, n). Let h be a homomorphism from C* to A*. Partition 
2 into x1 :lnd &, such that 4&={~~ZJh(a)=A) and &={a~ZZIh(a)#h). Let 
X’,=(a’laEZ,} be a copy of 2,. Let k’:Z* + (A u 6:)” be a homomorphism with 
h’(a)=h(a) if aEC 2!, and h’(a)=a’ if m&Z,. Let n:(Z~uA)*+A* be a 
homomorphismwit’\~(a)=AifaEC:,anda(a)=aifaEA.Thenir=n’h’where 
h’ is nonerasing. Lr% p( ~1) = 1. Then 
(f 1 l •9fmln&J(hw)~ =flw&kfl,oo~ ,fnr+n)  h(L)) 
=$I . hf%&LfLO~ l ,fm+nh h’(L)) 
There are many important classes of lar#jguages that are closed under homomorph- 
ism, such as, e.g., the regular sets9 the context-free languages and the recursively 
enumerable sets. For each of them there is no difference in power between weakly 
erasing homomorphic equality operations and erasing homomorphic equality 
operations, provided that these operations are used only once. 
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5.25. Corollary. For every class of languages 3’ that is closed under erasing 
homomorphism, and all m, n a 0, 
6%,,,,(S) = @,,&JZ) and E(Z) = a(Z). 
In particular, 
and 
H-E,,&?M%) = H-E,,&%%@ and 
H-E,,,( %93) = I%E,,( %V) and 
6. Preset machines and equality operations 
For the purpose of a complete characterization of the classes H(Z’ A %LNP) and 
H(LE’ A ,dB) in terms of homomorphic equality and inverse homomorphic equality 
operations we design one-way bidirectional (m, n)-head preset Turing machines. 
These devices accept exactly all languages in these classes. They are extensiolls of 
the one-way preset Turing machines from [40], and are equivalent o the multihead 
Post machines from [12], when the working tape is preset by strings from a regular 
Get and all heads on the working tape move left-to-right. Then the class JUT is 
characterized. 
The justification for our new machines is their close connection to generalized 
equality sets and to the operations of homomorphic equality and of inverse 
homomorphic equality. By encoding techniques programmed on these machines we 
can minimize homomorphic equality and inverse homomomorphic equality 
operations to just three homomorphisms, and they still characterize the classes 
H(.L% .%X9) and H(%L&~). 
We begin with one-way bidirectional multihead preset Turing machines and their 
computations. Informally, such a machine consists of a one-way input tape, a finite 
state control, and one working tape. The working tape is scanned by m + n read-only 
heads, where the first m heads move left-to-right from the left endmarker 4 to the 
right endmarker $, and the last n heads move right-to-left from $ to 4. At any time 
several heads may visit the same square, and heads may freely meet and pass on 
the working tape. The contents of the working tape are preset by any member of a 
base language B. 
efinition. A ople-way bidirectional cm, n)-head preset Turing machine, or (m, n )- 
preset machine or preset machine for short, is a tuple M = (K, 2, I’, S, qo, F, $, $, B), 
where the components _K, X, !-‘, q. and F are the finite set of states, the input 
alphabet, the working tape alphabet, the initial state, and the accepting states, 
respectively. 4 and $ are the left and right endmarr$ss on the working tape, and B 
is a language over F, called the base of M. The transition function S maps K x 2 x 
(F U {U U it, S})“‘” into the subsets of K x (0,l)” x (0, -I}“, such that if 
(S’, 01, l . e 9 dj, m 6 a 3 H.,+,) E S(S, Q, Al 3 * * l 9 Ai, * - - 9 
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then U’j-0 if Aj=A or lJ\l~$ and lsj6m or A,=$ and m+l<j<m+n, and 
dj = +I respectively dlj =2 - 1 OthlXWiS~. 
Pnformally, (s’, d,, . . . , d,,,) E 6(s, a, A,, . . . , A,+,,) means that M is in state s, 
reading a E C on the input tape and Aj E r u {A) u {$, $} with the jth read-only head 
on the working tape. Then M may enter state s’. It advances the input head one 
square to the right, and moves its jth head on the working tape by dj. For 1 <j< m 
the jth head moves one square to the right, when it reads a symbol from r u (4). 
It remains stationary, when it makes a A-move and reads A or when it reads the 
right endmarker $. Similarly, for m + 1 s j s m + n, the jth head moves one square 
to the left when it reads a symbol from r u I$}, and it remains stationary otherwise. 
Thus the transition function is a mapping into the powerset of K since the motion 
of each head is uniquely determined by what it reads. 
Computations start in the initial state with an input string on the input tape and 
a string y from the base B on the working tape. The input head scans the first 
symbol of w, the first m heads on the working tape scan the left endmarker 4, and 
the last tz heads scan the right end marker $. Acceptance means entry into a final 
state with the input head falling off the right end of the input tape, with the first m 
heads on the working tape scanning the right endmarker $, and with the last n heads 
scanning 4. (When it is convenient we may assume that the endmarkers 4 and $ are 
incorporated into the first and last significant symbols of the working tape) 
This is formalized in our next definition. 
Definition. An instantaneous description (ID) of a (m, n)-preset machine M = 
(KJ,r,6,q0,1;,&$, B) is a (m+n+3)-tuple (s, w,~~~$,p,,...,p,,,+,,) with SE 
w~~*,y~B,andO~p,~~y~+lforl~i~m+n.Itisinitialifs=q,,p,=~~~=p,= 
0 and pm+l = - l l =P,,,+~~ =lyl+l and it is accepting if sEF, w=A, p,=- =a=~,,,= 
lyl+l, and pm+1 = l l e =P,~~+~ =O. 
If (s’:,d ,,..., d,,,+,,)&(s,a,A, ,..., Ani+,) with w=aw’, aEE, and, for each 
iE{l t*-“3 m + n}, $y$ = yjA,y:( with pi = ly:l and Ai E r u (A} u (4, $}, then we write 
(4 w, @Y% Pl 9***3 p,,,,,,) t- (s’, w’, $yS, PI+ 4,. . l 3 pm+,, + d,+nh 
We call a sequence IDo I- ID, t- l l l t- ID, a computation for input w with working 
tape y if ID0 = (qO, w, +y$, 0,. . . , 0, Ity$l- 1,. . . , I+y$l- 1) is an initial ID. If, 
moreover, ID, is accepting, then it is an accepting computation. 
The language accepted by M with base B is L( M, B) = {w E C* I there exists y E B 
and an accepting computation for w with working tape y}. 
Note that preset machines run in real time and read a new input symbol at every 
step. Thus, if ID0 I- l l l I- ID, is an accepting computation for an input w, then I WI = t. 
NOW we define the classes of languages accepted by preset machines. We specify 
the numbers of heads on the working tape running in each direction and the family 
of languages to which the base of the preset machine belongs. If B is the base of 
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M, then we call M B-based, and if B belongs to a family of languages 9, we call 
M Z-based. For exampie, we speak of reguiar-based (m, n j-preset machines. 
Notation. For nonnegative integers m, n and any class of languages 2, let 
PRESET,,,(Z)={L(M, B))M is an (m, n)-preset machine with base B in 9). 
It is useful to assume that each class of base languages is a good class, i.e., closed 
under inverse homomorphism, and if m l n 2 1, closed under reversal. This assump- 
tion makes the classes PRESET,& 9) invariant under certain modifications of 
(m, n)-preset machines. For example, for every (m, n)-preset machine A4 with base 
B there exists a homomorphism h and an effectively constructable (m, n)-preset 
machine ,M’ with base h-‘(B) such that L(M, B) = L(M’, h-‘(B)) and M’ has any 
of the following properties: 
(1) The heads on the working tape of M’ may write, i.e., they read a symbol and 
replace it by another symbol. 
(2) M’ detects whether two heads are scanning the same square. Thus it detects 
whether two heads running in opposite directions meet on a square, and it detects 
whether a head attempts to pass another head which is moving in the same direction. 
(3) Instead of h-moves, the heads on the working tape make stationary moves 
and read the square again. 
(4) M is deterministic, I.e., its transition function has at most one choice of a 
move. 
(5) The endmarkers $ and S are attached to the first and last significant symbols 
of the working tape. 
We will not use preset machines with these properties, and therefore we skip the 
proofs. As a hint, (1) and (4) can be shown by techniques as in [40, 411, and (2), 
(3) can be shown following the. constructions for multihead machines in [12, 13). 
In each case, the working tape OT M’ will have several c$annels, one of which holds 
the elements from the base of M and the others are used for simulations and 
controls. For (2) see also the proof of Theorem 6.3. 1 
It is easy to see that for every nondeterministic real time acceptor M with one 
k-head Post tape there exi&s a (;k, O)-preset machine M’ with base r* such that 
L(M) = L( M’, r”). Conversely, for a [k: O)-preset machine M with a regular base 
B there exists such a machine M’ with L( M, B) = L( AC). Machines with k-head 
Post tapes have been studied in [ 121. 4s an important result we obtain that regular 
based (k, 0)-preset machines precisely accept all languages in J%B if k 2 3. Accord- 
ingly, WC can conclude from Theorem 6.5 that regular based (m, n)-preset machines 
precisely accept all languages in %Vp if m, n 3 1 and m + n 3 3. For ( 1,1 )-preset 
machines we consider the following example, which was already mentioned in 
Section 3. 
e. let C,, = { (dw) ‘%wR( dwR)” 1 w E (a, b}*}. Then there is a 
with base F* which accepts C,,. To see this we describe 
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the behavior of M,,. M,, has an accepting computation on an input x with working 
tape y if and only if 
x=du, . ..du.cu,+,dv,d...dv, and y=y,d...dy,,cz,d...dz,, 
where ui = yi =zRfor 1SiSn u =z,, t+=zi-1=yR for i=n,.. .,2, and ~,=y:. 
Clearly, the proper format of ; ai: y can be checked in the finite-state control. For 
the remaining tests M, uses its heads H, and & on the working tape, which move 
left-to-right respectively right-to-left. The tests are performed as listed. So H1 and 
& will meet on c Then H1 checks that u,,+~ = z,,, while HZ remains stationary in 
that phase. Thereafter H, and HZ check that each reads the same string as the input 
head, and in the last phase H1 remains stationary (at the right endmarkzr) and & 
checks that vl = yp. If any test fails, then M,, enters a dead state and daes not come 
to acceptance. Since ui=yi=zR=zf!_1=ui_l=~R for 2&sn, z,,=u~+~, and 
4 =y1 = u2, now M” accepts x if and only if x E C,,. 
Standard arguments from AFL and AFA theory (cf. [33]) show that for every 
class of base languages Z’ and every pair of nonnegative integers (m, n), the class 
PRESET,,, (9’) is a trio. Furthermore, for every ( m, n)-preset machine M with base 
B there exists an (n, m)-preset machine M’ with base BR such that L( M, B) = 
L(M’, B”). Thus VJe can state the fo!lowing lemma as a relevant result. 
6.2. Lemma. For every nonempty class of languages 3’ and all m 3 1, n 2 0, we have 
PRESET ,,,(9) is a trio, and 
PRESET,,,(Z) = PRESET,,,(YR), whereZR= {LRI L is in 9). 
It should be noted that a preset machine can be regarded as an operator on its 
base, and families like PRESET,,, as operators on 9. See [4O, 411. These operators 
can be iterated, and one obtains PRESET,, (PRESET,,,(s)), and so forth. However, 
it will turn out that, for good classes of languages 9, iteration is not interesting 
since PRESET,,,(p) is already the limit. 
Finally, notice that preset machines operate in real time since the head on the 
input tape is advanced in every move. Obviously, if this restriction is dropped and 
A-moves are permitted on the input tape, then the power of these machines increases. 
For example, if such machines have at least two heads on the working tape and the 
class of base languages includes languages uch as Z’*, where C has two or more 
symbols, then all recursively enumerable sets can be recognized. 
We now return to the real purpose of preset machines and characterize the classes 
H(Z A BNp) and H(Z A .&?Z) in terms of T-based preset machines with only three 
heads on the working tape. The construction uses tape-folding techniques developed 
in [S, 8,10,&V for multitape machines and refined for machines with one three-head 
Post tape in [13]. 
In the following constructions we make use of compressions of strings such that 
their effective length reduces by a certain factor an such that machines can be 
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sped-up when they operate with compressed strings. This technique is well-known 
from automata theory and from complexity theory. 
efinition. Let p - 7 1 be an integer and let w E C* be a string with 1 wi a p. The p-fold 
uniform compression of w, denoted by [ wlp, is the string obtained by scanning w 
left-to-right and compressing p symbols into one new symbol, where the last symbol 
of [ wlp may be the compression of p sj < 2p symbols of C. Additionally, the first 
and the last symbols of [ w]~ are marked by boundary markers. Thus, [ wlp represents 
w on [I w(/pj squares where, for a real number r, [rj denotes the greatest integer 
less than or equal to r. 
Formally, let Zp ={w~~*(Iwl=p} and &={w~~*lp~ WI <2p) be two new 
alphabets, and define a homomorphism (pp : (&, u &,)* + C* by cp,([ w]J = w for 
each w E Z,, u 2;. For each string x E C* of length at least p, now [xl,, = cp,‘(x) n 
Zp*&, is the p-fold uniform compression of x (without the boundary markers). 
We now come to the first main result of this section. Here, not only the statement 
itself is important, but also the construction given throughout the proof. This 
construction shall be re-examined later to obtain homomorphic equality operations 
that are nonerasing and use only three homomorphisms. 
6.3. Theorem. Let 3’bc a class of languages closed under inverse homomorphism. Then 
H(~A BN~)E PRESET,,,(Z) and H(%I&~)G PRESET,,&Z). 
roof. We will prove only the first statement. The second is similar and is a 
straightforward extension of [ 12, Lemma 4.61. 
Let L E H(Z p. %X9). Then there exists a nonerasing homomorphism h and 
languages L1 E 2’ and L2 E 9bVV such that L = h( L, n L,). Since PRESET,,#) is 
closed under nonerasing homomorphism, it is sufficient to construct an Z-based 
(2,1)-preset machine M with L( M, B) = L, n L2 and B = g-‘( L!). 
Consider first L2. From the machine characterization of %V’!Y in Proposition 3.3, 
L2 can be accepted in real time by a nondeterministic acceptor M2 with three 
one-reversal-bounded pushdown stores. A convenient way to simulate a three-tape 
machine by a machine with only one working tape would be to read the input 
together wirh a sequence of instructions three tilmes and simulating the actions on 
the three tapes one after another. Our (2,1 )-preset machine, however, cannot operate 
in this manner since it has a one-way input tape and it runs in real time. Therefore, 
M must worl; with encodings and with compressions of strings. 
Let Li = {[ wjJ41 w E L,} be the 34.fold uniform compression of L2. Using the 
notation from above, I,; = cp,-,‘( L,) n Z$&,, which shows that LG is in %VY? Let 
& be . real time nondeterministic acceptor with three one-reversal-bounded push- 
down stores which accepts Li by empty stores. 
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Consider the (2, l)-preset machine M with L( B) = L1 n &. M operates as 
follows: For any input string w E c* there is an accepting computation of M for w 
with working tape y if and only if 
(1) (~(~170 and w=y, or 
(2) 1~1 a 170 and y is ‘almost unique’ and of the format y = X,X? . . . &. Here 
Xi equals Xj up to some barring, each Xi describes an accepting computation of 
the machine M2 on w (if w E L2), and y contains w in encoded form. 
The value 170 stems from the fact that portions of the input are 170-fold uniformly 
compressed. Since the class 9 is closed under inverse homomorphism, an appr0pl-b 
ate y exists. Furthermore, yE g-‘(w) for some homomorphism g. Hence, the major 
effort of M is to check that the working tape y has in fact the form y = X1 . . . Xl3 
with Xi = X up to barring and X describes an accepting computation of M2 on W. 
M immediately enters a blocking state whenever it fails to meet all the requirements 
stated below. A blocking state hinders M to enter an accepting state. Notice that 
the preset machine M is deterministic, and its actions are dictated by the working 
tape. 
We freely speak of H, and & as the first and second head of M moving left-to-right 
on the working tape, while the head & is moving right-to-left. The machine M is 
completely specified by the description of the actions of HI, Hz and H3 during 
accepting computations. 
Consider any input string w E _C*. If Iwl< 170, then the proper working tape y 
for an accepting computation of M must be in C*. Now M checks whether or not 
w = y and w E L2 in its finite-state control. Hence, w E L( M, B) if and only if 
weL,nL,. 
Otherwise, if 1 WI 2 170, M uniformly divides w into I7 segments of (almost) equal 
length. (M guesses or gets some information from the working tape.) Let w = 
WIWZ... bq6w17 with lwil = b for 1 ~is16, bsIw,,l<b+17, and b= i/w[/I7j. (In 
the following we assume that Iw,~~= b or that w17 is compressed to a string of length 
b when it appears on the working tape.) M operates in 17 phases, scanning wi on 
the input tape in the ith phase. M accepts w if and only if the working tape y has 
the following format; y = X,X2 . . . X,3. Each Xi has 80 channels, i.e., Xi is the 
parallel encoding of 80 strings, and Xi is of length 6. The strings in the channels 
of Xi are as follows. For i = 1, . . . , 12, the ith channel of Xi is additionally barred, 
and the 16th channel of Xl3 is barred. When these bars are omitted, then all Xi are 
equal, say Xj = X. Thus we shall deal with X instead of Xi. 
X = ( A) and Y = ($), where 2’ = [Z],[Z], is the duplication of the two-fold 
uniform compression of 2.2 and 2’ each have 20 channels so that Y ai. -1 YR have 
40 channels and X has 80 channels. The entries in the first 40 chas,nlels of X are 
written left-justified, and are thus right-justified in the last 40 channels. Furthermore, 
the first, ;he middle, and the last symbols of X are separately marked. The 20 
channels of Z contain the following strings: wl, w2, - . l , ~~2, [~117, 21, ~2, ~3 9 k, 
YI, Y2, Y3- I-he WI, * l - ¶ w12 are the first twelve segments of w, each of length b, w 
itself appears on channel 13 in 17-fold compression. The format of ZI , ~2 v ~3 on 
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channels 14, 15 and 16 is as follows: 
21 
O( 
dq dY b1YA0 bv4110 bW6110 
22 = dq dq r_~7~SIlcl l39%J10 [~11~12110 
z3 [%315 his b,,l5 bJl615 bl715 
Here d is a new symbol and q = lib] = l[w&1= I[w&(= Thus when 
ignored, the concatenation of zl , z2, and z3 is a compressed version of w. T 
I,,, an channel 17 is an encoding of a sequence of instructions of an ac 
computation of MS on input [ ~13, if w E &, and y,, y, and y3 are the con 
the three pushdown stores of M G at their reversal points in the computation d 
by IW, and are padded by dummy symbols from the right. (To be exact, I,,, is padded 
with dummy symbols e such that every second symbol is e, and e is erased when 
I,,, is twofold uniformly compressed.) 
Note that if xi is the contents of the ith channel of x and 1 s i s 20, then [ Xi]q[ Xi]* 3 
xp, and [Xi] F[xi]F are the contents of the i + 20th, i + 40th and i + 60th channels 
respectively. Furthermore, the left-to-right concatenation of the barred channels of 
x,x,. . . Xl3 is K+I%$... %[%3151[%4]5 l l l [ I$,]~, which is a representation of the 
input string w. 
Now M operates as follows in accepting computations. Besides other activities 
during the ith phase with i = 1,. . . , 12, the first head N, checks symbol by symbol 
that the actual input read on the input tape is equal to the string $i on channel i, 
when bars are ignored. This is the only situation where these bars are relevant. So 
we skip them from now on. Note that H, moves at every step during the first twelve 
phases. Furthermore, the following actions are performed by H, , Hz and H3. 
Phase 1: For each iE{l,... ,80} simultaneously, H, and H3 check symbol by 
symbol that the contents of channel i under M, and of channz! i *40 under H3 
coincide. 
Since HI and H3 are moving irn oppos1~ directions, this finally guarantees that 
Xi = xF~~O, where Xi is the contents of channel i. 
Phases 2 to 6: If, and H3 cooperate as in Phase 1, and simultaneously H, and 
2% control that they are reading the same string (up to bars). 
phase 7: HI, kZ2 and H3 operate as in the Phases 2 to 6. Additionally, H, and 
r;J3 recognize that they meet in the middle, which is marked SO. 
Summarizing so far, the actions of HI, Hz and If3 guarantee that the working 
tape is y =X13, wkn bars are ignored, and X = ( y’“), where Y consists of 40 
channels. Filrthermore, H,, H2 and H3 have passed over 7, 6 and 7 X-blocks 
respectively. 
Phase: 8: For each i E { 1,. . . ,20} v (41,. . . ,60} H, and H2 simultaneo 
alf of channel 20+ i under I-& equals the two-fold uniform CO 
of channel i under 
Thus, 
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since [Z],U = VR[ZJ2 by Phase 7 and [[Z],l = 1 Ul, now U = [Z], and V= [Z],“. 
Hence, 
and 2 has 20 channels. 
Phase 9: In the next three phases M simulates the pushdown machine M;. To 
this effect, H, uses the contents on channel 33 as input string and channel 37 as a 
sequence of instructions of MS. In this phase M checks that this sequence is legal 
with respect to the behavior of AMi on its first pushdown store. Therefore, Hz 
considers the first half of the contents of channel 38 as the string being written by 
Mi in its ‘pushing phase’. When Ad; reverses on the first pushdown tape, H3 becomes 
active and controls the ‘popping phase’ on the first pushdown store of ,-s& using 
channel 38, too. Since MS has been sped-up, this simulation takes ib steps. Iu the 
second half of this phase, Hz moves to the right boundary of its X-block and E& 
moves to the middle of its X-block, which are specially marked. 
Phases 10 and 11: &! continues operating as in Phase 9. Now it simulates the 
actions of Mi on the second and third pushdown tape, and therefore, Hz and H3 
use channel 39 and channel 40. 
Phase 12: H, continues verifying that the ac?ual input agrees -with the contents 
of channel 12. Hz rests and Hs moves b squares, i.e., one X-block to the left. 
Now the heads have moved over 12, 8 and 9: X-blocks respectively. Moreover, 
pi1 has moved at every step. Now it slows down to 5th of that speed and moves at 
every fifth step. 
In Phases 9 to 11, M simulates the pushdown machine A4; and continues an 
accepting computation if and only if Ad: accepts the contents of each half of channel 
33. It thus remains to show that this is in fact a duplication of a compression of 
the real input string w of M. This will be controlled in the remaining phases. 
Besides other tasks, the first head H, checks on channel 16 that the contents of 
this channel is a fivefold uniform compression of the real input, and is barred. 
Furthermore, the following actions are performed. 
Phase 13: Hz scans channel 34, and at half-time it switches to channel 35, while 
H3 scans channel 73. Ignoring d’s and decoding compressions. Hz and H3 verify 
that the concatenation of the strings on channel 34 and on channel 35 agrees with 
an initial part of the string on channel 73. 
Phase 14: H2 now scans channel 16 while H3 scans channel 73. Hz and & check 
that the contents of channel 16 agrees with the rest of channel 73 of the X-block 
when decompressed. 
Notice that in Phases 13 and 14, H, moves gb squares, H2 moves 2b squares, and 
H3 moves ib squares, where 6 = 1x1. 
Phase 15: In the first half of this phase, H, and Hz check that, up to compressions, 
w, on channel 64 agrees with w1 on channel 21, and N, and H3 simultaneously 
check that w7 on channel I5 agrees with the reversal of w; on cha 
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second half, H, and Hz check that w2 on channel 14 and on channel 22 agree, and 
H, and & check that w8 on channel 15 and the reversal of w: on Channel 68 agree. 
Moreover, H, controls that w15 on channel 16 agrees with t e actual input. 
phases 16 and 14: H,, H,, H3 operate in a similar way as in Phase 15 and check 
+hrJ+ .A, 9.0 CllcLb “3, w&$:, -w5, w6 on channel f4 under H, agree with the contents of the first 
respectively second halves of channels 23,24, 25,26 under H2 l Simultaneously, HI 
and H3 check that w9, wlol ~1 l, w,? on channel 15 under Hz agree with the reversals 
of the second and first halves of channels 69,70, : 1,72. Also, HI controls on channel 
16 that w16 and w17 agree with the actual input. 
Finally, when all these requirements are met, and in particular, when Phases 9 
to 11 signal that the machine M2 has accepted and the input is completely scanned, 
then M accepts; otherwise, it does not accept. 
Consider the base language of M. Let L1 s XT. Let A be the set of symbols as 
they have been used in the strings X. Thus each symbol of A consists of 80 
components corresponding to the 80 channels of X. In particular, the first twelve 
components are symbols from Z,, and the 16th component is the compression of 
a string u E ET with 5 s 1~1 s 9. Let a’ be the set of symbols which are obtained 
from the symbols of A by barring the jth component for exactly one je 
11 2 ,12,16}. Now define the homomorphism g : (2 u 6)* + C* by g(u) = a for 
ea;h h’; 2, and g(a,, . . . , iii, *..,Qgo)=aj for each (a, ,..., i& ,..., a,,)Ed where 
Qj EC if 1 s js 12, and aj E C’ with 5 s lail ~9 if j = 16. Thus g is the identity on 
2, ‘t is the projection onto the jth components of symbols from d’ if 1 s j s 12, and 
it decompresses the 16th component of symbols from ti if the 16th component is 
barred, and takes bars away. Now let g-l(&) = B be the base of M 
To see that M accepts exactly -L, n L2, first suppose that M accepts an input 
string w with working tape y. If ) WI c 170, then y = w and w E E, n Lz. If f W] 2 170, 
then Phases 1 to 8 guarar -ze that y = _ &X2 . . . XI3 and each Xi equals X up to 
barring. X has 80 channels, X = (x,, . . . , &()j, say, with Xi = x:40 for 1 s i 6 40 and 
xi+2O = [Xi]2[Xi]2 for 1 s i s 20,61 s i s 80. From Phases 9 to 11, IJOW [x1312 E L( Mi), 
so that the decompression of xl3 is in L2. From Phases 13 and 1.4, xl3 agrees with 
the string obtained by the concatenation of x14? x,~ and xIs, when d’s and compress- 
ions are ignored. 
Finally, the real input string w is equal to the string obtained by the concatenation 
ofx I,*-*, xl2 and the decompression of x16. This follows from the fact that the first 
head HI protocols the input throughout. By Phases 15, 16 and 67, x’~, . . . v xl2 agree 
with the significant contents of channels 14 and 15. Hence, xl3 is a compressed 
version of the input w and w E Lz. Since 
w = g(X,X, . . . X1;) and X1X2.. . X,+ g-‘(L,), 
also w E L, . 
Conversely, if w E L1 n L2, then there exists a proper string y E g-‘( &) of tht 
format specified above such that if y is the working tape of M, then M accepts w. 
ence, WE L(M, g-‘(L,)) if and only if WE L1 n I!+ 0 
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Our next aim is to show that equality holds in the statements of Theorem 6.3. 
This will follow from a representation of the languages of (m, &preset machines 
in terms of inverse homomorphic equality operations. 
6.4. Theorem. Let M be an (m, n)-preset machine with base B. Then there exist a 
length-preserving homomorphism h, an inverse homomorphic equality of order (m, n ), 
(h I,***, h,, hz,,, . . . , hFI+,,)-‘, and a regular se: c .& that 
L(M. B) = k((h,, . . . , h,, hi,, , . . . , hE+,}-‘( B) n Q). 
Yroof. The proof follows well-known constructions from AFL theory. 
Let M = (K, Z9 f, St ql, F, 4, $, R), and assume that 4 and $ are encoded into the 
first and last symbols of each string from the base language B. So the heads on the 
working tape start on the squares marked by 4 respectively $ and halt to the left 
and to the right of these squares. Define the alphabet A by 
For i=l,..., m-kn, let hi:A* + r* be a homomorphism, which is the projection 
onto the (i + 2)nd components, i.e., onto Ai. Let h : A* --) C* be the projection onto 
the second components. Then h is length-preserving. Finally, let the regular set Q 
be defined by a finite state automaton, which models the finite state control of M. 
Thus Q is the set of strings b,b, . . . 6, E A*, where each 6, = (qi, ai, A,, , . . . ) Ai,m+,) 
is a legal instruction of M. q1 is the initial state of M, qi+l E S( bi) for 1 s i < t, and 
q,,] E 6( 6,) is an accepting state. Furthermore, for every,j with 1 <j < m (m + 1 s j s 
m + n), the first (last) symbol of A1,jAi.j. . . A,j contains 4, and the last (first) symbol 
contains $, and 4 and $ do not occur elsewhere in these strings. 
L‘et w E L( M, B). Then there exists an accepting computation of M for w with 
working tape y E B, which is defined by a sequence of instructions bl , b2, . . . , 6, of 
M with t = 1~1. For each i3 bi = (qi, ai, A,, 3. . . , Ai,,+,), where qi+l E S(bi), 41 is the 
initial state, and ql+l E 6( b,) is in F. Encode this sequence canonically into a string 
B=b,b*... 6, E A*. Then 
W) = w, h,(B)=-- =h,(/3)=h,+,(B)R==-=h,;,(B)R=y, 
and PE Q. Thus WE h(Eq(h,, . *. , h,, h:,,, . . . , hi+,)n hiI( Q), i.e., 
WE WI,. . -, h,,, hE+, , .. . , hi+,,)-‘(B) n 0). 
Conversely, if w c h((h, 9.. . , h,, hfI+, , . . c, hi+,)-‘(B) n Q), then there exists 
PEA* with h(B)= w. From the construction it is clear that p describes a sequence 
of instructions of an accepting computation of M for w with working tape h,( /3 ). 
Since p E h I’( B), h, ( p) E B. Hence, w E L( M, B), which completes the proof. Cl 
Combining Theorems 6.3 and 6.4 and using resutts from the previous sections we 
obtain the following fundamental characterization. 
closed under invezsd 
are equivalent: 
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eorem. Let 2 be any nonempty class of languages that is 
rphism. Let m, n - B 1, and m + n 3 3. Ihen the _following 
is in H(5!% 9WY). 
, 
proof. Clearly, (2) implies (3), and (41 implies (5). By Theorem 6.3, (I) implies (2). 
Since BN9 include3 )\ 89 by Theorem 3.7 and H(Z’ A 9.W) is a trio, (5) implies 
(1). Finally, the representation of inverse homomorphic equality operations ic terms 
of generalized equality sets. the hypothesis that 5’ is closed under inverse 
homomorphism, and Theorem u.4 show that (2) implies (4), and (3) implies (5). 0 
Clearly, the analogous tatements hold in the ‘multiple’ case. For every class of 
languages 9 which is closed under inverse homomorphism and contains the language 
Z* u e obtain 
9) = PRESET& 9) = u ?RESET,O( 5’) = J@( %5?3,0 I\ 2) 
m 
Ift is interesting to consider Theorem 6.5 for some particular classes .Z. For example, 
if 9 consists of all languages Z*, where C is an alphabet or of all regular sets, then 
H(Z’ A GW?P) = %W and H(Z A Ju%) = &?. Hence, we obtain new characteriz- 
ations of these classes in terms of machines, which use only one working tape. Now, 
5&W is the class of languages accepted by regular-based (m, n)-preset machines 
with m,nal 2nd m-l-n 2 3. Thus we have machines with only one working tape, 
which characterize 9&W. This is the analogue of Proposition 3.1 (iii) 1 (Clearly, the 
regular-based preset working tape can equivalently be replaced by a working tape, 
where the heads have the capability to rewrite original blank symbols on the tape. 
However, such machines must guess the length of the working tape in advance to 
position the heads properly at the beginning.) 
Furthermore, this proves Theorem 3.8, which says that Merge,,,I ({a, b}“) is a trio 
generator of 5W9, if m, n > 1 and m + n a 3, and it re-proves the corresponding 
results for the class .M9 from [ 121. 
From Theorem 6.3 and Theorem 6.4 we get !rew insights into the classes 
H(zA BNg) and HW A .I@? ), the most important of which are the fol”nowing: 
(1) A machine characterization i terms of s-based preset machines, which use 
tk,rc,;: or more heads on the working tape. 
(2) New classes of trio generator if JZ is a principal trio. The trio generators of 
HW A 9dv-p) respectively H(9 A .A%%) are obtained in the standard way of AFL 
theory by shuffling the generatorc: of 9 with Merge,,,,({a, !I}*), where m -i n z 3 
(and m, n a 1 in the case of %W). 
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(3) An algebraic characterization in t~‘rms of the operations of inverse homomor- 
phic equality, nonerasing homomorphism, and intersection witn regular sets. This 
is stated as an extended Chomsky-Schiitzenberger Theorem, using inverse homomor- 
phic equality operations instead of inverse homomorphisms. Thus, I-I(Y A .$%,q9) = 
H(HE&(.Z) A %%G), where m, n 2 1 and m + n 2 3. 
We wish to apply Lemma 4.1 to the classes I-I(Y A 93N9) and obtain minima1 
representations in terms of homomorphic equality and inverse homomorphic 
equalitv r_jycratior& 
for the regt_; a 
These should be the nonerasing duals of the characterizations 
set and the recursively enumerable sets. Therefore we need a 
nonerasing homomorphism in a generalized equality set or a (inverse) homomorphic 
equality, which is obtained from a careful analysis of the proof of Theorem 6.3. 
6.6. Lemma. For every (m, n)-preset machine M, with base B, there exist u (2, I)- 
preset machine Mz with base B2 
such that 
(1) LUW, B,j = U-W3 BA 
(2) B+(XuA)* wirhCnA 
(3) M2 operates as follows: 
computation for w with working 
and 1~13 170 implies w = gz(y) 
and homomorphisms g1 and gz with gt nonerasing, 
=8, B,=g;‘(B,) and B,zgi’(L(M,, &)), and 
For every string w E .P, if Mz has an accepting 
tape y, then 1 WI < 170 implies w = y and w = g&Q, 
with y E A”, and Mz operxtes in 17 distinct phases 
such that the Jirsr head moving left-to-right on the working tape of .]w2 moves at every 
step in thejrst twelve phases and tyloves unif;i:mlj, at everyjjt~~ _-4 ~11 in the lastfivephases. 
Proof. From Theorems 6.4 and 2.1 VJe obtain L( M, , B,) = h( L n h,‘( B,)), where h 
is a length-preserving homomorphism, h, is a homomorphism, L -= E n Q E 9hVY9 
where E is a generalized equality set of order (m, n), and Q is a regular set. Let 
M2 be the (2,1)-preset machine with base B2 which is constructed in Theorem 6.3 
and accepts L( MI, B,). Then Bz = gy’( h;‘( B,)), where g, is the homomorphism g 
from the proof of Theorem 6.3. This Mz satisfies all the properties mentioned. c! 
Some of the properties of M2 are quite arbitrary, such as the dependence on the 
value 17. Important is that the language L( M2, B,) and the basis B2 are related by 
a nonerasing homomorphism g2 such that L( MS BZ) c g2( B2), and that some head 
of AJ2 moves uniformly on the working tape. Note that an analogous result can be 
obtained for (m, O)-preset machines using the acquaintance of ( m, O)-preset 
machines with machines with an m-head Post tape and the constructions for Lemma 
4.6 in 1121. Again the preset machine IV& will have three heads. 
For comprehensible descriptions we have been sloppy in the construction of the 
(2, I)-preset machine Mq _* An exact analysis of the proof of Theorem 6.3 shows, 
that the preset machire constructed must read the last r + 1 symbols of an input 
string in the very last step, wkere r = IH( mod 17. This takes r -i- 1 steps and not one. 
Clearly, these steps can be handled separately in the finite state control SO that the 
genera1 construction remains valid, For the machine from Lemma 6.6 this means 
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that the first head on the working tape of M2 runs uniformly as described above, 
except for the last r+ 1 moves, where it is advanced just one square. For notational 
convenience we shall ignore this exception, and we assume that r = 0. 
emark. Let M be an ( IPI, n)-preset machine with the property that for every 
~7 E L( M, B) there exists an accepting ccmputation for w, where some head on the 
working tape moves at every step. Since all heads on the working tape of a preset 
machine must visit the same number of squares, now all heads are synchronized 
and move at every step. Also M runs in real time. Then only one head is meaningful 
in each direction. Cali such preset machines synchronized. Obviously, languages of 
the form Eq(id, idR) with the identity homomorphism id can be accepted by syn- 
chronized ( 1,l )-preset machines. Conversely, every regular-based synchronized 
preset machine can be simulated by a machine with one one-reversal-bounded 
pushdown store. f Zence, the class of languages accepted by regular-based synchron- 
ized preset machines is exactiy the eless of linear-context-free languages, i.e., the 
trio generated by Eq(id, idR). 
Note that the preset machine M2 from Lemma 6.6 operates in such a way, that 
the first head on the working tape moves at every step in the first #h part of an 
accepting computation on a long input string. Then it slows down to $h of that 
speed. By Lemma 6.6, this behavior is sufficient to preserve the full power of preset 
machines, and it is very useful for the following improvements of Theorem 6.4. 
For an inverse homomorphic equality we are ready for a characterization of the 
classes H( ,W A %N$P) respectively H( 3’ A A% ). 
hearem. Let the class of languages .2Z be closed under inverse homomorphism. 
For every language L E H(.Z’ A 9WfP) there exist homomorphisms h,, h, , h, 9 h, , es, 
with h, nonerasirzg, h, length-preserving and es alphabetic, and a language L’ E .ZZ such 
that 
L = h,((h,, h,, hy,-‘( L’n $({!I))) and L = h,((h,, hz, h-y)-‘( L’$)). 
roof. Let L = L( M2, B,) with the (2, l)-preset machine M2 constructed as in 
Lemma 6.6 and B,E (Z v r)*. By Theorem 6.4, UM,, &) = 
_IXWf, A~_%%‘(&) n Q). T o make the homomorphism k, length-preserving, 
encode five symbols of r into a new one, and let & = I? Let + : rt + r* decode 
these symbols and let +(a) = a for a E C. Define gj =A 9 (I/, 0 s i s 3. By property (3) 
of Lemma 6.6, g, is length-preserving. g, models the moves of the first head of M2 
and compresses every five moves from the last five phases of M2 into one symbol 
of P. Then 
(fi AfP> nf 17 d n 0) = go(Eq(gl, g,, g-y> n g;‘( 
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where Q’ = +-‘(Q) n (x* u r*rT). Now we apply Lemma 2.3(iiij and obtain 
&mlkl, g2, g,“> f7 g?(&) n Q’) = go((g* ‘) 82, g!y(B2) n Q’) 
= go ’ ~WJl, h2, h3R)-‘w%)), 
where BG = &‘(B2) with E&I) = a for each symbol a CT she alphabet of B2 and 
us = &s(z) = h, Let ho = go l n. ho is nonerasing since go is nonerasing and 7r is 
length-preserving, and the proof is complete. Cl 
Clearly, a similar statement holds in the multiple case for the classes H( .Z A .A!& j. 
See also [12]. 
The analogous representation in terms of a nonerasing homomorphic equality 
needs extra work. From Lemma 2.3, the subsuming of a regular set into a homo- 
morphic equality costs a homomorphism that is k-limited erasing. However, we 
wish a representation where the leading homomorphism is nonerasing. Therefore, 
we introduce a construction, where the regular set Q controlling the proper format 
of the strings in the equality set is such that 
Qch,‘(Q’) and Eq(h,,h,,h~)nQ=Eq(h,,h,,h~)nh,‘(Q’j 
for some regular set Q’. Such sets Q and Q’ have been constructed in the proof of 
Theorem 4.1. 
6.9. Theorem. Let the class of ianguages .9 be closed under inverse homomorphism. 
. . . . For every language L E H( Y A %hP j there exist homomoqhisw A,, h, , h2, h3 , d!: 
ho nonerasing and h, length-preserving, a language L’ i 9, a regular set Q and an 
alphabet 112 such that 
L = h,((h,, h2, hF)(O*) n L’n Q). 
Proof. Let L = L( M, B) for some (m, n)-preset machine M with base BE 2’. By 
Theorem 6.4, L = h(E) and 
E = Wh,. . . , h,,, ht+,, . . . , h!,+,)n h?Wn Q, 
where each homomorphism hi models the actions of the ith head on the working 
tape of M one-to-one, 1 s is m ?- n; h,(E) is the contents on the working tape in 
successful computations and the regular set Q models the finite state control of M. 
For our improvement here we must construct a new preset machine M’ Ath the 
following properties: M’ has only three heads. The first head moves uniformly on 
the working tape to make the homomorphism h, length-preserving. In every success- 
ful computation M’ contains an encoding of the input on the working tape, and 
finally, it protocols its actions on the working tape. Thus M’ is self-supervising. 
Consider the (2, l)-preset machine M from Lemma 6.6. This satisfies ali but the 
last properties, which is necessary for the particular regular se that we need here. 
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Therefore, we construct a new (2,1)-preset machine M’ which extends A4 only by 
its working tape alphabet. The working tape of M’ has two channels, the first of 
which holds symbols from the tape alphabet of M, and the second contains the 
instruction executed by M when reading that square by the first head. Since the 
first head of M moves uniformly, at most five consecutive instructions of M must 
be encoded into a new symbol. Then these instructions are correctly encoded, M’ 
rh~npc ctatec; exactly as M, otherwise M’ enters a dead state o. “‘““&#W’ u -.__ -% 
Let us make these ideas formal. 
Suppose, that L = L( M, B) with B E 9 and M a (2, I)-preset machine construc- 
ted as in Lemma 6.6 and in Theorem 6.3. Let M = (K, 2,2 u f, 6, qo, F, B), where 
the endmarkers are incorporated in symbols on the working tape. Let C n r = 8, 
and let w be a dead state which never leads to acceptance. Then L( M, B) n 
( w E C* 11 w( < 270) = B n Z*, and B C_ r* contains all strings which are the contents 
of the working tape of M in accepting computations of M on inputs of length at 
least i70. As ia Thearem 6.4, let us describe the instructions of M by special symbols. 
Let 
& =((s, a, ul, u,, U~))SE K and a, ul, u,, u&X), 
and 
A= &:JA,-uA~. 
Let A5 = {[ v~v~v~v~v~]~~ vl E A,-, vi E A,, and if s; is the first component of vi, then 
SiES(Vi_,) for 2 i d s 5). Thus each n c A describes a move of M and each d E A5 
describes five consecutive moves of M as they are used in the last five phases on 
long inputs. (K;re we use the assumption that the last step of M is an ordinary 
step and is not followed by a short sequence of steps, where only the finite state 
control is involved, while the heads remain stationary on the working tape.) Let the 
homomorphism + : (Ax u A,- u AS)* + A* be the identity on A\- and on A,-, and let 
$ decompress the svmbols of A5 such that e 
for every [v, vzv3v&J5 E AS. 
Next we apply the construction from Theorem 6.4 to M. The particular properties 
of M imply k( M, B) =fcE) and L( M, B) =f,(f,( E)) for some nonerasing 
homomorphisms f and S,. E = Eq(fi J&f,“) nfi’( B) n Q E A*, where fi, f2 and f3 
are homomorphisms, which are the projections onto the third, fourth and fifth 
components of A, and Q Is a regular set with Q E A$ u A?+( AT). By construction 
j; l $ is a length-preserving homomorphism and L(M, B) =fo(fi(+( +-‘( E)))) with 
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Hence, the desired representation is almost reached. If, accidentally, Q =f;‘( Q’) 
for some regular set Q’, then we are done. Recall that in a similar situation in the 
proof Jf Theorem 4.1 we had the fact that Q =f,,(fi( Q)) nfi’(f*( 0)). In general, 
such a Q’ does not exist. Therefore, we extend the machine M to a machine M’ 
which protocols sequences of instructions of successful computations of M on an 
extra channel. 
Let 0 = {(A, d) E 2 x Ax u r x Ar u r x A5 If@(d)) = A} be the working tape 
alphabet of M’, where j” and + are as above. Define homomorphisms 6, : a*‘-, 
(2 u r)* and &: 0” + (AZ u AI- u As)* by &((A, d)) = A and &( (A, d)) = d. Define 
the machine M’= (K, &i2,6’, go, 6 a’), where 
B’=&,($-*(B))~(ZxA#u(~xA,-)*(TxA,)” 
is the base of M’, and 6’ extends ci as follows: 
W, a, (A,, 4), (4, 4, (4, 4)) = b(s, a, 4 5 &Ad 
if (A,, d,) = h or (A,, d,) E C x Ax u r x A,. and d, = (s, a, A,, AZ, AS), or (A,, d,)E 
TxA5, with $(d,b~,~2~3v~~~, and Yi=(sya,A,,A,,A,); iY(s, a,(A,,d,), 
(AZ, d2), AS, d3) = w otherwise j where o is the dead state of M’ and M respectively. 
Observe tkat L( M, B) - L(ih I, Bi). To see this, fir:t suppose w E L( M, B). Then 
there is a cvmputation p = p, . . . pr of M on w with working tape y and, by 
construction, there is a computation of M’ on w with working tape (y, $-‘(p)), 
ano (y, V(P)k& '(Y)- C onversely, if w E L( M’, B’) there is a computation of M’ 
with working tape (y, z). Now there is a computation of M on w with working type 
y, which is just the restriction of the computation of M’ to the first channel y on 
the working tape. Hence, w E L( M, B). 
As above for M, encode the instructions of M’ into special symbols. Let 
Ql =((s,a, U,, U2, U&E K,aEE, U,, Uz, U&ZxAx, 
and U, = (s, a, S,( W, 5,( uz), 5,( &))I, 
VI* = {( s,a, U,, Uz, UJlsE K,aEZ, U,erxA,-, 
C’, u~ErXA,*urxA+J{h}, 
and U, = (s, a, 5,( U,), t2( Ud, 5,( U&h 
V,=((s,a, U,, U2, U3jIsE K,aEZ, U,=h, 
472, u~ErXA,kJrxA~~{h}} 
and 
Vs = (1 Vi V, V, V, V,l 1 Vi = (SI 9 6, K,i 9 U,,i 9 &,A SI E K Qi E Z 
u1.l =(L,d)erxA5, Uz.,, U,,,EDA,-uTxA+{h}, 
&EVxfor2< i~5, and si=6’(Si-,, vi) for2s is5, 
and d = [v,v2v3v4v5] E A5 with 
Vi=(Si, ai, tl(Ul,i), 51(tU2.i)9 51("3,i)))l- 
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Let V = Vz v Vr u V, u VS. Define projections over V. Let Q : (Vr v VI- v V5)* + V* 
be the identity on Vr: and V f, and let Q decompress V5 with Q(V,) c_ V,Vz. 
Define ~:(V~uVruV,)*+A* by ~(%a, W, Uz, U,)=(s,a,A,,A,,A,) and 
h’,, hi, hi:V*+n* by hj(s, a, U1, Uz, U,)= Ui, where Ui=(Ai, di). Then v(D)= 
&h:(D)=d, for every D=(s,a, U,, Uz, U&V-V5 and lY,=(A,,d,)~d-As, 
and TQ(D)=$&~~(D)=$J&~~~(D)EA~ for every DE&. 
In the same way as above for M we specify the set of sequences of instructions 
of successful computations of 1M’ by a set E ‘, where E ’ = Eq( h : 9 h 1, h 3”) n h ‘1-l ( B’) n 
0’. Then 
rp-‘(E’) = Eq(hi l Q, 11; l (0, hi - +p”)n cp-‘(hi-‘(!?))n Q-‘(0’) 
encodes compressions of such sequences, cp-‘( E) c V$ u V$Vt . Let Q” = 
hi-‘(h’,(Q’)) and E”= Eq(h’,, hi, hiR)n h’,-‘(B’)n Q’. Clearly, Q’c Q”so that E’G 
E” and Q-'( E’) E Q-'( E”). Moreover, Q’G Q”. However, Q-'( E’) = Q-'( E’). TQ see 
this it suffices to show that 
Eq(h: l Q, h; * Q, h; l <pR)n cp-‘(Q”)E Eq(h’, l Q, h; 9 (9, hi l tp”)n Q-'(Q'). 
Consider x E Eq( hi 9 Q, h$ l Q, hj l Q") cl Q-'( Q”). Since h:cp(x) E h:( Q’), there exists 
ye hi-‘(Q’) with y= Q-‘(y’), h:(y) = h’,(y’), ye Eq(h: l Q, hi 0 Q, hi 0 Q~), and 
hi&) = h:(y). If h:(y) E (2 x A=)*, then y = Q(Y) E V$, and x E V$. Now x = y is 
an immediate consequence from the construction. 
Conversely, h:(y) c (r x Ar)*((T x A5)(f’ x Ah)4)* with y E V*,Vf , and hip(x) = 
h;(y) implies x E V V $ := Since 4%&:(Y) = ?rcg(Y), now rQ(Y) = @&Q(X) = TQ(X), 
where the last equality follows from the definition of V,. and VS. Observe that x 
and y may differ at most in the second part of their fourth and fifth components. 
These, however, are tackled by the homomorphisms hi and hi and are equal since 
X, YE Eq(h: l Q, hi l Q, hi l QR). Hence, x=Y and Q-‘(E’) = Q-I(E’j. 
Notice that the input strings of M respectively M’ are encoded into the strings 
of Q-‘( E”) in various ways. For example they can be retrieved from the first channel 
of the third component, which means the working tape of M. Hence, L( M, B) = 
.M&~~Q(Q-‘(E”))), where fo and & are nonerasing homomorphisms, h’, l Q is a 
length-preserving homomorphism, and 
Q-‘( E”) = Eq(h: . Q, h: l 9, hi l qR) n cp-‘h’,-‘(B’) n cp-‘hi-‘(hi(Q’)). 
Let fo(t=ho, hiQ=hi, i= 1, 2, 3, L’= B’, and Q=hi(Q’). Then L= 
h,((h, , hz, h-7)( a*) n L’ n Q) and the proof is complete. Cl 
Theorem 6.9 and Lemma 2.3 and the fact that 
h@*)n L’n Q = h,(h,‘(L’))n Q = h,(h,‘(L’n Q)) 
give rise to different representations of classes H(Z A BJW) in terms of nonerasing 
homomorphic equality operations. 
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6.10. Corollary. Let 9’ be a good class of languages. For every language L E 
H(.Z A %hP) there exist homomorphisms ho, hb, h, , h2, h3 with h, and h 1 nonerasing 
and hb k-limited erasing, a language L’ E 9 and a regular set Q such that 
(i) L= ho* (h,, hi, h?)(L’n Q), 
(ii) L= hO((hI, h, h%L'h o), 
(iii) L= M(h,h~,h,k)(Q)n L'), 
(iv) L= h& l (h, ,hJ&(L'$), 
(v) P = hb l (h,, h2, hF)(L’n &‘({$})j. 
roof. From the basic S-X ident;+;= we obtain *0.-u
h,(O*)n L’nQ= h,(h,‘(L’))n Q= h,(h,‘(Q))n L= h,(h,‘(L’n*J)j. 
Now, (i)-(iii) follow !tom Theorem 6.9 and Theorem 2.1, and (iv) and (v) are 
obtained by applying Lemma 2.3. Cl . 
Based on Theorem 6.8. a dual result can be obtained with the nonerasing homomor- 
phic equality replaced by an inverse homomorphic equality. And parallel results 
hold for classes H(.Z A AS) with multiple (inverse) homomorphic equality 
operations of order (3,O). 
6.11. Theorem. Let 56’ be a good class of languages. I’ L is closed under intersection 
with regular sets, then H(.Z’ A %VP) is the smallest class which includes 9 and is 
closed under nonerasing homomorphic equality. 
If 3' is closed under endmarker, i.e., L E 9 implies L$ E 9, or LE 9 
implies L n E$‘($) E 2, then H(Z’ A SWP) is the smallest class which includes 9 and 
(i) is closed under nonerasing respectively weakly erasing homomorphic equality, 
and k-limited erasing homomorphism, or 
(ii) is closed under inverse homomorphic equality and nonerasing homomorphism. 
Proof. From Corollary 5.13 and Theorem 5.19, H(.ZA %VP) has the stated closure 
properties. Let X be the smalleSJs. c+ class containing 2 and closed under the stated 
sets of operations. Then I, E H(Z’ A %A@) implies L E X by the representations from 
Theorem 6.8 and Corohary 6.6 0. 0 
If we choose Z’ to be the class of regular sets, then we obtain the following strong 
representation theorem for the classes %VV and A@?. 
6.12. Corollary. 7&e class %V9 (M?) is the smallest class which includes the regular 
sets and is closed under (multiple) nonerasing respectively weakly erasing homomorphic 
equality. Furthermore, .BJ9 (.&9) is the smallest class which contains the regular set 
($1 and is closed under (multiple) inverse homomorphic equality and nonerasing 
homomorphism. For every L E BNP ( L E AM! ) there exist homomorphisms ho, h, , hz, 
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h3, where h, and h, are nonerasing, and regular sets Q and Q’ = Ed) = 
{O,1}*{$}{O,1}* such that 
L = ho l (h,, hz, h:)(Q) and L = ho l (h,, hz, h_F)-‘(Q’) 
(L = ho l (h, h, k)(Q) and L= ho l (h,, h2, h,)-‘(Q’)). 
Hence, 
and 
m hf@ ““v’i ” = H(HE,,,(mw)) = H(HE,:(H _I(($}) 
JM = H(HE3 &SW%)) = H(HE,;(H-‘({$}). . 
For the class KR!Z of context-free languages, the class of quasi-realtime languages 
is the smallest class which contains %S.. and is closed under nonerasing respectively 
weakly erasing homomorphic equality or under nonerasing homomorphism and 
inverse homomorphic equality. 
The characterizations of the classes 9&VYP and .A@? from Coret!ary 6.12 reveal 
an interesting fact on the role of nonerasing homomorphisms. For every L E 9NP 
there exists a generalized equality set Eq( h, , h2, h y) with one nonerasing homomorph- 
ism, such that L = h(Eq( h, , h2, hy) n Q) for some nonerasing homomorphism h and 
some regular set Q. A similar result holds for A%%!. Compare this with Corollary 2.5 
and Theorem 3.8. These statements say that the standar;j trio generator of %VP in 
terms of generalized equality sets, Merge2,J { a, b}“), can be defined as a generalized 
equality set if and only if all homomorphisms contributing to its definition are erasing. 
However, in the framework of trios, Mergez,,({a, 6)“) can be defined by a general- 
ized equality set of three homomorphisms, one of which is nonerasing. This induces 
new trio generators for %A%? To see this, let Merge2,, ({ a, b}*) = h( B n Q). Then B 
is a new trio generator of .%N!P. 0r nay take these observations as a starting point 
for a study of 9WP generators aud .%N!Y nongenerators, according to a study of 
context-free generators and nongenerators. In this context note that there does not 
exist a hardest generalized quality set of order (m, n) for any m, n with ,rt i- n Z= 2, 
which can be defined by using at least one nonerasing homomorphism. If this were 
true, then the language Merge,,,1 ({a, b}*) with m + n = 2 were so definable; a 
contradiction to Lemma 2.15. 
Next we take a look at generators in the framework of nonerasing homomorphic 
equality and inverse equality operations, and we form?ate extended Chomsky- 
Schtitzenberger Theorems for the: classes H(P’ A .%A’!?). Parallel results hold for 
H(Z’AAB). 
Let 2’ be a principal trio with generator G. Then G is a generator of 
the class H(Z A %WP) in terms of nonerasing homomorphic equality, inverse 
homomorphism, and intersection with regular sets, or in terms of nonerasing 
homomorphism, inverse homomorphic equality and intersection with regular sets. 
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For every language L E H(Z A %NP) there exist homomorphisms h,, hl r h2) h3, h, 
with ho and h, nonerasing, and a regular set Q such that 
(9 L = ho(h’, h, h,) . W,‘(G) A Q), 
(ii) L= ho(h’, ha, h./ l (hii( Q) and L= ho(h’, hZ, hJ’ l (hiI(G 
Hence, if9 = W(W-‘( ti) A %Z!%), then 
H(.2’ A %VY) = H( HE2,J H-‘( G)) A %%J) 
and 
H(Z ii %VP’) = H(HE,:( H-‘( 6)) A 9%%). 
Proof. Let L= h(L’ n L,) E H(Z’ A BJW) with L, E 2 and L+ BJW? Then L, = 
.hU?W)n 0,) f or h omalnorphisms f0 and ft with f0 nonerasing, and a regular set 
Q, . Then L = h “fF’( G) n L3), where h’ = h l fo is nonerasing and L3 =fi’( L2) n Q’ 
is in %V’R Let h, = f2 9 f, . 
By Corollary 6.10 there exists a language G’=fy’(fl’( G)), a regular set Q and 
homomorphisms ho, h’ , h,, h3 with h,, h, nonerasing such that 
Accordingly, (ii) is obtained from Theorem 6.8. Cl 
We wish to strengthen Theorem 6.13 and delete the inverse homomorphism and 
the intersection with regular sets, and choose a fixed generator. 
This is impossible for homomorphic equality operations. Consider, e.g., the set 
{A} (or less trivial {a}*). {A} is a trio generator of the regular sets and H( 98% A 
9&V.) = %9? However, (h’, . . *, h&((h)) = {A} for every homomorphic equality 
operation, so that H(HE((h)) A %5’%) = (0, {A)}. 
6.14. Theorem. L.et 2’ be a principal trio with generator G. Then there exists a new 
trio generator G’ of .Z such that for every language L E H(2’ A %AfP) there exist 
homomorphisms ho, h,, hZ, h3 with ho and h2 nonerasing, and L= h,(h’, hZ, h:)-‘(G). 
Thus H&Y A %QP) = H l HE,:({G’}). A ccordingly, H(.JZ A A%!) = H l HEiA((G’}) 
in the multiple case. 
Proof. We combine ideas and constructions from Lemma I.3 and Theorems 6.3, 
6.4, 6.5 and 6.8. Let G 2 C*. Let c, d, 0, 1, $g C be new symbols. Then the new 
generator G’ is obtained by padding G with c’s and d’s and encoding this language 
over (0, 1) and endmarking by $. 
Formally, for C u {c, d} = {a’, . . . , ak> define cy2: (2I u {c, d})% * 2:‘: and q : (2 u 
k dl)*+@,. 1)” by a2(4 = a for a E 2, a2( c) = ar2(d) = A, and cy’(ai) = 01’0. Let 
G”=cu,‘(G) and G’= a,( a;‘( G)){$}. Clearly, G’ and G” are new trio generators 
of 2. 
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Let L=~(L,~L&H(~PABNP), and L,=f,(f,*(G)nQ,)~9. Then 
L = h’(f F’(G) n L3) with h’ nonerasing and I.+z BJ@; see Theorem 6. 
f,‘(G)n L3= L(M , ii‘ ’ ), where M is a (2,1)-preset machine with base B co:r?tructc;d 
in the proof of Theorem 6.3. B = g-‘( f r ‘( G)) for some homomorphism g. 
that g maps r* to A* and let r = { ul, . . . , a,). Define an injective homo 
/?:r*+(Z~{c,d})* with ~,dEc by P(ai)=,f,g(ai)cd’c. Then B=g-‘( 
p -‘( G”) since 
P(a,, . . . ~i,)=_fi l g(aii)cdic. - -_lfi . g(ai,)cd’cE G” 
if and only if fi l g(Qil, . . . Ui,) E G. . 
Next apply Theorem 6.4 to (M, B) and use the encoding from Theorem 6.8 that 
is based on Lemma 6-6. Express the set of sequences of accepting computations of 
M with base B by a set E such that 
E=Eq(y,,~,,y,R)ny;‘(B)nQ and L(M,B)=yo,E), 
where yo,..., y3 are homomorphisms with yo, y: nonerasing and Q is a regular 
set. Since p is injective, Eq( y, , y2, y,“) = Eq( 6 l yl, /3 - y2, p R 9 y,“). Hence, 
E=EdP- rd* y2,PR= y,“>n yl'(P-'(G"))nQ 
=W rd- ydR* y~)-'W')nQ, 
and p l y1 is nonerasing. 
Finally, apply Lemma 2.3(iii). Then there exist homomorphisms rr, h,, hZ, h3 
with w and k, nonerasing such that E = r((h, , h2, hy)-‘( G’)). Let h, = h l yO l T, 
which is nonerasing since h, y. and v are nonerasing. Then h (L, n L,) = I.( 
h,( h, , h,, hy)( G”) and the proof is complete. Cl 
The characterization frorg Theorem 6.14 can be applied to some important classes 
of languages, and we obtain extended Chomsky-Schiitzenberger type theorems for 
these classes, with nor:erasing homomorphisms extended to nonerasing equality 
operations of order (2, i ) and inverse homomorphisms extended to inverse 
homomorphic equality op:a;ttiorrs of order (2,l). As a particular example, consider 
thz ccntext-free languages and, e.g., the Dyck set & as a trio generator. Let 
Dz = a,( a$‘( &))$ be a new generator with Q! I and cy2 as in Theorem 6.14. Let 
JWM%( n) denote the class of quasi-realtime languages from [5]. K%UM( n) = 
H( %‘~~ A %N!Y) = H( CGRY A, US) and JKKM’( n) is the smallest intersection- 
closed trio containing the context-free languages. Combining our results we obtain 
the following characterization. 
orollary. AYYA~(n) is the smallest class containing the context-free 
languages and closed under nonerasing respectively weakly erasing homomorphic 
equality or under inverse homomorphic equality and nnnerasing homomorphism. For 
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all m, n with m + n 3 3, 
.NYXM’(n) = H(HE,,,( %‘KY)) = H(HE$( %‘9%)) = H(HE,:,,(DL)). 
To conclude, recall the representation theorems for the regular sets, for the class 
$&VP and for the recursively enumerable sets in terms of homomorphic equality 
and inverse homomorphic equality operations. We wish to compare these representa- 
tions and put emphasis on the important distinctions. Let p be any type function. 
Let &, = (0, l}*{$}{O, 1)” and let h, be an alphabetic homomorphism, which erases 
all symbols but $. 
6.16. Theorem. (i) For every regular set Q there exist homomorphisms g,, ho, h, , h2, 
h4, where ho, hl and h2 are nonerasing, ( hl, h2) have bounded p-balance (on their 
generalized equality set), and go is k-limited erasing such that 
Q = go l (h, Up l hQ’(f9 and Q=h,=(h,, h&‘(B,). 
T?ze class of regular sets is closed under multiple homomorphic equality of bounded 
balance and under multiple inverse homomorphic equality of bounded balance. 
(ii) For every set S E 9W9 (S’ E .A92) there exist homomorphisms h,, h, , h,, h3, 
h,, where ho and h, are nonerasing such that 
S = h, l (h,, hZ, h,R) l hi’($) and S= ho - (h,, hZ, ht)-‘(B,) 
(S’= ho l (h, l h2 l h3) l hT’($) and S’= ho l (h, l h2 l h,)-‘(B,)). 
The class %VY (.A92 ) is cilosed under ( multiple) nonerasing respectively weakly erasing 
homomorphic equality and under (multiple) inverse homomorphic equality. 
(iii j For every recursively enumerable set R there exist homomorphisms h, h, , h,, 
h,, where h, and h2 are nonerasing such that 
R = h l uh, h2)p ’ h,‘(cu) and R=h*(h,,h&‘-(B,). 
The class of recursively enumerable sets is closed under homomorphic equality and 
under inverse homomorphic equality. 
Hence, bounded balance characterizes the regular sets, nonerasing or ineffectively 
erasing the classes %VCP and JR%? and no restrictions on the balance or on erasing 
the class of recursively enumerable set 92%. In the nonerasing case we must add a 
third homomorphism to the (inverse) homomorphic equality operation used, and 
two of its homomorphisms are erasing. 
These characterizations impressively demonstrate that 93NP and AS7 are natural 
and well-founded classes of languages, and from the viewpoint of homamorphic 
equality operations they stand in the middle between the class of regular sets and 
the class of recursively enumerable sets. 
As our final result we prove that our representation theorems of the recursively 
enumerable sets and of the classes BN.9 and .&%! in terms of homomorphic equality 
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and inverse homomorphic equality operations on the basis {$} are minimal and 
optimal for %%. Optimality can be seen from different viewpoints. For instance, 
counting the homomorphisms use& or counting the homomorphisms combined into 
a homomorphic equality or inverse homomorphic equality operation, or restricting 
the homomorphisms to be nonerasing, or combinations of these. We do not have 
a complete answ cr. In particular, we do not know the descriptive power of a homomor- 
phic equality or an inverse homomorphic equality of a pair of homomorphisms. A 
substantial insight can be gained from Theorem 3.9, which somehow separates pairs 
from triples of homomorphisms. 
heorern. The characterizations of the recursively enumerable sets from Theorem 
6.16 by R = ha (h,, h&h,‘($) and R = h l (h,, h&‘( BO) are optimal w.r.t. the number 
of homomorphisms used, the number of homomorphisms combined into a homomorphic 
equality respectively inverse homomorphic equality operation, the order of’ the morphic 
mappings, and the number of erasing homomorphisms. 
For the ciass J&Z@, the characterizations from Theorem 6.16 by S’= 
ho . (h,, k, h& l hi’($) and S’= hG l (h,, h2, h,);‘( B,) are optimal w.r.t. the number 
of homomorphisms. 
Proof. For a representation of each recursively enumerable set by homomorphisms, 
clearly, a homomorphic equality OT an inverse homomorphic equality, of at least 
two nonerasing homomorphisms must be used. Otherwise, only (in fact, all) regular 
sets can be obtained from the basis ($1. Now, suppose that R = f, l f2 l ff; l f4({$}), 
where each & stands for a homomorphism which is used as a homomorphism or as 
an inverse homomorphism or is combined into a (inverse) homomorphic equality 
operation. 
For any language L and homomorphisms h,, . . j . !I,, if L is finite, then h,(L) 
and (11,:. . . , h,),(L) are finite and h,‘(L) and (h, , . . . , h,),‘(L) are regular sets. 
Moreover, if h, is nonerasing, then h,‘(L) is finite. Hence, f4 must be erasing and 
used as an inverse homomorphism; otherwise four homomorphisms do not suffice. 
If f3 were used as a single homomorphism or as a single inverse homomorphism, 
then f3 l f4(W were a regular set and (fi ,f2jP l .h l f4(W and (fi ,fz)p’ l h l f4(W 
were in %W? Hence, ( f2) Jq) must be combined into a homomorphic equality or 
an inverse homomorphic equality. Since ( f2, f3)P l f4( {$)) and ( f2, f&’ l f4( {$}) are 
in %VV, the homomorphism f, must be erasing. Hence, the representation for 3% 
is optimal. 
Accordingly, for the class .M2, suppose S’ = f, l fi l 6 l f4({$)). As above, f4 is an 
inverse homomorphism and is erasing, and f2 and f3 must be combined into an 
(inverse) homomorphic equality. If we add 9; to this (inverse) homomorphic equality, 
then there exist languages L E J&B which cannot be represented by 
L = (fi ,f2,f3) l f Q’(W) or L+ = (fi ,f2,f3)-’ l f XW. 
TLs follows from Example 5.5. Fina!ly, each language L =fi l (f2,fJ l f ,‘({$}) or 
L =fi l (.fi,f3)-' l f 4’(W) with 4; nonerasing is in the smallest trio containing all 
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equality sets of order (2, O), which is properly contained in the class AU? by Theorem 
3.9. Hence, four homomorphisms are insufficient for a representation of the class 
AS from the basis {$}, when the leading homomorphism is nonerasing. cl 
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